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Once again, ADM is ahead of the entire industry with introduction of the new
BCS series. Designed specifically for TV, the BCS is entirely new, not merely a
rework of a mono corsole. The result is total stereo capability.

The new BCS series stereo television console is designed to make the transi-
tion to stereo television simple and manageable. And, like all ADM consoles, it
carries an exclusive full 5 -year unconditional warranty on both parts and labor.

For more information, contact ADM Technology, Inc., 1626 E. Big Beaver Road,
Troy, Michigan 48084. Phone: (313) 524-2100. TLX 23-1114.

ADM provides more where it counts.
Can you afford anything less?
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If your future plans include an individual component. a turnkey system. or some-
thing in between. we can develop your ideas into a complete telev sion facility.

THE
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3125 N. Broed St , Philadelphia, Pa. 19132
215 - 223-8200
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ON THE COVER
The quality of TV broadcasting depends on
accurate monitoring of the video signal.
Shown on our cover this month are
methods that may be used to perform this
work. A new approach to component
monitoring, Lightning (shown at right),
combines three separate Y, B -Y and
R -Y signals into a single CRT presenta-
tion. The center waveform illustrates
a parade display (luminance and
color -difference amplitude vs. time).
The waveform on the left shows a
typical composite waveform for
comparison. (Photo courtesy of
Tektronix, which developed the
Lightning concept.)
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SPECIAL REPORT: VIDEO SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
Sync, processing and distribution equipment are key links in the
TV broadcast chain. This hardware, coupled with video test and
monitoring gear, make up the support system that keeps televi-
sion in step. We examine these aspects of the video plant in two
detailed articles:

18 Video Monitoring After Deregulation
By Dane Ericksen, P.E., systems design consultant
An examination of the current FCC monitoring re-
quirements for TV facilities. Important measurements to
ensure adherence to standards of good engineering prac-
tice are also outlined.

28 Keeping In Step
By Elmer E. Smalling Ill, TV systems consultant
A discussion of the use of sync, processing and distribu-
tion equipment at TV stations and production facilities.
The basics of signal routing and synchronization are
presented.

OTHER FEATURES

50 Monitoring Directional Antennas
By Elton B. Chick
How to install and maintain a directional antenna
monitoring system for reliable operation. The effects of
environmental conditions on monitoring equipment are
also examined.

64 Designing AM Coupling Networks
By Grant Bingeman, Continental Electronics
A detailed look at impedance matching techniques for AM
broadcast antenna systems. The benefits and drawbacks
of various matching networks are discussed.

DEPARTMENTS
4 Business
6 Editorial
8 FCC Update

10 Strictly TV
12 re: Radio
14 Satellite Technology
16 Troubleshooting
84 People
86 New Products
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iNhen the Hitachi HR 230's
-eal-time diagnostic sys-
:ern spots a potential orob-
em during operation, it
:ells you what happered,
3nd exactly where it hap-
:ened. And it tells you ,n
:lain English.

The HR -230's computer con -
:rolled self-diagnost es contin-
ually monitors 49 different oper-
3tional, maintenance, and
-roubleshooting parameters
during both playback and re -
;cording. And it gives you the
ivhole story up front an a con-
sole display and or the monitor.

Plus, you don't have to
keep your eyes glued to the
machine. Because the HR -230
stores it all in memory- along
with the exact location-so
iou can go back anc check
Eater on.

But the HR -230 las a lot
more going for it than just a
great memory. Our retracting
-ape guides and tension arms
-along with a norI-contact

air scanner system dramati-
cally reduce head and tape
wear. It's compatible with all
major editing systems. And

such features as master/
slave operation of up to 48

VTRs through its bu It -in edror,
complete autosetup, pre -
aligned replacement scanner.
and a built-in TBC save you a lot
of time and trouble.

And the HR -230 will save you
money. Because nobody offers
you so complete a machine for
so modest a price.

For a demonstration in yoLr
studio, contact Hitachi Densii

America Ltd., Broadcast
and Professional Diiision,
175 Crossways Park West,
Woodbury, NY 117E7. Or phone
(516) 921-7200 or (800) 645-7510.
In Canada, contact Hitachi Denshi
Ltd. (Canada), 65 Melford Drive,
Scarborough, Ontario Ml E 2G6,
(416) 299-5900.

HITACHI
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THE FIRST 1 -INCH VTR THAT
TELLS YOU WHERE TO GO.
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/Business,
NYU awards media contract to Boston firm

Lake Systems, Newton, MA, was recently awarded a media
equipment and design contract totaling more than $3.5
million. This agreement was granted by New York University
to support the new Tisch School of the Arts under construc-
tion in Manhattan.

Included in the equipment package are three state-of-the-
art TV studios, film production and post -production facilities,
audio recording studios, and ancillary systems for teaching
media production.

TFT negotiations result in an agreement
Joseph C. Wu, president of TFT, Santa Clara, CA, has an-

nounced the conclusion of negotiations with the Zhang Jia
Kou Factory, People's Republic of China, resulting in an
Economic -Technology Cooperation Agreement, valued at ap-
proximately $2 million.

Under this contract, TFT will supply studio -to -transmitter
links and modulation monitors to the factory, followed by kits
for the same items. The contract also calls for the local train-
ing of technicians and the transfer of associated technology
and documentation. TFT will also assist Zhang Jia Kou Fac-
tory in supporting the TFT equipment in the PRC by pro-
viding adequate laboratory test equipment and associated
items from a variety of U.S. sources.

Tektronix announces support IC services
The Integrated Circuits Operation (ICO) of Tektronix,

Beaverton, OR, has announced that it will sell high-
performance integrated circuit foundry services for analog
application specific designs and state-of-the-art custom
charge -coupled devices (CCDs) for imaging and signal pro-

cessing applications to outside customers.
Bipolar ICs, associated CAD/CAE services and E -beam

lithography services will be available to customers on a con-
tract basis. Devices are presently fabricated using a high-
performance silicon process producing transistors with unity
gain frequencies (Ur) of typically 6.5GHz. Silicon CCD imagers
are also available with sizes of more than four million picture
elements (pixels) with pixel dimensions of 27x27 microns.
Custom arrays with smaller pixels can also be fabricated.

Laser wafer trimmable resistors are also available on
QuickChip devices for precision analog applications. ICO will
offer the bipolar IC designer a total solution approach requir-
ing a circuit schematic and specifications to initiate a design.

Harris inks contract with China
Representatives of Tianjin Broadcast Equipment Company,

the People's Republic of China, finalized details of a contract
negotiated and signed in China in December 1984. The order
includes a large number of lkW, 5kW and 10kW transmitters
to be delivered within a 6 -month period by Harris Broad-
cast Group, Quincy, IL.

Telcom signs contract for earth stations
Telcom General and Spectrum Planning signed a contract

covering the frequency coordination and FCC filing prepara-
tions for a minimum of 400 C -band earth stations. Each of the
earth stations, which are owned by the Associated Press, will
be equipped with the spread spectrum electronics developed
and sold by Telcom General under the terms of a joint ven-
ture existing between the two companies.

Continued on. page 82
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Check the racks of the industry's
leaders, and you'll find Leader
instruments. At ABC, Sony Broadcast,
Reeves, Zenith, HBO, RCA, A.F.
Associates, Group W, ATC, Midwest
Corporation, and NBC, to name a
few...where quality is paramount,
Leader has been their choice.

You could pay more for
others. But you'll get more
from Leader.

For instance, our ha f -rack
LBO -5860A Waveform Monitor is
the only one that lets you select

ACTUAL SIZE

lines 14-21 (fields 1 and 2) from the
front panel. And there's an L model
that shows you lines 7-21 for
coding information, too. Our half -
rack LVS-5850B Vectorscope is
the perfect mate, with selectable,
electronically -generated targets* that
can be read from across the room.
Electronically -generated targets
also provide the highest level of
measurement accuracy, even if you
misalign the CRT center dot. It also
has an internal etched graticule, and
gives a VITS display with strobe input.

More than just
competitively priced.

The convenience of viewing both
vector and waveform displays
simultaneously gives you
uninterrupted monitoring capability.

Top broadcasters rely on Leader
quality. It's backed by a two-year
warranty (including CRT's) and factory
service depots on both coasts.

Ask for a catalog of our waveform
monitors, vectorscopes, signal
generators and other instruments;
an evaluation unit, and the name
of your nearest "Select" Leader
distributor.

(800)645-5104
In New York State

(516) 231-6900

For professionals
who

know LEADER
the
difference.

380 Oser Avenue
Hauppauge, New York 11788

Regional Offices:
Chicago, Dallas, Atlanta,

Los Angeles, Boston
In Canada call Omnitronix Ltd.

(514) 337-9500

Instruments Corporation

For production demonstration Circle 4 on Reply Card For production information Circle 5 on Reply Card
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,Editorial I

When
too much

is not enough

Prepared by Richard A. Rudman, president of the
Society of Broadcast Engineers, and BE's consultant
on spectrum management.

Unless you came to the 1985 NAB convention in Las Vegas looking for it, you may
have missed it. It wasn't a new product. It wasn't even an old product that the
manufacturer finally got to work. You might have detected a clue about it if you at-
tended some of the engineering and management sessions, but you really had to be
watching for it. What in the world could it be?

Why, it was the FCC's spectrum policy, of course. It's a policy based on the concept
that broadcasters and other spectrum users are not making efficient use of the spec-
trum they currently have. The FCC is saying we have too much spectrum. From our
point of view, however, the commission's definition of too much is really not enough.

You say you know about deregulation, 80-90 and the FCC's real -life version of
"Let's Make a Deal" that unfolds daily before us. What more could there be to spec-
trum policy than that?

Spectrum is the cornerstone of broadcasting. It is the key commodity in the
marketplace philosophy of the FCC. The commission's Office of Science and
Technology, under the direction of chief scientist Dr. Robert Powers, has been charged
with the task of devising ways to allocate remaining spectrum, and to make existing
spectrum use more productive.

At the NAB convention, Powers spoke of a mixture of services throughout the spec-
trum controlled by "careful engineering" so that everyone, including broadcasters,
will have sufficient spectrum for their needs. The luxury of having "too much" spec-
trum is a relic of the past, he said.

Here are some of the moves announced before and during the convention that
prove those "good old days" of abundant spectrum are gone forever:
 Commissioner Mimi Wayforth Dawson said that broadcast interests should not ex-
pect any more auxiliary spectrum, that they may indeed have too much, and may
have to share it in the future.
 The FCC (in Docket 82-334) allowed private microwave licensees access to the
13GHz band as a partial solution to the problem of the spectrum refugees displaced
under the DBS decision. The commission asked the Society of Broadcast Engineers
(SBE) to help in this joint band -coordination process.
 During the SBE National Frequency Coordinating Committee meeting at the NAB,
an FCC staff member said the commission might attempt to blanket -license Part 73
users for appropriate Part 74 channels, and depend on local coordination efforts to
sort out problems.
 The FCC is considering opening TV and radio ENG channels below 13GHz to pro-
gramming entities that have previously been unable to gain access to Part 74 spectrum.

As changes come tumbling out of the commission office, our world becomes less
familiar and secure. Not only are we in competition with each other for ratings, but
now we are being asked to compete with newcomers for the right to occupy Part 74
spectrum to support an on -air operation.

How will such a policy affect our Industry? Consider some of the factors that set
broadcasting apart from other services regulated by the FCC:
 Unlike other commercial aural or visual services, there is currently no such thing as
an exclusive channel for broadcasters who use Part 74 for the backstage needs of the
industry. Frequency coordination in some markets, where the number of stations that
are active in TV ENG exceeds the number of channels, is ike trying to teach table
manners to a school of hungry sharks.
 Unlike other commercial services, broadcasting serves the entire population. Given
the fact that, as a nation, we have developed a strong reliance on the electronic press,
any move that tends to limit news gathering can be viewed as a threat to the founda-
tions of journalism.
 Although many markets enjoy ample Part 74 spectrum, the major markets, where
large numbers of licensees are clustered, do not have enough.

The history of frequency coordination in our industry is rather short. Because of the
unique nature of broadcasting, its success stories have been built on trust and based
on sound engineering. The coordination effort simply facilitates licensee -to -licensee
contact. The non-exclusive nature of Part 74, the intense congestion in many major
markets and the real fear of accusations of restraint of trade have made Part 74 coor-
dination an art that marries diplomacy with physics.

Will the FCC continue a pattern that pits different services against each other and
forces broadcasters to fight each other for ENG spectrum? Will the level of trust built
carefully since 1976-the kind of trust that made possible the coverage of major
events like the 1984 Olympics-be undermined? Will technology rise to the occasion
and solve all our spectral woes? Will antitrust lawyers have to learn Ohm's law?

For the answers to these and many other intriguing questions, tune in again. Or bet-
ter yet, write the commissioners and Mass Media Bureau chief Jim McKinney and tell
them that-in our case-too much is not enough. I :I.:4)111
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9 j, r 1-un Can you af'ord down -time when the competition is just a twist of the dial
0 0 0 away? The MRC-1 Microprocessor Remote Control from Moseley runs

remote -site applications like television, radio or earth -satellite transmitters at
peak efficiency, and makes day-to-day operation simple. It controls up to 9
remote sites, monitoring each site with as many as 32 status channels 32
telemetry channels, and 64 command lines.

Tailor MRC-1 operation to your exact specifications during setup. Calibrate^
telemetry cnannels at the keyboard for linear, direct power or indirect power
scaling. Specify upper and lowe- limits for any telemetry channel or mute it.
Set status inputs to trigger an alarm on either a rising waveform, falling
waveform or both. Designate command lines to be momentary or latching.
Let command line outputs function as the raise or lower output of any
telemetry channel.

MRC-1 opt ons simplify data management Moseley Memory protects setup
data from extended shutdowns by storing it in EAROM for up to 10 years.
Status and telemetry data may be recorded at chosen intervals on the Logger.
The CRT displays all status and telemetry inputs from any site, in plain-EngNsh,
and duplicates all command functions from the keyboard. The Mult ple
Direct Command option offers ins:ant access to 10 pre -selected control
functions.

With 6 years of field -proven durability, the NIRC-1 has your remote site under
control whether it's across town or in ort it. Touri competition? Get Moseley
tough and take it easy.

 MULTIPLE REMOTE SITES
 EACH SITE EXPANDS TO 64 COMMAND LINES

AND 32 CHANNELS STATUS AND TELEMETRY
 SMART TERMINALS AT CONTROL AND

REMOTE SITES
 32 STATUS INPUTS DISPLAYED

SIMULTANEOUSLY
 KEYBOARD CALIBRATION.OF TELEMETRY

 

Get Moseley Tough.

Contact Moseley Marketing.
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Opening windows,
saving steps

By Harry C. Martin

On May 6, the FCC established, by lot-
tery, a sequential order by channel num-
ber in which its 689 Docket 80-90 FM
allotments will be made available for ap-
plications (see Table 1).

The commission will assign a window
application filing period to each of the
channels shown in Table 1. Applications
will be accepted for filing for a channel
only during its window filing period. Fre-
quencies still vacant after a window
period closes will be available on a first -
come, first -served basis.

According to the information we have,
the first window will open in September
or October. The first available channel,
Channel 243A, has been assigned to 14
separate communities across the coun-
try. We have been advised informally
that the first window will include only
this single channel. Subsequent monthly
windows will include one, two, or
possibly, three channels, depending
upon the number of communities in-
volved. It is the commission's goal to
open an average of 19 communities to
applications each month in order to im-
plement its plan to open all 689 avail -
abilities within three years. Whether this

Martin is a partner with the legal firm of Reddy, Begley
& Martin, Washington, DC.

Table I. The application processing
order for the 689 new commercial
allocations created under Docket 80-90

FCC update

"It is the commission's goal to
open an average of 19 communi-
ties to applications each month..."

schedule can be adhered to will depend
upon the numbers of applications filed,
particularly during the first several win-
dow periods.

The commission opened its universal
window -for the approximately 150 still -
vacant channels in the pre -80-90 FM
allocation table -on June 13. Parties
wishing to apply for these unoccupied
channels must have filed on or before Ju-
ly 12 to be considered along with other
applicants who have filed within the
universal window period.

Existing stations seeking protection
against restrictions on future changes in
transmitter location may wish to file
defensive modification applications
within the filing windows for the chan-
nels they see as possible threats to
relocations. This applies to the universal
window as well as subsequent windows.

Streamlined rules
The FCC has adopted a new applica-

tion procedure for stations in the Cable
Television Relay Service (CARS) and has

1.) 243 21.) 298
2.) 266 22.) 267
3.) 221 23.) 300
4.) 225 24.) 273
5.) 245 25.) 272
6.) 251 26.) 233
7.) 264 27.) 279
8.) 286 28.) 232
9.) 238 29.) 297

10.) 252 30.) 290
11.) 255 31.) 246
12.) 261 32.) 270
13.) 275 33.) 231
14.) 250 34.) 239
15.) 294 35.) 288
16.) 274 36.) 278
17.) 224 37.) 223
18.) 241 38.) 289
19.) 253 39.) 240
20.) 281 40.) 237

streamlined several reporting and filing
requirements for the service.

Under the new rules, a single license
application replaces the former 2 -step
construction permit and license pro-
cedure. The new rules require licensees
to make their stations operational within
one year and notify the FCC by letter or
post card when operations commence.

The following additional changes in fil-
ing and reporting requirements also
were adopted:
 In cases of assignment or transfer of
multiple CARS stations, the commission
will require the filing of only one applica-
tion form (FCC Form 327) that identifies
all the stations to be affected by the ac-
tion. Under certain limited cir-
cumstances, CARS licensees no longer
will be required to file for approval of
ownership changes.
 CARS stations no longer will be re-
quired to list all cable facilities served on
Schedule E of FCC Form 327. Applicants
will now be required to certify only that
the station will provide service to at least
one authorized program distribution
facility.
 Annual reporting requirements for
CARS licensees have been eliminated for
stations that supply program material
without charge or on a non-profit, cost -
sharing basis. I :1411

41.) 280 61.) 271
42.) 260 62.) 292
43.) 258 63.) 229
44.) 257 64.) 287
45.) 244 65.) 248
46.) 263 66.) 276
47.) 254 67.) 269
48.) 282 68.) 235
49.) 259 69.) 284
50.) 230 70.) 227
51.) 299 71.) 228
52.) 234 72.) 262
53.) 256 73.) 249
54.) 291 74.) 293
55.) 268 75.) 265
56.) 296 76.) 285
57.) 226 77.) 295
58.) 222 78.) 242
59.) 236 79.) 247
60.) 277 80.) 283
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Our New 8500 Series Takes
The Chance Out Of Buying

An Inexpensive DA.

You could be playing a dangerous game.
Taking a chance on an inexpensive DA that

can keep your signal from passing "Go." Keep
you from collecting considerable revenue. And
force you to "roll" again to catch up to the com-
petition.

But paying less has always made signal distri-
bution risky business. Until now. Grass Valley
Group's new 8500 Series DA line dramatically
reduces DA cost and risk, while impressively
enlarging the state of your art with unique
hybrid circuit design. Design that delivers unpar-
alleled stability, repeatability, and substantially
improved eq accuracy, frequency response and
slew rate.

Advanced new engineering and manufacturing
techniques give you all the technical sophistica-

tion and reliability of our industry -standard 3400
Series, but with a compact price that lets you cut
cost instead of quality.

Finally, there's an inexpensive DA line that
doesn't leave signal distribution to chance. Find
out how Grass Valley Group's remarkable new
8500 Series can put you ahead of the game. For
complete details, contact a regional sales office
listed below, or your nearest Grass Valley Group
distributor.

Grass Valley Grclui-\\T
A TEKTRONIX comP3AY

P.O. Box 1114, Grass Valley, CA 95945 USA
Telephone (916) 273-8421 TRT: 160432

OFFICES: Edison, NJ (201) 549-9600; Atlanta, GA (404) 321-4318; Elkhart, IN (219) 264-0931; Arden Hills, MN (612) 483-2594;
Fort Worth, TX (817) 921-9411; Woodland Hills, CA (818) 999-2303; Palo Alto, CA (415) 968-6680.
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Lightning strikes
By Carl Bentz, technical editor

Analog components have taken the
video world by storm-in recording for-
mats, in effects units and even in satellite
transmission systems. The reasons for
their popularity are visibly obvious. We
experience improved resolution, less
noise and, of course, no degradation
from the 3.58MHz subcarrier. Still, there
is something missing. How does one
monitor a component signal?

Over the years, an array of measure-
ment instruments has been developed to
monitor NTSC, PAL and SECAM signal
quality. Waveform monitors and vec-
torscopes are used in control rooms
throughout the world. Even automatic
test systems help to keep track of many
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Figure 1. An R -Y vs. B -Y display of color
bars.
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signal parameters. Most of these prod-
ucts, however, are designed for monitor-
ing the composite, rather than the com-
ponent, signal.

Actually, three and even four com-
ponents have been monitored in the past
with waveform monitors. An RGB se-
quential parade display allows checking
of amplitude, transient response and fre-
quency response in signals from a
camera. Overlays of the components

(CLAMPED)

Ft -Y

(CLAMPED)

B -Y
(CLAMPED)

r-°

Strictly TV

allow relative level and timing error to
be measured, but the observer must
understand how to interpret the overlay.
With Y, R -Y and B -Y, monitoring
becomes even more complex.

Color on the TV screen is associated
with relative magnitudes of the R -Y and
B -Y (or I/Q) components, which, in turn,
relate to the phase of the color subcar-
rier. In order to observe this phase prop-
erly, we use a vectorscope. Special
marks on the graticule help us to line up
the six colors correctly. And as we
balance a camera, there are two spots in
the center of the display-one for white,
one for black-that can be used to zero
in to proper balance.

What we see on the vectorscope,
however, is actually an X -Y plot of the
color difference signals. (See Figure 1.)
Demodulation of the composite signal
develops V. (B -Y) and Vy (R -Y) vectors.
The circular display combines the two,
similar to what we may have done in
math and physics classes, to develop the
well-known pattern.

Between the various dots is some infor-
mation that is difficult to understand.
Traces connecting the six dots represent
signal transient responses and filter cir-
cuit responses. For most of us, only the
dots are of concern. If filtering were
more closely controlled, the paths be-
tween the six outer dots and the center
dots would become more meaningful.
Still, the vector display represents only
two color signals.

To properly monitor Y, R -Y and B -Y, it
has been suggested, a display must in-
volve all three components simultane-
ously. Because a 3 -dimensional approach

1.5MHZ
LPF

IDENTICAL FILTERS

I (ALTERNATE LINE) /
1.5MHZ

LPF

Figure 2. Block diagram of a monitoring method for component video signals.

VERT
DEFL

1HORIZ
DEFL

is impractical, we must revert to the X -Y
Cartesian plotting method and switch
signals to create our display.

Looking at the block diagram shown in
Figure 2, suppose the Y luminance signal
is clamped, with zero representing the
back porch of the video signal. It is
passed through a lowpass filter and ap-
plied to the vertical deflection plates of
the CRT. This Y signal is inverted line se-
quentially (every other line). Two clear-
cut segments result.

The color components are clamped
similar to luminance and passed through
lowpass filtering identical to that in the
luminance circuit. First, R -Y is routed
through the filter and applied to the

ti
L 1-1

+Y

V) BACK PORCH CLAMP

-Y

ALTERNATE LINE INVERTED LUMINANCE

LINE ALTERNATED
COLOR DIFFERENCE SIGNALS

(ly CLAMPED)

Figure 3. The generation of a proposed new
display of Y, R -Y and B -Y components (75%
bars with setup).

horizontal deflection plates during
positive luminance time. While
luminance is inverted, the B -Y portion is
switched through the filter to the deflec-
tion circuitry. The result is a jagged trace
across the screen that somewhat
resembles a lightning bolt (Figure 3).

Lightning is the name that has been
given to this suggested approach to
analog component video monitoring.
Although the method may appear rather
unorthodox, the arrangement can show
much more than previous waveform and
vector displays, as all three components
emerge from the darkness to show une-
qual signal delays, color balance and
even S/N ratios.

In next month's "Strictly TV," we will
discuss the proper interpretation of
Lightning and its use in component
video monitoring. I :I:4)111

Editor's note: The assistance of Dan Baker, Tektronix,
is appreciated in the preparation of this column.
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Who's
Pulsing the

Editors?

Convergence,
CMX, and

Videomedia know something
about RS -170A Sync Generators

that you should know.
These and other leading manufacturers are committed to

producing the ultimate in quality videotape editing equipment. How? By using the PMG-312
Master Sync Generator system to test and pulse their editing systems.

The complete dual sync system consists of a dual power supply frame two
RS -170A Generators, and an Automatic Changeover. The Automatic Changeover meters each

generator pulse and DC voltage for fault indication. The PMG-312 offers chrominance
subcarrier with an accuracy of .35Hz stability over a one year period. Subcarrier to

horizontal phase relationship is maintained in reference to line 10, RS -170A. Black burst is
optional. Professional broadcast quality 0 It

at very attractive prices. Two year
parts and labor warranty. AMINIIMMIPMFA

These manufacturers of
editing systems know who's

pulsing the system and now 1 'it-
-

so do you. Is Lenco pulsing your
editing equipment? Don't you think it is time we did?

AlgaM6 300 N. Mitt -viand St.

LENCOJackson.

Missouri 63755
I elephone: (314) 243-3117
TWX 91(1-760-1382

Circle (8) on Reply Card
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More about AM
data transmission

By Bob Streeter

Last month in this column, we exam-
ined some of the possibilities for AM sub -
carrier operation, and the problems that
go along with them. For monophonic sta-
tions, subcarrier operation using
envelope modulation is basically limited
to slow -speed subaudible data transmis-
sion. This will reduce main -channel
modulation by a percentage equal to the
amount of subcarrier injection and, con-
sequently, adversely affect main -channel
coverage to some extent.

Mono stations that plan to operate a
subcarrier using angular modulation of
the carrier have a few more options.
Restricted band voice transmission may
be possible on the angular (L- R) signal,
but don't expect too much in terms of
performance. Tests performed by this
company have shown that medium band
voice transmission of reasonable quality
is unlikely on the L -R channel because
of the interference that it can cause to
main (L+R) channel reception on AM
radios using envelope detectors. Medium -
speed data may be possible, if the band -

re:Radio

and the non -broadcast (L- R) signals.
Because all of the stereo pilot tones are
subaudible, protection is easily ac-
complished with proper signal filtering of
the non -broadcast signal. AM stereo
receivers that can be forced into the
stereo mode are a different matter,
however, because the listener can
choose to hear the "stereo" signal and
gain access to your non -broadcast
transmission.

ENVELOPE MODULATION
CONDITIONS:

 SLOW -SPEED DATA
ONLY (SUBAUDIBLE)

 REDUCED MAIN -CHANNEL
MODULATION

 REDUCED MAIN -CHANNEL
COVERAGE AREA

width is limited and the modulation level
is kept fairly low.

Because no broadcast signal is ab-
solutely pure, some degree of in-
terference between the program and
non -broadcast signals is acceptable. The
FCC did not define, as part of the non -
broadcast signal rules, the degree of in-
terference that would be unacceptable.
Only the existing rules for mono and
stereo broadcast are available to define
the legal interference limitations. The
station's own interests will prevent
serious degradation of the main broad-
cast signal.

Stereo receivers
Another problem concerns the effects

of angular modulation on AM stereo
receivers. The non -broadcast service
must not trip the receivers into the stereo
mode, because the listener would hear a
mixture of the monaural program audio

Streeter Is with the consulting firm of AM Stereo, Fort
Wayne, IN. This information is provided courtesy of
Continental Electronics.

AM SUBCARRIER
OPERATION

can cause the transmitter modulator or
receiver detector to clip and cross -
modulate the L- R components.

Placing the non -broadcast signal lower
in frequency than the pilot tone will
greatly reduce the potential transmission
rate. This mode of operation eliminates
the possibility of audio interference, but
may interfere with proper detection of

 the stereo pilot tone at the receiver.

Data format
If subaudible digital data is transmitted,

it should prove helpful to encode the in-
formation. The transmission of raw slow -
speed baseband signals requires dc con-
tinuity in the communications circuit.
Most AM stereo receivers use phase
locked loop synchronous detectors for
the L- R channel (as would be probable
for any future data receivers). These de-
tectors will track out any long term
constant -level signals, and could make a
mess of baseband data under certain con-
ditions. Encoding should also help with
error detection and control.

Stereo transmission
For AM stations broadcasting in stereo,

subcarrier operation is still possible, with
some restrictions. The only place that
you can put the non -broadcast signal is in
the subaudible regions of the L+R
and/or L -R components. If you choose
the subaudible region of the L -R chan-
nel, the non -broadcast signal will be
mixed with the AM stereo pilot tone. This
method will not present any problems at
the transmission end, but AM stereo
receivers may experience trouble dif-
ferentiating between the pilot and non -
broadcast signals. Existing monaural
receivers will not be affected.

The non -broadcast signal may be
placed above the pilot tone frequency,
but it may suffer interference from the
L -R audio signal or the pilot tone (de-
pending on the amount of separation and
filtering provided). In such a situation,
the subcarrier bandwidth must be nar-
row enough that it does not create stereo
audio signal interference. Also, the
modulation level must be consistent with
reasonable coverage of the non -broad-
cast service being offered. As with enve-
lope modulation, the overall L- R (angu-
lar) modulation level must he shared. In
this case, it is shared with the stereo pilot
tone, the non -broadcast signal and the
stereo audio signal. Excess modulation

ANGULAR MODULATION
CONDITIONS:

 SUBAUDIBLE
SLOW -SPEED DATA

 LOW LEVEL MEDIUM -SPEED
DATA MAY BE POSSIBLE

 REDUCED DIFFERENCE
CHANNEL (L-R)
MODULATION

 REDUCED STEREO
COVERAGE POSSIBLE

 POSSIBLE INTERFERENCE
WITH STEREO PILOT
TONE RECEPTION

If the data is transmitted in the
subaudible region, it must be restricted in
bandwidth, and, hence, speed. There are
many applications that will not accept
this mode of operation-cases in which a
great deal of information must be
transmitted rapidly, or time is critical to
the task being performed.

There are many applications, how-
ever, in which the data is repetitive,
or the time element is not critical to the
task. Such services are likely candidates
for the use of slow -speed data transmis-
sion. The use of digital storage systems
would enhance the operating potential of
such applications because the primary in-
formation can be stored, with the new
data merely updating the device
memory. This has the effect of greatly in-
creasing the communications rate.

I :r:)))11
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St2rE 10 Filoduiation Processor

' )

' )

...SIMPLE AS 1-2-3
The SPP 800, STEREO PREPARATION PROCESSOR.
This is an excellent AGC amplifier with some really unique features. It is a two -
band processor with a 400 Hz crossover point. This makes it possible to correct
tonal balance. Audio tnat is overly bright or too bassy is automatically cor-
rected. This gives consistent levels and consistent tonal balance. The optional

Jhase rotator removes excessive asymmetry from live voices. This unit actually enhances
musical transients for better "punch:" A special transient limiter acts as a de-esser to remove
excessive sibilance from voices. The built-in pink noise generator simplifies system set-up.

The SEP 800, SPECTRAL ENERGY PROCESSOR.
This unit is new. It is a fast -acting stereo four -band compressor that is easy to
set up. The two controls on the left adjust gain reduction and recovery time.
The four on the right are the outputs of the compressors. These act as dynamic
equalizers to let you create the right sound for your format. These bands are

controlled by complex signals derived from the audio itself. The compression action of this
unit is not audible. There is no pumping or breathing; just a tightly controlled signal with
very low distortion. Alignment free circuitry eliminates internal adjustments.

The SMP 900, AM STEREO MODULATION PROCESSOR
This is a combination processor/limiter utilizing patented CRL circLits and filters
for maximum fidelity and precise peak control of the AM Stereo signal. A spe-
cial feature is the MONO SUPPORT G/R circuit that maintains mono loudness
while broadcasting in stereo. Another exclusive is the CRL Stereo Enhance con-

trol that increases the channel separation by as much as 6 db. The front panel pre -empha-
sis adjustment lets you control the sound as heard on typical AM radios. Separate mono
output with level adjustment, plus selectable discreet stereo or matrix output. Improve
your mono signal now and be stereo ready with nothing else to buy.

Don't just optimize ... MAXIMIZE with CRL.

3

70% of broadcast stations using the C-QUAM system also use CRL
processing. Let us arrange a free two week trial. Hearing is believing.

Just call 800-535-7648

W MN41 =11
= Circuit Research Labs, Inc.

2522 W. Geneva Drive  Tempe, Arizona 85282 U.S.A.
800-535-7648  602-438-0888 TELEX: 350464 CRL TMPE UD.
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'Satellite techn:
New video networks

tailor the telecast
By John Kinik

Today's video networks, addressing a
wide variety of TV market needs, are
benefiting from the unique features of
modern satellite technology and the
trend toward deregulation of com-
munications. A new breed of satellite
video networks is emerging, that no
longer fits neatly into any one category.

One of the earliest of these new net-
works was established when Wold Com-
munications, a Los Angeles -based com-
pany, became the first major satellite
transponder wholesaler by realizing the
potential in owning multiple transpond-
ers and leasing them to occasional -use
customers. This new approach made it
possible, by the late 1970s, to transmit
television from anywhere in the country
much more easily, via fixed or transport-
able uplink earth stations. The transmis-
sion could be a point-to-point cross-
country feed by one of the major broad-
casting networks or it could be a national
feed that delivered the signal to a group
of receive stations all over the country.

A second company, San Francisco -
based Netcom, also has flourished in this
new market in the past few years, and
like Wold, is primarily C -band satellite -
based. Netcom started out in the telecon-
ferencing business, then migrated into
the video distribution market, where it
competes with Wold, Bonneville Tele-
communications and Hughes Television.
The company now leases multiple
C -band transponders on a full-time basis,
and provides uplink and downlink earth
stations. Netcom specializes in point-to-
point distribution of entertainment,

Kinik, BE's satellite correspondent, is a senior
systems engineer for a satellite carrier service.

news, religious, sports and syndicated
programming for broadcast and cable
customers, and continues to provide tele-
conferencing services.

New services via Ku -band
Ku -band satellites have opened up a

new variety of video network oppor-
tunities as well. The same low-cost
technology employed by United Satellite
Communications Inc. (USCI) last year, in
its ill-fated attempt to establish the first
DBS system, has been applied to video
teleconferencing by New York -based
Private Satellite Network (PSN).

PSN's success stems from the fact that
the video teleconferencing market has
never developed as expected by some in-
dustry forecasters, who based their pro-
jections for massive transponder demand
in the mid -1980s on the anticipated
growth of corporate needs for custom-
ized teleconferencing. However, the
high cost of this type of service discour-
aged many potential customers, so the
PSN service, a low-cost alternative based
on simple broadcast -type FM transmis-
sion into 4- to 8 -foot receiving antennas,
has been welcomed.

The cost-effectiveness and small anten-
na size offered by Ku -band technology
promises to make it the predominant
delivery mode of video networks in the
latter half of this decade. Satellite car-
riers, particularly SBS and RCA, also
figure to be much more active in offering

-111111MMINIMIIIIIIIIIMINIF
SATELLITE

FREQUENCY EIRP
NETWORK BAND (DBW)

RECEIVE
ANTENNA

SIZE
RANGE

SINGLE CHANNEL
RECEIVE

EARTH STATION
COST RANGE

WOLD,
NETCOM 33-36C 3M -5M $3000-10,000

SBS
RCA KU 45-50 1.2M -2.5M $1000-3000
PSN

NTU KU 45-50 1.2M -2.5M $1000-3000

CAMPUS
NETWORK KU 45-58 2.5M -3.7M $3000-5000

Table 1. These figures reflect the trend toward the use of receive earth terminals that are
smaller and lower in cost.

new services based on the small earth
station technology. This is true not only
because of the advantages of Ku -band
distribution, but also because of a new
freedom to compete in the market, a
result of the FCC's decision to allow car-
riers to lower their rates for video
distribution services. SBS has announced
it will offer Video Network Services,
utilizing FM transmission, uplinking serv-
ices, small antenna receive earth sta-
tions and optional features, such as
return audio feed, scrambling and
receive end addressability. RCA also is
expected to begin to pursue the market
aggressively after its Ku -band satellites
(Satcom Ku -1, Ku -2) are launched.

One company already committed to
heavy use of the new RCA satellites is
Conus Communications, a Minneapolis -
based company specializing in satellite
news gathering services to member
broadcasting stations. Conus has been in
operation since last summer, leasing an
existing Ku -band transponder, but has
recently announced a multiple Ku -band
transponder lease arrangement on Sat -
corn Ku -2, through an affiliated organiza-
tion, United States Satellite Broadcasting
(USSB). Conus offers the Ku -band receive
earth stations to participating broadcast-
ers virtually free of charge as part of its
package of services, and has experi-
enced a rapid growth in demand for its
new SNG service because it is able to get
news feeds on the air in a very short
time, using more compact and easily
transported uplink earth stations than
would be possible with C -band satellites.

In and out of classrooms
Another new video network develop-

ment is aimed at education. The poten-
tial market for electronic universities is
large, comprising the campus market as
well as the continuing education market.
National Technological University (NTU),
based in Fort Collins, CO, recently com-
pleted a 2 -week preview series using the
new SBS Video Network Services
delivery technique to televise courses
from various locations to classes at
universities and companies.

The entertainment of college students
is an angle that is being pursued by yet
another company via Ku -band satellite
delivery. The New York -based Campus
Network is installing receive earth sta-
tions now, with an expected eventual
network of more than 200 receive loca-
tions, and is experimenting with original
program packages for students. I *))))1
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SURVIVAL RADIO
It really is a jungle out there. And in that jungle,

Otari's MTR-10 audio machine gives
you the ammunition you need to stay
alive-like three speeds, micro-

processor control, a built-in cue
speaker, and an optional ten -

memory autolocator.

The MTR-10's "creative arsenal"
helps you keep pace in the tough,

competitive world of broadcast.
Whether you're doing spots, editing.

or work* "live", this rugged machine pro-
vides the features you'll need for the recording
tasks of tomorrow. As one of cur customer's put
it. "Everything I even think I want to do, I can do
on this machine."

Now add Otari's legendary reliability and
customer support, and your chances of survival
become even.more certain.

Has a good business decision ever been easier
to make? From Otari: The Technology You Can
Trust.

Contact your nearest Otari dealer for a demon-
stration, or call Otari Corporation, 2 Davis Drive,
Belmont, CA 94002 (415) 592-8311 Telex:
9103764890
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broubleshootingl
Inside the PA cavity

By Jerry Whitaker, editor

One of the things that makes
troubleshooting a cavity -type power
amplifier stage difficult is the nature of
the major component elements. The
capacitors don't necessarily look like
capacitors, and the inductors don't
necessarily look like inductors. It is often
difficult to relate the electrical schematic
diagram to the mechanical assembly that
exists within the transmitter output
stage. At FM and TV frequencies-the
domain of cavity PA designs-inductors
and capacitors can be formed out of
some strange -looking mechanical
devices and hardware.

Consider the PA cavity schematic
diagram shown in Figure 1. The
grounded -screen stage is of conventional
design. Decoupling of the high -voltage
power supply is accomplished by Cl, C2,
C3 and Ll. Capacitor C3 is located inside
the PA chimney (cavity inner conductor).
The RF sample lines provide two low -
power RF outputs for a modulation
monitor or other test instrument.
Neutralization inductors L3 and L4 con-
sist of adjustable grounding bars on the
screen grid ring assembly.

Figure 2 shows the electrical
equivalent of the PA cavity schematic
diagram. The 1/4 -wavelength cavity acts
as the resonant tank for the PA. Coarse
tuning of the cavity is accomplished by
adjustment of the shorting plane. Fine
tuning is performed by the PA tuning
control, which acts as a variable

HV
INPUT

C2

HORTING
PLANE

C4

PLATE
BLOCKER

PA CAVITY

SHORTING PLANE

RF SAMPLES

et ga et
L3 L4

PA TUBE

HV INPUT

PA TUBE

wiched between two circular sections of
aluminum. PA plate tuning control C5
consists of an aluminum plate, of large
surface area, that can be moved in or out
of the cavity to reach resonance. PA

F. loading control C7 is constructed much
the same as the PA tuning assembly,
with a large -area paddle feeding the har-

Figure 2. The equivalent electrical circuit of the PA stage shown
in Figure 1.

PLATE BLOCKER
/ (C4)

PA TUNING
(C5)

I

PA LOADING (C7)

SHORTING
PLANE
ADJUSTMENT

1/4WAVELENGTH CAVITY

capacitor to bring the cavity into
resonance. The PA loading control con-
sists of a variable capacitor that matches
the cavity to the load. There is one value
of plate loading that will yield optimum
output power, efficiency, PA tube
dissipation and dependable operation.
This value is dictated by the cavity
design and values of the various dc and
RF voltages and currents supplied to the
stage. The assembly made up on L2 and
C6 prevents spurious oscillations within
the cavity.

The logic of a PA stage often disap-
pears when you are confronted with the
actual physical design of the system. As
shown in Figure 3, many of the com-
ponents take on an unfamiliar form.
Blocking capacitor C4 is constructed of a
roll of kapton insulating material sand-

RF

OUTPUT

NEUTRALIZATION

Figure I. An FM transmitter PA output stage
built around a VI -wavelength cavity with
capacitive coupling to the load.

Figure 3. The mechanical
equivalent of the PA stage
shown in Figure I.

OUTPUT
TRANSMISSION -4"
LINE TO
HARMONIC FILTER

C

LOAD
RESISTANCE
(HARMONIC FILTER
AND ANTENNA)

monic filter, located external to the cavi-
ty. The loading paddle may be moved
toward the PA tube or away from it to
achieve the required loading. The L2 -C6
damper assembly actually consists of a
5011 resistor mounted on the side of the
cavity wall. Component L2 is formed by
the inductance of the connecting strap
between the plate tuning paddle and the
resistor. Component C6 is the equivalent
stray capacitance between the resistor
and the surrounding cavity box.

From this example, you can see that
many of the troubleshooting techniques
that work well with low -frequency RF
and dc do not necessarily apply in cavity
stages. Therefore, it is critically impor-
tant that you study how your particular
transmitter operates, and what each

Continued on page 80

DC PLATE
VOLTAGE IN

KAPTON PLATE
BLOCKER

CAPACITOR,...
ASSEMBLY (C4) -

OUTPUT TRANSMISSION
LINE CENTER CONDUCTOR

PLATE LOADING
CONTROL (C7)

NEUTRALIZATION
ADJUSTMENT OA 8 4)

CAVITY SHORTING PLANE

INNER CONDUCTOR AND
EXHAUST CHIMNEY

PLATE TUNING
CONTROL (C5)

L2.C6 ASSEMBLY

SCREEN CONTACT
FINGERSTOCK RING
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CMC TECHNOLOGY 2650 LAFAYETTE ST, SANTA CLARA. CA 9s05O (408) 980-9800 TELEX 176 997
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AST Head Prices Drop

Tail Wags Dog
SANTA CLARA, CALIF.-The

power

of second source competition

was clearly demonstrated
re-

cently when a leading manufac-

turer of videotape recorders

dropped the replacement
cost

of its AST 1 -inch video heads

nearly $200, to S990, matching

the price of rival CMC Technol-

ogy's new Dynamic Parallel Track-

ing head.
A single DPT head is compati-

ble with ail Ampex VPRs, outper-

forms and replaces
the three

separate heads the competitor

needs for its five VPR models.

The DIDT head meets or ex-

ceeds factory AST specifications,

CMC said. 'The winners are the

people who use the VPR ma-

chines in broadcasting
and

video production."
Competitive

response
to DPT

heads, in the form of a price re-

duction, reaffirms our confi-

dence in the technological
su-

periority of the product, a CMC

spokesman
added.

CMC's head features a paral-

lel cantilevered
spring assembly

to accurately guide the head

throughout
its range of deflec-

-,4- ^f the new
design in -

S1200

$110C

$1000

$900

COST
PER

HEAD

AMPEX AST HEAD PRICES

/\:
el \i"e

lECF-NOLOGY
DFT HEAD

'RICE

'1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

Second Source Moves

Industry Pioneer

REDWOOD
CITY,

CALIF.-In a move

to match the marketing approach

of CMC Technology,
its major

competitor,
the pioneer Ameri-

can manufacturer
of videotape

machines has terminated
the

$150 rebate for its used AST

heads, bringing
prices in line

with CMC.
Customers

no longer have to

package
defective or worn heads

cnd return them for credit.

CMC Technology
DPT head

fits all AMPEX VPRs.

CMC invites customers
to learr

more by calling or writing CMC

Technology,
2650 Lafayette St

Santa Clara, CA 95050. Phon

(408) 980-9800.
Telex 176 997.
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Video monitoring
after deregulation

By Dane E. Ericksen, P.E.

New freedom regarding TV system monitoring brings with it new
responsibilities for station engineers.

With the deregulation of TV remote
control on Dec. 1, 1984, virtually all FCC
conduct rules defining acceptable
minimum monitoring practices for TV
stations have been eliminated. Combined
with the 1982 elimination of mandatory
vertical interval test signals and the 1983
elimination of type -approved aural
modulation monitors, the relaxed
remote control rules present tremendous
latitude on how TV stations achieve com-
pliance with the remaining performance
rules. However, with this freedom comes
increased responsibility for meeting
those bottom -line requirements, and a
much greater likelihood of penalties if
the transmitted signal is not in com-
pliance with the commission's technical
standards.

This article will review the proper use
of equipment for monitoring the video
waveform. Accurate monitoring will
help ensure that the viewing public will
not tune out because of poor picture
quality, will give the FCC monitoring van
no reason to select your station for in-
spection, and just might earn your sta-
tion an FCC good guy notice.

Monitoring techniques
A TV demodulator can either be fed

from an RF probe in the transmission
line or from an antenna. Advantages of
transmission line sampling are freedom
from a receiving antenna and immunity
from the perils of the RF path, such as
ghosting or electrical noise. The disad-
vantage, however, is the necessity for all
components downstream of the probe to
be transparent. If they are not
transparent, the display seen on the
waveform monitor may be deceiving.

Ericksen, BE's consultant on systems design, is with
the consulting firm of Hammett and Edison, San Fran-
cisco.

You should remember that the FCC
monitoring trucks use the direct off -air
signal, as does the viewing public (those
viewers not on cable, anyway).
Therefore, the prudent TV station will
use both methods. If the video signals ob-
tained using each method do not closely

"What is our philosophy
on technical deregulation?
It is basically as follows:
Get rid of all rules which

pertain to the quality of the
broadcast signal. I don't

care what the picture looks
like, I don't care what the

sound sounds like. We'll get
rid of those rules that

pertain to quality. It is up to
the station to maintain its

quality. If the station
chooses not to maintain

good quality, people won't
watch, people won't listen.
We need not be involved."-

James C. McKinney, NAB,
1985

match, further investigation is war-
ranted.

The early practice of using a simple
diode detector as a demodulator has
almost universally given way to the
modern TV demodulator. However,
even a precision demodulator will give
distorted information if the signal path

has not been given sufficient attention.
The antenna used to feed the

demodulator should be as directive as
possible to minimize pickup of reflected
signals. The antenna gain should be flat
across the TV channel, and proper care
should be taken to ensure a proper im-
pedance match among the antenna,
downlead and demodulator.

Consider the arrangement used by the
FCC monitoring trucks. (See Figure 1.)
The commission uses the antenna shown
because of its flatness (within ldB across
any single channel) and its directivity
over the VHF and UHF TV bands.
Because a TV station usually only needs
an antenna with desirable characteristics
across a single channel, a large, multi -
element single -channel Yagi antenna
should be used to obtain optimum direc-
tivity and flatness for the channel of in-
terest. The coaxial cable connecting the
antenna and demodulator should be
swept to confirm flatness, and the cable
should feed just the demodulator.

Demodulator accuracy
Assuming proper care has been given

to antenna selection, placement and in-
stallation, the demodulator must next ac-
curately reproduce the video signal. One
important parameter is depth of modula-
tion. Valid modulation measurements re-
quire an accurate zero carrier reference.
The EIA standard for TV broadcast
demodulators, RS -462, specifies that the
zero carrier reference shall be accurate
to within 1%. The accuracy of the zero
carrier chopper and demodulator lineari-
ty can be checked by carefully compar-
ing the white flag VITS level measured
with a conventional demodulator/wave-
form monitor pair and the level seen
with a quality RF spectrum analyzer used
as a tuned receiver.
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Figure 1. A typi:ul FCC monitoring truck
equipment configuruno.i.

FCC MONITORNG TRUCK CONFIGURATION

ANTENNA
(JERROLD PXB.48

OR VU -932S)

MATCHING BALUN
(JERROLD STO 8:)

MATCHING
TRANSFORMER

75.10404
(HP 11694A)

DEMODULA-DR
(TEKTRONIX 1450)
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Checking the depth of modulation using a
spectrum analyzer (Tektronix 7L13). The
white flag VIT signal is at 17% of peak carrier
level, and the luminance portion of the video
signal is at 10% of peak carrier level.

A line rate display of depth -of -modulation
measurement using the spectrum analyzer
noted in the previous photo. The white flag
VIT signal can be seen at 7.5% of peak level. If
luminance components match this level, sync
buzz probably will be experienced on some
TV receivers.

Typical displays from such an arrange-
ment are shown in the photos above.
The first photograph demonstrates the
technique with a field rate display, and
the second shows a line rate display.
Note that the white flag portion of the
VITS is clearly visible in both photo-
graphs. If the reference white level or
sync level differs by more than 2% from
the demodulator/waveform monitor
method, check the accuracy of the
demodulator's zero carrier chopper.

Synchronous or envelope detection?
If the demodulator offers both syn-

chronous and envelope detection,
measurements should normally be made
in the synchronous mode. The syn-
chronous mode will give a more accurate
rendition of the video waveform because
of the reduced quadrature distortion. It
would be a mistake to utilize the
envelope detection mode believing that
this mode most closely matches the
characteristics of consumer TV
receivers. Most TV receivers process the
luminance and chrominance signals

separately, so that a flat receiver
response is not necessary. In contrast, a
precision demodulator has flat frequency
response over the entire video baseband.
As noted in RS -462, a precision
demodulator in the envelope detection
mode does not accurately simulate a
typical consumer TV receiver.

For the special case, in which transmit-
ter incidental phase modulation (ICPM)
of greater than 5° exists and cannot be
corrected, adjustments for minimum dif-
ferential phase and envelope delay are
appropriate using envelope detection
rather than synchronous detection. This
is because the majority of commercial
TV receivers (and many cable TV head -
end demodulators) utilize envelope
detection.

Pulse width considerations
Although TV stations are no longer re-

quired to have a waveform monitor
capable of displaying the vertical inter-
val test signals or to make a vectorscope
available to the operator on duty, the
transmitted signal still must conform to
the technical standards in sections
73.682, 73.687 and 73.699, as referenced
in Figure 6. Despite the elimination
of FCC standards for maximum hori-
zontal and vertical blanking, on March
14, 1985, the remaining pulse widths
are fully in effect. Figure 2 is a
summary of current requirements. Note
that the FCC requirement is not identical

0 IRE

VERTICAL
BLANKING:

1.27
AEC
MIN

1.4 IRE

10.490SEC MINIMUM
11.49,4SEC MAXIMUM

-4 IRE

10 LINES MINIMUM
21 LINES MAXIMUM

-38 IRE
- 40 IRE

to proposed EIA standard RS -170A. For
example, RS -170A defines pulse widths
at the half -amplitude points, whereas
section 73.699, Figure 6, defines the
pulse widths at the -4 IRE points (that is,
10% into H -sync).

For stations with good pulse rise times
(less than 200ns), the difference between
half -amplitude pulse widths and -4 IRE
pulse widths is insignificant; however,
when rise times are poor, the FCC
method will yield different results than
the RS -170A method.

Monitor time base accuracy
If a TV waveform monitor is used to

measure pulse widths, care should be
taken to check the time base accuracy.
Failure to do so may result in precise
measurements but not accurate
measurements. For example, a monitor
with a -5% time base error in the
1µs/division mode could show an ap-
parently within -tolerance 7.8 divisions
for the sync -to -end -of -burst interval,
whereas the actual duration would be
8.20, an out -of -tolerance condition.

The time base accuracy can be
checked by expanding the sweep rate to
0.20/cm (0.005H for 529 users) and
noting whether each cycle of color sub -
carrier exactly overlays the 1/3.58MHz
graticule marks located at the -30 IRE
level. If the subcarrier cycles are not
coincident, the time base error can be
determined by dividing the number of

9.22,,SEC MINIMUM

7.944EC MAXIMUM

4.45 TO
5.08,SEC

0.254 0.254
4SEC mSEC -.-

MAXIMUM MAXIMUM

 RECOMMENDED VALUES ONLY

0.254
p.SEC

MAXIMUM
0 IRE

- 4 IRE

- 36 IRE
-40 IRE

0.45 TO 0.55
OF H SYNC

EQUALIZING
PULSE

0.3e
SEC

MINIMUM

BO% TO 110%
OF H SYNC
AMPLITUDE

8 TO 11
CYCLES OF

CHROMINANCE
SUBCARRIER

0.254
""1- NSEC -61-1

MAXIMUM

Figure 2. The FCC pulse
width requirements as of
March 14, 1985.

3.81 TO
5.08pSEC

VERTICAL
SERRATION

0.254
EC

MAXIMUM
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AUDIO
CONSOLE
PRODUCTS
Arrakis audio console
products are design-
ed by broadcast eng-
ineers for broadcast-
ers at reasonable
prices.
Our products sell
themselves. Study our
features, specs., and
prices. Compare and
you will find what
thousands have found
- The Arrakis

Advantage -

FEATURES
VCA Faders
P & G Sliders
.01% Distortion
Solid Oak Trim
10W/CH Monitor
Remote Start
Mix - Minus
Modular Design
Ultra -Reliable
Mono Mixdowns
Stereo Cue
Full Muting
Dimensions-
30"Wx 17''Dx 7"H
Weight -55 Lbs.

MODELS
 6 Channel Rotary

150SC-6M $1895
150SC-6S $1995

 8 Channel Rotary
500SC-8M $3550
500SC-8S $3750

12 Channel Linear
2000SC-12M $4495
2000SC-12S $4695

 12 Channel Linear
21005C -12M $5495
2100SC-12S $5695

arrakis
SYSTEMS, INC.

a
204 N LINK LANE, # 3
FORT COLLINS, CO
80524

(303) 224-2248



An example of visual undermodulation. The
white flag VIT signal is at only 17% of peak
carrier level, and program video is white -
clipped at 20% of peak carrier level (88 IRE).
The result is degraded picture contrast.

1/3.58 graticules by the number of
cycles of color subcarrier. For example,
if nine cycles of burst occupy only 8.7
divisions, the time base error is -0.3/9,
or -3.3%.

Low whites and high setup:
a gray area

FCC rules require that the reference
white level of the luminance signal be
maintained at 12.5% ± 2.5% of peak car-
rier level (or 100 ± 4 IRE units), and re-
quire that the setup level be maintained

Don't let this happen to you! The luminance
signal is exceeding 100 IRE units. Luminance
components are within 6% of carrier cutoff.
This will cause excessive contrast and sync
buzz on some TV receivers.

at 7.5 ± 2.5 IRE units. Though excessive
whites or insufficient setup are always
clear-cut violations of the rules, low
whites or high setup are gray areas.

If low whites or high setup are due to
improper modulation of the visual
transmitter, picture contrast is degraded
and the viewer loses the dynamic range
intended by the producer. If, on the
other hand, the producer intends the
scene to contain only grays instead of
saturated white or reference black, then
no modulation error exists. However,

the amount of contrast should be a con-
scious decision by the producer, and not
be caused by inaccurate (or sloppy)
monitoring of visual depth of modula-
tion. (See photos at left.)

The chief of the Mass Media Bureau
has made it clear that all FCC rules
relating to broadcast quality are targeted
for elimination, and several of the Field
Operations Bureau inspectors who
concentrate on TV monitoring and in-
spections have informally indicated to
this writer that the enforcement of ex-
isting quality standards are a low priori-
ty. However, the viewing public and
those who pay to have carefully pro-
duced commercials broadcast may not
be so lenient. Visual undermodulation, or
even excessive whites and zero setup
may no longer upset the FCC, but if they
cause poor contrast, sync buzz, unstable
pictures and other degradations,
dissatisfied viewers and unhappy adver-
tisers are likely to result.

The good guy program
The commission began its good guy

program about four years ago. The pro-
gram allows Field Operations Bureau
FM/TV specialists to issue a good guy
notice to any TV station monitored and
found to comply with all FCC technical
standards. Because an unexpected letter
from a regulatory agency is generally

Continued on page 26

A component for ev y ca ra. A tine for every transmitter.

Our purpose is clear: to provide the ultimate source for all broadcast related tubes and
components. We've geared our entire distribution system to ship virtually every order the

same day. Our highly personalized service and technical knowledge is legendary in the industry.
Best of all, because of our large volume buying, Calvert has the lowest prices - and cannot be undersold.

PRODUCTS: Cathode Ray Tubes  Diodes  Klystrons  Monitor Tubes  Plumicons  Receiving Tubes
RF Ceramic Capacitors  RF Transistors  Saticons  Solid State Replacements  Transmitter/Power
Tubes  Tube Sockets, Accessories  TV Linear Devices  Vacuum Capacitors  Vidicons  Vistacons

MANUFACTURERS: Acrian  Amperex  Cetron EEV  Eimac  GE  Hitachi  ITT  ITT Jennings
Machlett  National  Philips  RCA  Raytheon  Thomson-CSF  Varian  Westinghouse

Call our Toll Free number now and start saving 800-526-6362

CALVERT ELECTRONICS, INC. Cpl
One Branca Road, East Rutherford, NJ 07073  201-460-8800  Telex 423205 CALV  TWX 710-989-0116
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It takes a unique graphics look
to stand out from today's look -
alike news productions. So

we've built some unique graphics
tools into our new ESS-3 Still Store
that you won't find anywhere else.

The ESS-3 lets you compose an
unlimited number of elements, all
with the fidelity of first generation
video. You can cut and paste, key
and drop shadow irregular shapes,
and program your own dissolves,
cuts and wipes. And with its var-

iable compression you can insert
over -the -shoulder stills-without
a digital video effects unit.

If you're bored with your titles
simply scan in your own typefaces;
then resize, compress, color and
dropshadow to achieve your own
new look.

And, to make your news prepar-
ation fast and effortless, the ESS-3
displays 12 stills at one time for you
to browse through and edit. Com-
pare that to any description -only

index system.
So if you want to jazz up your

news, and get the signal quality that
comes only from Ampex, get the
complete story on the new ESS-3.

Atlanta (404) 491-7112 Chicago (312) 593-6000
Dallas (214) 960.1162 Los Angeles (818) 240-5000

New York/New Jersey (201) 825-9600
San Francisco (415) 367-2296

Washington, D.C. (301) 530-8800

AMPEX
Ampex ,r;orporatior  One of The Signal Companies 6

Our new
Still Store helps
take the snoo
out of yo



WHILE
EVERYONE ELSE

HAS BEEN
PROMOTING A
FORMAT, SONY

HAS BEEN
PERFECTING A

SYSTEM.
Over the last three years, Sony's rivals in the combination

camera/recorder arena have spent considerable time inven-
ting wonderful things to say about their new formats. But ap-
parently, they've overlooked inventing many wonderful new
products to go along with these formats.

Sony has taken a different course.
In 1982, Sony introduced Betacam" and the BVW-10 play-

back unit. An evolutionary system that didn't force stations to
abandon their existing 3/4" and 1" equipment.

Then, in 1983, Sony expanded the system with the three-
tube Betacarn, the BVW-40 edit/recorder, and the world's first
battery -operated V2" field playback unit.

And this year at NAB, Sony announced a major break-
through in cart machine technology with Betacart.' A system

Sony Broadcast Products Company, 1600 Queen Anne Rd., Teaneck, NJ 07668. ©1984 Sony Corp. of America. Betacam, Betacatt and Newsmakerare trademarks and Sony a registered trademark of Sony Corp.
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viDEOCASEETTE RECORDER BVW-40

that demonstrated the Betacam format's strength beyond the
newsroom, beyond the studio. and beyond field production.

At the same time, Sony also unveiled the world's lightest
camera/recorder, the BVW-2 Newsmaker.'And a prototype
coder/decoder system that will make it possible for Betacam to
be transmitted by microwave.

Each of these products is the result of Sony's dedication to

the needs of the LNG and LI- P industry. Work which has earned
the Betacam format widespread acceptance by television sta-
tions and production companies around the world.

Which only makes sense. After all, in this business you
don't win sales on the merits of your SON 1rarguments. You win them on the merits
of your products. Broadcast
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Continental's
5 kW AM Power Rock:
a sound winner that's
ready for AM stereo.
The Fbwer Rock is designed to give
you the very best audio. Listen to the

. loud, clear signal, and you know you
have a winner. The Power Rock is
ready for AM Stereo and accepts
sophisticated audio.
 Owners and managers like lbwer

Rock's superior performance and
outstanding on -air performance.

 Program directors like the crisp,
clean signal and compatibility with
the most sophisticated audio
processors.

 Engineers like the proven design
and conservative components: a
safety margin for steady, reliable
on -air performance.

Left. Photo shows excellent dynamic response
of Continental's 5 kW AM transmitter at 20Hz
modulation. Right: photo of modulation wave
form shows effect of Instantaneous Peak Limiter

Fora copy of our brochure on the 315R 5 kW
AM Power Rock, call (214) 381-7161.
Continental Electronics Division, Varian
Assoc., Inc PO Box 270879 Dallas, TX 75227

© 1985 Continental Electronics/6002

A Division of Varian Assoc . Inc varian
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FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

May 25, 1982

Page Enterprises
P. O. Box 11129
Reno, Nevada 39510
KAME-fV, Ch. 21

555 Battery St., Rm. 423
San Francisco, CA 94111

(415) 556-7701

Gentlemen,

On Hay 10.198; technical analysis of your Television signal was made off the air
as indicated below and I'm happy to inform you of your compliance with the
Commission's Regulations affecting signal quality and interference potential.

BLANKING LEVEL (72.5-77.5% of peak carrier level)
WHITE LEVEL (10-15% of peak carrier level)
SETUP INTERVAL (5-10 IRE Units)
HORIZONTAL SYNC PULSE WIDTH (4.4-5.1 sec)

FRONT PORCH DURATION (minimum 1.3 . sec)
SYNC TO END OF BURST DURATION (maximum 7.9.sec)
SYNC TO START OF VIDEO DURATION (minimum 9.2.sec)
TOTAL HORIZONTAL BLANKING INTERVAL (maximum 11.5. sec)
COLOR BURST LENGTH (8-11 cycles)
COLOR BURST AMPLITUDE (90-110% of sync)
BREEZEWAY DURATION (minimum 0.4.sec)
PULSE RISE TIME (maximum 0.3.sec)
EQUALIZING PULSE WIDTH (.45-.55 of H sync)
SERRATION WIDTH (3.8-5.1 sec)

BLANKING/SYNC TIP VARIATION (maximum 5%)
VERTICAL BLANKING INTERVAL (18-21 lines)

VISUAL CARRIER 513.260000 MHz (1)
VERTICAL SCAN RATE 59.94 Hz
COLOR SUBCARRIER FREQUENCY 3.57964630MHz
LOWER SIDEBAND SUPPRESSION ----64-d8

75

12.5/12.5 (VIiS/program)
10

5.1

1.3
8.0
9.8

11.1

8

100%
0.4

0.26/0.18 (leading/trailing)
2.6 (51%)
4.2

1%
21/20.5

HORIZONTAL SCAN RATE 15.73427 kHz
CARRIER SEPARATION 4.499980 MHz

AURAL MODULATION /0-80% (peaks)

COLOR SUBCARRIER SUPPRESSION >-70 dB

picture quality: TASO 1 C.) Monitored from Skyline Boulevard at Pioneer Drive.

s1(1QL,A,
Dane E. Ericksen
FM/TV Specialist

Figure 3. An FCC good guy notice. FCC inspectors have the option to issue this notice if all
parameters are found to be within tolerance.

Continued from page 22

dreaded (and not likely to contain good
news), the good guy program is a
refreshing change. Surprisingly, it has
received little publicity.

The program provides independent
verification of the accuracy of station
monitors and alerts both management
and technical staff that the commission is
out there monitoring. Figure 3 is a
likeness of an actual good guy notice that
was issued to (CAME -TV in Reno, NV.
Receipt of a good guy notice speaks well
of the station's chief engineer and
demonstrates to station management
that funds for test or monitoring equip-
ment have been well invested.

Future trends
It is likely that the commission will

eventually carry out its avowed goal to
eliminate all quality and conduct rules.

Whether this deregulation will ultimately
benefit the public and the American
broadcasting industry, and vindicate
chairman Fowler's marketplace ap-
proach, remains to be seen. It is clear
that much greater freedom, as well as
responsibility, has been handed to TV
licensees and broadcast engineers. Both
the FCC and the public will be watching
the results.

Bibliography:
1. Electronic Industries Association standard RS -462,
"Electrical Performance Standards for Television
Broadcast Demodulators," May 1979.
2. Electronic Industries Association Tentative Stan-
dard No. 1, "Color Television Studio Picture Line
Amplifier Output Drawing," December 1976 (interim
standards pending release of RS -170A).
3. Tektronix, application note, "Television Opera-
tional Measurements," March 1984.
4. 47 CFR, Part 73, Subpart E (Television Broadcast
Stations).
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The mic mixer you would have designed
yourself -The Shure M267.

In the space of just two years, the Shure
M267 has become one of the most well-
known and widely used mixers n the
broadcast industry. One look at it will tell
you why.

The M267 gives you the improvements
you've told us were most important. Every
channel has a mic line level switch for
maximum flexibility. There's also a built-in
limiter to keep the M267 from overloading
at critical moments. The unit cer tains a
built-in battery pack that utilizes three

The M267 oscillator provides a clean
1 kHz tone, and is located on the front of
the unit for simple access. The headphone
output is also on the front and inc udes a
level control. IC design, along with active
gain controls, provides greater headroom
and quieter operation.

For location work or even studio post-

production, the M267 carries on Shure's
reputation for reliability and ruggedness.

For more information on Shure's com-
plete line of mixers, call or write Shure

standard 9 -volt batteries. Brothers, Inc., 222 Hartrey
Simplex (phantom) pcwer and SHURE' Avenue, Evanston, IL 60202,
a peak LED are standard, too. (312) 866-2553.

BREAKING SOUND BARRIERS
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Keeping in step
By Elmer E. Smalling III

Synchronization of video signals within the TV plant is a critically
important aspect of facility design.

As the size of a video
production facility or TV station

grows, the configuration of the plant
sync distribution becomes increasingly difficult

and important. Shown is a portion of the master control room
of Paramount Pictures' new production center in Hollywood, CA.

Let's say you're shooting with one
camera and a portable VTR, or that
you're playing back to a monitor from a
single videotape player. You have no
reason to use a TV synchronizing
system. However, as soon as you employ
more than one camera, videotape
machine, a special effects generator or a
switcher, you must make certain that
video timing (synchronization) is correct
in order to produce quality pictures of
proper hue that do not roll or jump.

Synchronizing information is included
in the portions of the video signal that

Smalling, BE's consultant on television systems, is
president of Jenel Systems and Design, Dallas.

are not seen on a monitor-the horizon-
tal and vertical intervals (during which
the picture disappears from the screen
from right to left and from bottom to
top). This synchronizing information
consists of pulses that are the electronic
analog of the sprocket holes on motion -
picture film. A number of individual com-
ponents form the composite synchroniz-
ing (most often called sync) signal. These
components include blanking, horizontal
sync, vertical sync and color burst.
 Blanking is used primarily by camera
systems to "blank out" video during the
time the scanning beam traces from the
bottom line of a completed picture to the
top line of the next picture, and from the
end of each line on the screen at the

right-hand side to the beginning of the
next line on the left. Without blanking,
the picture would resemble a spider web
of retrace lines.
 Horizontal (H) sync occurs at the
beginning and end of each horizontal
line. H -sync pulses indicate where the
lines of a picture start on the left and end
on the right-hand side of the screen.

Vertical (V-) sync occurs at the begin-
ning and end of each vertical picture
field, marking the bottom and top of the
picture.
 Color burst is a sample (eight to 11
cycles) of color subcarrier located after
each H -sync pulse. The sample of color
subcarrier allows equipment in the
system to display the proper phase (or

0

r
8
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TEK'S NEW 1710B: THE
BRIGHTEST IDEA IN

WAVEFORM MONITORING.
One -of -a -kind capability
in a new waveform monitor
that's easy to use and afford!
The Tek 1710B has all the
essentials for reliable, con-
sistent monitoring of your
video signal. For example, it
includes -he first -ever burst
phase indicator found in a
wave-orm monitor. This spe-
cial new color display indi-
cates if burst is properly set:
a green light means it's right!

Operat ng simplicity
anyo le will appreciate. The

front panel controls o- the
1710B are logically grouped
and labeled for fast, easy
handling. And the hich qual-
ity Tektronix CRT offers
a sharp, bright trace so it's
easy to see.

You get outstanding
versatility and Tek-quality in
a convenient, compact pack-
age that fits in half a -ack.
DC power operation can be
installed and used with a
battery pack for fully porta-
ble operation in the field.

If ypu see a place for a
cost-effective waveform
monitor ii your operation,
you cwe it to yourself to see
the 1710B. Available in both
NTSC and PAL versions, the
1710B is Jur most econom-
ical aiswer yet to improving
picture, quality through video
waveform monitoring.

For a look, contact a
Tektronix Protssional Video
Dealer, or your local
Tektronix Sales Engineer,
listed in major -city directories.

17109
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hue) of color information in the video
signal.

These components must be positioned
precisely on the video signal. (See Figure
1.) Usually, they are formed in a single
piece of equipment-the sync gener-
ator-to ensure that they remain in time
with themselves and with the video
signal. Of all signal generators at the sta-

ably the most important.
Any system more complicated than a

single VTR and monitor requires sync.
The more complex the system becomes,
the more critical the timing becomes. To
simplify matters, sync -generator circuits
are included in many modern cameras,
character generators, switchers, etc.

Sync generators come in two varieties:
analog or digital. The analog generator
develops sync signals by dividing down
from a local crystal -controlled oscillator.
This method, which has been used for
years, is acceptable if the oscillator fre-
quency stability approaches an error of
about one part per trillion (1 x 1012).

Digital sync generators use counters
that are triggered from a highly stable
crystal oscillator source. Binary counters
tend to be self-correcting and usually ex-
hibit less drift than analog frequency
generators. Today, a digital sync
generator can be built into a single in-
tegrated circuit.

At one time, a master sync generator
required at least two 6 -foot -high equip-
ment racks and demanded constant at-
tention from engineering personnel. The
TV equipment then required most of the
common sync pulses to be added to the
video signal. These included horizontal
and vertical sync, composite blanking,
horizontal and vertical drives, burst flag
and subcarrier. Each signal was
distributed to almost every piece of
equipment at the station.

HORIZONTAL DIMENSIONS NOT TO SCALE IN 1, 2 AND 3

Figure 1. The RS -170A standard sync wave-
forms.

Today, with built-in sync generators, a
black burst reference signal produced by
the master generator carries all the
necessary information. Black burst con-
sists of composite sync and color burst.
From this signal, on -board generators
develop pulses required for the specific
device. Black burst is sometimes called
crystal black, color black or the color
reference signal.

Sync requirements
Most TV systems use many pieces of

electronic equipment that require syn-
chronizing signals. Typically, this in-
cludes the following devices:

Small system
(small production facility or

LPTV station)

 3 cameras
1 switcher

 2 VTRs with time base correctors
1 character generator
1 videotape editor
1 time code generator

Large system
(large TV station or
production facility)

 3 switchers
 2 digital video effects systems
 9 VTRs with time base correctors
 2 character generators
 3 videotape editors
 2 time code generators

1 electronic graphics system
1 routing switcher

3

All of these devices require sync
signals in order to work together.
However, only one sync generator is
used to keep all of the equipment locked
to the same timing reference. Without a
common source, wipes, cuts or edits
without rolls or jumps would be impossi-
ble. With only one or two outputs provid-
ed on the typical master generator, a

signals calls for a
sync distribution system.

Taking a count
When planning a TV system, deter-

mine exactly what types of signals are re-
quired. One brand of a device may re-
quire input signals that another brand
does not. The equipment instruction
book or specifications should spell out
the exact drive requirements. As an ex-
ample, consider the following list of
equipment and necessary signals:

 Camera 1 black burst each
 Video switcher 1 black burst

blanking
composite sync

1 subcarrier
 Time base

corrector 1 black burst
1 composite sync

 Editing controller 1 black burst
 Time code

generator 1 black burst
 The maintenance

shop 1 black burst
1 composite sync
1 blanking

For the small system profiled at left, a
total of 17 sync drives is required:

 Black burst 10
 Composite sync 4
 Blanking 2

 Subcarrier 1
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A DECADE OF

PROGRESS...

A DESIGN FOR

THE FUTURE

VIDEOTEK
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Videotek, in only 10 years, has emerged as an industry leader
on the strength of quality products, competitive pricing, and
an unprecedented record of delivery and customer service.
The Studio 13 is the latest example of this Progress by Design,
incorporating more features and a higher level of quality
than any color monitor in its class.

Line Select and 1H/2H Mode highlight the
1984 refinements to the ever -popular TSM-5A
Waveform Monitor and VSM-5A Vectorscope.

As we enter our second decade, our commit-
ment to o:'.fer the best products, prices, delivery,
and service remains an uncompromised goal
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125 North York Street, Pottstown, PA 19464, (215) 327-2292, TWX: 710-653-0125/9625 North 21st Drive, Phoenix, AZ 85021, (502) 997-7523, TWX: 910-951-0621

0 copyright I984-Videotek. Inc.
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SYNC

BLACK
BURST

2

SYNC DA
BLANKING

SYNC CAMERA 1

BLACK
BURST

BLANKING
2

SYNC
BLACK BURST DA

GENERATOR
SYNC

BLACK
BURST

2

BLANKINGBLANKING DA

CAMERA 2
ALL CABLES CUT TO THE SAME LENGTH

FOR PROPER TIMING

Figure 2. A sync distribution system using
separate DAs and individual, trimmed cables
that have all been cut to precisely the same
length.

As the list of equipment grows, the
need for sync throughout the facility in-
creases rapidly. In a network center-
with multiple studios, production and on -
air switching equipment, production and
on -air VTRs, graphics, still -stores and
editing suites-the number of required
sync drives could run into the hundreds.

Passing pulses around
There are various ways that signals

may be distributed. Many TV products
include looping inputs. An input signal is
applied to a device, which provides a sec-
ond looping output. A short cable is then
used to connect the signal to another
device. Looping sync from the master
control waveform monitor to the vec-
torscope (located side by side) should
present no problems. Looping signals
through devices in different parts of the
facility, however, is not desirable. The
timing of the signal from one device to
another is affected by the length of cable
that connects the two units.

Another method of distributing sync
signals is through the use of distribution
amplifiers (DAs). The DA amplifies a
signal and splits it into multiple outputs,
as shown in Figure 2. Each output is a
copy of the input signal. From the out-
puts, discrete lines supply each device
that requires the particular signal. This
method proves less flexible, however, as
the physical plant and production
requirements dictate change.

Another method of distribution uses a
master sync generator with slave
generators located at each piece of
equipment to be driven, or in each area
of a large facility (Figure 3). Controls on
the slave generator allow fine adjust-
ment of system timing. The cost of this

Continued on page 3t;

VIDEO/FILM CHAINS

Stereoize your audio
for $399!

Whether you're an AM or TV station now going stereo,
an FM trying to create an all -stereo format, or a video
post -production facility desiring to give your clients
high -quality, stereo audio, we have an effective,
inexpensive solution to your problems.
With the Orban 245F Stereo Synthesizer you can
convert announce mikes, mono cart machines,
remote feeds, and all mono audio from video/film chains
to pseudo -stereo in a dramatic, compelling way. You'll
also be impressed with the 245F's full mono compatibility
with FM, TV, or any AM stereo system - there's no
phasing on mono receivers and no loss of frequency
balance.
Contact your Orban dealer today, and he'll make a
believer out of you!

Oran Associates Inc. 45 ryant St.
orban Sanb Francisco, CA 941076 (415B) 957-1067

Telex: 17-1480
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I./ugh Fallis, tro Engweering,
Radio Free Europe, Municn stands

besicre CE 100 kW HF transmitter
using EIMAC 4CV'00,00liC tube.

'''''
'''''''

EIMAC tubes
provide long life for

IRadio Free Europe
Radio Free Europe transmitters
in Bi DilS and Lameertheim,
West Germany, use EIMAC
4CV100,000C power tubes in 12
Continental Electronics 100 kW
HF transmitters.

The s-ation locboo,< shows
most Pubes have over 50,000
hours of service, and many
tubes logged over 60,000 hours!
And EIIMAC tubes are still run-
ning strong-that's long life!

These figures are representative
of the IDng life EIMAC tubes log
in a variety of high power broad-
cast applications

Take advantage cf proven relia-
bility, ongest warranty in the in-
dustry and 50 -year expertise.
Choose EIMAC, the world's fore-
most manufacturer of high
power oroadcast tubes.

Call Varian EIMAC or contact
any Electron Device Group
sales organization worldwide.

A6N-415

E6G-26$
68879

61829

59636

62456

59246

55892

643,0

594 72

64066

62554

55907

58991

57805

42279

59386

41424

47349

59067

57024

57865

86G-270

E6N -597

896

6,282

-368

0

P5Q-624

G5° -155

j6A-2

06;1_827

630,720

1,8,s

86G-273

J6A-7

660-266

P61,3297

Varian EIMAC
301 Industrial Way
San Carlos, CA 94070
Telephone: 415  592-1221

Varian AG
Steinhauserstrasse
CH -630C Zug. Switzerland
Telepho le: 042  23 25 75

26683

31 752

49355

62660

varian

864,4j77,s

00.000
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Midwest
puts on a
great show
because it
uses the best
components
One of the reasons that the
Midwest M-40 Series is the
most advanced class of large
mobile teleproduction units
available today is our policy of
only using the finest compon-
ents. This "no compromise"
design philosophy ensures a
system of superior quality and
reliability. Our M-40 units give
you up to 47 feet of unparal-
leled technical and creative
capacity. Because we only use
the best components . .. from
companies like Ikegami.

Ikegami HK -322
automatic color
cameras make

Midwest
picture perfect

In the M-40, we wanted the ability to
produce the best possible pictures.

So we selected the HK -322 as a
basic building block of the system.

When the position as the world's
most popular field camera passes
from the Ikegami HK -357A, it will

be to the HK -322. This fully
automatic color camera sets the new

standard for picture resolution,
signal-to-noise ratio and registration
accuracy. Standard computer set-up
takes much of the hassle out of pre-
paring for remote telecasts. With the

Ikegami HK -322, the Midwest
M-40 delivers perfect pictures

everytime.

Ikegami HL -791
Series play:
dual role fo]

Midwest unit:
The Ikegami HL -79E Series camer

was selected for use aboard th
Midwest M-40 because it cal

handle two separate functions witl
superlative results. Although it'

renowned as the perfect hand -help
camera, the HL -79E Series can eas
ily be converted into a field camer

that produces higher quality image
than many other manufacturer!

top -of -the -line studio model!



This exceptionally fine performance
is due to Ikegann's painstaking

attention to detail. Designed to meet
the most rigorous performance stan-
dards, the HL -79E Series also offers
optional automatic set-up, either via
its own set-up computer or by inter-

face into the HK -322 set-up com-
puter for total system integration.

With the HL -79E Series, Midwest's
M-40 offers you the versatility

required to produce network quality
productions in any circumstances.

toa

Ikegami 9 -Series
color monitors
give Midwest

"true to life" pictures
Ikegami 9 -Series Color Monitors are

standard in the Midwest M-40 mobile
unit because of their superb resolution
and ability to reproduce colors that are
amazingly life -like. This performance
is unmatched by any other monitor in
the world Since the 9 -Series monitors

use In -Line Gun CRTs, they provide
more than excellent colorimetry and

fantastic resolution. They also offer
high stability, unit interchangeability,
low power consumption, and conve-
ni2nt pull-out circuit panels. By using
the Ikegami 9 -Series, the Midwest
M-40 can reproduce colors that are
true to life.

000464=117.
' r#77r

Fcr more information on how
Midwest and Ikegami can deliver
world class performance for your
company, contact any Midwest
office in the U.S. or call toll free
(800) 543-1584.
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MIDWEST
Communications Corp.
One Sperti Drive
Edgewood, KY 41017
800-543-1584

Columbus, OH Louisville. KY Atlanta, GA
614-846-5552 502-491-2888 404-875-3753

Dityton, OH Lexington, KY Virginia Beach, VA
513-435-3246 606-277-4994 804-464-6256

Cleveland, OH Charleston, WV Richmond, VA
216-447-9745 304-768-1252 804-262-5788

Toledo, OH Nashville, TN Charlotte, NC
419-287-4872 615-331-5791 704-399-6336

Pittsburgh, PA Knoxville, TN Washington, D.C.
412-364-6780 615-687-9515 301-577-4903

Indianapolis, IN Bristol, TN Miami, FL
317-872-2327 615-968-2289 305-592-5355

Detroit, Ml St. Louis, MO Tampa, FL
313-689-9730 314-569-2240 813-885-9308

Grand Rapids. MI Kansas City, MO Orlando, FL
616-796-5238 913-469-6810 305-898-1885
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CABLE LENGTHS
NOT CRITICAL

Figure 3. A master/slave sync
generator system. Cable length is not
critical because of the adjustable tim-
ing capability of each slave unit. -
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CAMERA 2
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Continued from page 32
convenience, however, is usually greater
than the DA approach.

Unlike distribution of audio and
general monitor video signals, the
distribution of video to any devices
driven by house sync requires extra
care. Because video and sync signals
take a finite amount of time to travel
through cable, unequal cable lengths will
cause signals to arrive at the equipment
out of time (or phase) with one another.

Ideally, all cables will be the same
length. In early TV installations, the
length of cable for the longest physical
run was calculated, and all other cables
were then cut to the same dimension.
For devices located near the generator,
the extra -long cables were spooled up
behind the equipment. It was common to
see rolls of coax stacked in equipment
areas. Figure 4 illustrates the concept.

Replacing cable
In the early 1960s, video and pulse

delay lines became available that could
replace hundreds even thousands of feet
of coaxial cable with delay boxes, each
about the size of a pack of cigarettes.
One could calculate the longest run and
then add appropriate delay units to the
shorter runs. Rolls of cable could be
eliminated and replaced with delay
panels in the equipment racks. (See
Figure 5, page 42.)

We testyour equipmen
not your
Technical Project's new micropt
controlled MJS401D, Audio Mee 'ment
System is a powerful cure for test
frustration, leaving engineers with more
time and energy for solving problems.
Here's the prescription:

FAST Accurate, clear, multi -standard Noise
and Level measurement.

FAST Totally Automatic THD measurement.

 FAST 4 Digit Frequency Display.

FAST Unique "below noise" crosstalk
measurement.

FAST 11.5dB Expanded Scale magnifies
variations.

 -107 to 45dB range to measure any device.

 Linear volts scales too.

 Function interlock recalls settings. speeding
repeated measurements.

 "Plug in and go" options, all field installable.

 Balanced in and floating out for minimal
earth noise.

 Speedy recovery from accidental overload.

 RF and oscillator breakthrough abolished.

 Optional IEEE -488 for automatic testing.

Get your engineers the tool for efficiency
- TecPro's MJS401D Audio Measuring
System - they deserve the best.

 
vi Technical

Projects

fig" 1'1°14

Noolou°"

,e(001

---1
"""\

Audio Measuring
S

S 404
ystem

41151

a

T Pro, Inc.
P.". Box 1069

Palati e, IL 60078
1-800-562-5872 or 1-3 2-359-9240

Telex 280502 PR  TON PALT
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IT TOOK JBL SCIENCE,
A NITROGEN EXPLOSION,

- AND PURE TITANIUM To GIVE You
PERFECTED HIGH FREQUENCY SOUND,

MI:5 unique titanium diaphragm and "Diamond Surround" bring
new purity arid consistency to high frequency response.

High frequency sound has always fought with the technology that brings it to the ear. The driver
diaphragm has been most vulnerable, pushed to the breaking point, unable to hold uniform
frequency response.

IBL scientists decided to fight back. They exploded nitrogen into a remarkable metal, pure
titanium, encircling their unique diaphragm with a vibration -
absorbing "Diamond Surround' so revolutionary it warranted its
own patent.

The result? A diaphragm that delivers and sustains a power and
purity to high frequency response never before approached in the
industry.

Perfecting titanium technology is just one of innumerable ways in
which IBL. science is re -shaping the quality of sound. From driving
your studio monitors in a demanding final production mix, to
critically evaluating in detail actual on -air signal quality, IBL audio
systems are focused on the most exacting demands of the broadcast
professional. To find out which system is designed to meet your
specific requirements, contact your authorized IBL professional
products dealer today.

Circle (12) on Reply Card

IBL Incorporated.
8500 Balboa Boulevard

P.O Box 2200.
Northridge, CA 91329

U.S.A.

JBL harman nternatronal <'J81_ INCORPORATED 1984

JBL
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Figure 4. A sync distribution system using the
cable delay method &signal timing. Note that
with the cable rolls in place, all sync lines are
exactly the same length.

SYNC
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SYNC
GENERATOR

10 FEET

2 FEET

88 -FOOT
CABLE DELAY

SYNC DA

CAMERA 1
SYNC

50 FEET

NOTE: SIMILAR DELAY METHODS
REQUIRED FOR OTHER

SYSTEM TIMING SIGNALS

FEET

48 -FOOT
CABLE DELAY

THE ONLY
FULL CAPADILITY
VIDEO NOISE METER
Model UPSF2

VIDEO STORSVAN.I.OSNIESSER VIDEO *OM METER UPSEE

 DUAL -STANDARD: p.P automatically determine
standard (525/625 lines), identifies it on the
display, and performS the appropriate
measurement

 Measurement Domain: Full -field, any Individually
selected line, any Individual "spot" (4µs x 10 lines)

 IEEE -488 (GPIB) Bus Compatible

 Video Level Measurement: Luminance -bar
amplitude, or individual test -points selectable
in steps of 1µs (range: -500 to 1500 mV)

 Noise Measurement: Luminance (peak or rms)
or Chrominance (AM or d)M). Range: 0-80 dB,
referenced to 714 mV (525 lines), 700 mV (625
lines), or actual luminance -bar amplitude.

Send for our new catalog

RDHDE & SCHWAS
13 Nevada Drive, Lake Success, N.Y. 11042  (516)488-7300  Telex 96-0072

CAMERA 2
SYNC

A problem still existed, however. If the
initial longest path changed, the plant
was to be expanded or a production re-
quired retiming, a good deal of engineer-
ing and wiring effort was needed to
make rather simple production require-
ment changes. The ultimate solution, it
was realized, would be a device that
could advance-as well as delay-video
and sync pulses.

Such synchronization systems became
available in the early 1970s. These
systems, commonly called slave sync
systems, eliminated the rolls of cable and
racks of delay lines, and allowed users to
advance, as well as delay, video and/or
synchronizing signals. From the master
sync generator, one encoded output is
routed to all slave units. Each slave uses
the timed, encoded input to develop its
own set of sync signals as required by the
local equipment it will drive.

Where time is important
Of all TV equipment, video switcher

and effects units have the most critical
timing requirements. If input signals are
offset in time by even a small amount,
shifts in hue will be noticeable when you
fade or switch the out -of -time input to
any of the other in -time inputs. Some
switchers will not take an out -of -time (or
non -synchronous) signal, but will flash a
light or simply revert to the original bus.

Signals that are badly out of time (or
phase) cause the picture to roll or tear
during switching or fading. Such non -

synchronous signals are disastrous with
special effects and split-screen presenta-
tions. Potential editing problems include
color shifts and horizontal jumps.

Continued on page 42
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A monitor to keep
an eye on your video
equipment.
At Camera Mart.

Tektronix 1750 Series Waveform Vector Monitor

No matter how versati e or advanced video equipment is, it must
operate reliably and up to specs.

That's why we at Camera Mart are so impressed with the Tektronix 1750
Series Waveform/Vector Monitor, a brand new, compact unit that monitors
all your other video equipment to make sure everything is working perfectly.

The 1750 Series combines all the conventional monitoring capabilities
plus the ability to perform SCH phasing tasks.

SCH phase and color frame matching is measured directly using the
new SCH MODE. This makes it ideal for production and editing applications
where the maintenance of SCH phase and color frame relationships is critical.

It's new, and, as you'd expect, it's available right now from Camera Mart.
The more you know about video, the more you can
rely on Camera Mart.

The Camera Mart, Inc.
456 West 55th Street, New York 10019  (212) 757-6977

Telex: 275619 FAX (212) 582-2498
305 Vine St., Liverpool, NY 13088 315) 457-3703

Sales  Service  Rental
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HITACHI
PUT AUTOSETUP
EXACTLY WHERE

IT BELONGS.
"Not only does the SK -970 have complete autosetup,
but it's a genuine studio camera that's lightweight enough to
send into the field:'

The largest producer of live concert videos in the U.S., VPS
requires lightweight, low -maintenance broadcast cameras it
can put on the road for long stretches.

Azimzadeh considers the SK -970 the only studio camera
with 2/3 -inch mobility and EFP handling. So it can meet the
demands of often makeshift stadium facilities, while delivering
the broadcast images that are needed for larger -screen
multiple projection.

Since each of the four SK -970s and two SK -97s in the

I. Jay Azimzadeh, President
Video-Pac Systems, Ltd.
Hollywood, CA

travelling package has complete self-contained autosetup,
a separate box isn't needed. And any potential problems
are confined to one head.

Although VPS earmarks two SK -97s and SK -970s for
studio use, the ability to use both wherever they are needed
is a welcome economy. Still, the greatest asset of the SK -97
and SK -970 is rockbottom reliability. To Azimzadeh, concerts
are just like live TV-no one can afford any slip-ups, or an
equipment failure.



"Since each SK -97 and SK -970 has its own on -board computer,
I can set everything up at the same time
automaticallyf

As a mobile production facility covering sports and large out-
door events for local and network TV, F&F needs broadcast
quality on location.

They also need fast, independent setup. So they keep
three handheld SK -97s and four compact studio SK -970s

Terry McIntyre, Remote Supervisor
F&F Productions, Inc.
St. Petersburg, FL

permanently stowed on one of their trucks. And with com-
plete computerized autosetup on -board each camera, the
crew can set all of them up at the same time from parameters
stored in memory without having to worry about drift or last
minute adjustments.

The SK -97 and SK -970 also perform
superbly under low -light conditions. As a re-
sult, notes Chief Engineer Dennis Lusk, both
can use very large lenses. And with real-time
registration compensation automatically
correcting for any changes throughout the
travel of zoom lenses, the cameras are ideal
for the demands of sports coverage. Reso-
lution and colorimetry are also unsurpassed,
according to Bill McKechnie, another Remote
Supervisor. In fact, the SK -97 is often run
by F&F as a "hard" camera, in place of the
SK -970. Location recording is done on two
Hitachi HR -230 1 -inch VTRs.

Most important, however, is the almost
complete interchangeability of both cameras.
Not only are they easy to work with, but they
are also easy to link up. And so similar elec-
tronically, a single set of spares can cover any
potential emergency.

"The SK -97 is a real mini -cam that can be completely integrated
into a total studiowide autosetup system?

WHYY has extensive production facilities at
Independence Mall and more studios on the draw-
ing board. To plan for this rapid growth, WHYY
sought a family of broadcast cameras that was as
flexibly integrated as it was advanced.

While evaluating computerized camera sys-
tems, Bill Weber and his staff found that the Hitachi
SK -110 studio unit and the portable SK-97-with
the same basic complete autosetup-were so
perfectly matched in colorimetry, in definition, and
in resolution that pedestal and handheld work
could be combined without a hitch. And because
the SK -97's autosetup is also completely self-
contained, both cameras are as electronically
independent as they are geared toward common
console control.

Staffers like Senior Video Engineer Bob Miller
consider the SK -97's autosetup easy -to -use, as well as
accurate and reliable. And the on -board lens and scene files
give operators instant filter and lighting control at each camera
head, in addition to the console. So the staff looks upon the
Hitachi SK -97 as a studio camera that they can shoulder.

As facilities grow, WHYY's Weber knows that he will have
the flexibility to configure and reconfigure SK -110s, SK -970s,
and SK -97s to meet production requirements of most any
complexity without encountering technical snags. In fact,

Bill Weber
Vice President for Engineering
WHYY Television
Philadelphia, PA

with Hitachi cameras at other sister stations in the Eastern
Educational Network, joint productions can even be assured
of a common look.

For a demonstration of the SK -97 and SK -970 in your
studio, contact Hitachi Denshi America Ltd., Broadcast and
Professional Division, 175 Crossways Park West, Woodbury,
NY 11797; (516) 921-7200, or (800) 645-7510. Canada:
Hitachi Denshi Ltd. (Canada), 65 Melford Drive, Scar-
borough, Ontario M1B 2G6; (416) 299-5900.

HITACHI
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SYNC
GENERATOR
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170° DELAY LINE

DELAYF-4""
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CAMERA 1
SYNC

50 FEET 72NS OR
93° DELAY LINE
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VIDEO
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Figure 5. A sync distribution system using
electronic delay lines to replace the rolls of
cable shown in Figure 4. Each delay unit is ad-
justed to compensate for the longest cable
run.

Continued from page 38
Six inches of coaxial cable will shift a

color signal by 1°. A shift of 3°, par-
ticularly in red hues, begins to be
noticeable to the human eye. A 6 -foot
difference in cable lengths from the rout-
ing switcher to the production switcher
will cause a noticeable 12° phase shift.
(See Table 1.)

To simulate equal cable lengths, delay
lines can be added to any cables that are
shorter than the longest run from the
routing switcher or sync generator to
any timed device. However, a pulse -
advancing unit, such as the slave sync
system, must be used when a given input
is changed because of system recon-
figuration, and must be advanced
beyond existing cable -length limits.

Cable length is not the only element
that can delay video or sync. DAs, en-
coders, switchers or any active device
path has a particular delay that must be
considered when designing a timed
plant. Delays or advances that are added
to the system must be calculated after all
active devices are in -line. A color -timed
plant, especially a large one, is no place
for haywiring.

Specify RS -170A
The number and types of outputs vary

with each brand of sync generator, so it
must be chosen with your design needs

VIDEO TAPE PROBLEMS ?
RECORTEC THEM AWAY !
How good are the tapes in your
library? Some of them may be
bad enough to throw away. Is
it safe to use them again?
Are any of them reclaimable?
Settle all these questions
easily with a RECORTEC
VIDEO TAPE EVALUATOR
for any one -inch tape.
Extend your tape life
with regular cleaning and
conditioning.

The VTE-102 is for 1" reels 90 minutes max.
The VTE-103 is for 1" reels up to 3 hours.

3/4 -Inch Evaluators are also available.

RECORTEC, INC. 275 Santa Ana Court, Sunnyvale, CA 94086 (408) 737-8441 TWX: 910-379-5022
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IMAGINE WHAT YOU'LL FIN, INSIDE
We've opened up the SP -3A to let you

have a look inside this remarkable camera.
Then maybe you'll understand why we can aim
this camera directly at the sun ... and still get
the shot without burn or comet tail. It's because
of what's inside: CCD chips instead of tubes.

Sometimes, it's best not to leave too much
to the imagination ... so have a look for your-
self. Then your choice should be a simple
one - the SP -3A from NEC.

SP -3A SPECIFICATIONS:
 3 exclusive interline frame transfer CCD's
 > 450 TVL Resolution
 Sensitivity 130 fc @f/4
 Lowlight @ 12dB < 5 fc @f/1.4
 S/N 58 dB
 Power, 13 w 4, 12 VDC
 Weight, head only w/VF 6.7 lbs.
 Size, head only 3.5w x 6.1d x 7.0h
 Integral VTR formats- M, Beta, 1/4"
 Price: $17,900 head only w/VF

NEC
IMAGINE WHAT WE'LL DO FOR YOU

NEC AMERICA, INC.. Broadcast Equipment Division  130 Martin Lane, Elk Grove Village, IL 60007  Toll -Free 1-800-323-6656.  In Illinois 312/640-3792.
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in mind. Make certain that your sync
generator complies with RS -170A. Units
that conform to the old RS -170 criteria
may not meet today's requirements for
precise phasing in editing.

RS -170 is a technical standard
established by the Electrical Industries
Association (EIA) that describes the
pulses and their interrelated timing in
the sync system. RS -170A goes a step fur-
ther to state that a precise relationship
must be maintained between the phase
of H -sync and the subcarrier. The result
of this provision is that edits will occur in -
phase, and hue shifts or horizontal jumps
will be avoided (or, at least, minimized).
Although RS -170A may not yet be of-
ficially written into the EIA standards, it
has been accepted by the industry, and
nearly all manufacturers offer products
that comply with it.

Operating environment
The sync generator, like all sensitive

electronic hardware, should be mounted
in a well -ventilated equipment rack.
Maintaining a temperature in the rack
between 65°F and 78°F will allow the
generator to operate at peak efficiency
and stability. Operation at higher
temperatures may cause the system to
drift, or fail completely. Changes in sync
generator operation may manifest
themselves as hue shifts or, in extreme
cases, drifts in system timing that may

Winged®

FREE
CATALOG

8" COAXIAL CABLE = 1NS
6" COAXIAL CABLE = 1°

AT 3.58MHZ

EQUIVALENTS
1NS = 1.28° = 7.9"
2NS = 2.56° = 15.7"
3NS = 3.84° = 23.6"
4NS = 5.12° = 31.5"
5NS = 6.40° = 39.4"
6NS = 7.68° = 47.2"
7NS = 8.96° = 55.1"
8NS = 10.24° = 63.0"
9NS = 11.52° = 70.9"

IONS = 12.80° = 78.7"

EQUIVALENTS
1° = 0.775NS = 6.1"
5° = 3.875NS = 30.3"

10° = 7.75NS = 60.6"
15° = 11.625NS = 7'6.9"
20° = 15.50NS = 10'1.3"
25° = 19.375NS = 12'7.6"
30° = 23.25NS = 15'1.9"
60° = 46.50NS = 30'3.8"
90° = 69.75NS = 45'5.7"

180° = 139.50NS = 90'11.3"
270° = 209.25NS = 136'5.0"
360° = 279.00NS = 181'10.7"

Table I. The time and phase delays that will
occur with RG59 coaxial cable. This table can
be used to calculate cable lengths or delay
values.

Winsted Matchmaker Systems
Big, full color catalog includes complete

descriptions, pricing and ordering information on:

Editing Consoles  Video Consoles
 Production Consoles  Dubbing Racks

 Equipment Cabinets  Micro Computer Stations
 Computer Graphic & Newsroom Consoles

 Tape & Film Storage Systems

Winsted Matchmaker Systems ... the Perfect Match
for all professional Video Equipment

THE WINSTED CORPORATION
9801 James Circle  Minneapolis, MN 55431

Call foryour nearest dealer

Phone Toll -Free 328-2962
TELEX: 910-576-2740
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cause non-standard or non -repeatable
edits or recording.

You can't avoid downtime in a com-
mercial station, so it is advisable to have
a second, standby generator that con-
nects to the system through an automatic
changeover switch. This device could
sense a loss of signal and immediately
switch generators so that no glitches or
tears are seen by the viewer. The cost of
an automatic changeover system can be
easily offset by the saving of valuable air
time and production time.

Intra-facility links
We have emphasized the importance

of timing within the plant. But what
about foreign signals -those feeds from
the network, satellite relays, the remote -
production vehicle or a portable ENG
microwave link? If they are to be used in
conjunction with in-house video, they
must also be synchronized.

The best way to time foreign signals is
with a frame synchronizer. This unit ac-
cepts the outside video signal and clocks
it out using house sync. Although similar
to a TBC in action, synchronizers do not
have to deal with varying TV line
lengths. The incoming signal will, ideal-
ly, have standard sync that is merely off-
set from local sync. Everything in the in-
coming signal is delayed by a fixed
amount of time. The result is a signal that
may be fed to time devices and used in

"ET"
Phone Home.
for all your timecode needs

under one roof

$

690 "ET" Everything Timecode

 Longitudinal Reader & Generator/Rejuvenator
 VITC Reader & Generator/Rejuvenator
 Multi -Font Programmable Character Generator
 Calendar/Time of Day
 Microprocessor -Controlled
 Raster Display of up to 5 lines
 Orange Bus Compatible

SHIPITIRON
Boston New York Brussels

617-491-8700 212-581-1556 02-347-2629
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In the world of audio production, tension is a
killer. Draining creative energy and making tight
deadlines impossible. If you're still trying to do
today's job with yesterday's technology we've just
solved one of your headaches. Our prescription is
a dose of our deuce, the TASCAM 42.

Everything you've considered to be a must is
there, and a whole lot more. Balanced and
unbalanced, with individual connector to interface
with broadcast automation equipment and SMPTE
control, the 42 fits in anywhere.

To more precisely control tape tension, and yours,
our rugged transport is built with a full computer
control on all three motors. Our autolocator function
with Return -to -zero and Search -to -cue doesn't just
start putting on the brakes when it hits the mark,
it stops on the dime.

You also get a positive/negative real time counter
and a precision splicing block mounted just below
the plug-in fixed mount head assembly, where it
belongs. That translates to faster, more accurate
editing, and the peace of mind that comes with it.

To learn more about the hottest half-track in the
under $2,500 class see your TASCAM dealer or
write TASCAM Production Products, 7733 Telegraph
Road, Montebello, CA 90640, (213) 726-0303.

HOW TO
RELIEVE
TENSION

IN THE
CONTROL

ROOM.

TASCAM
TEAC Production Products

Copyright 1983-TEAC Corporation of America
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split screens, fades, effects or editing.
Gen -lock can sometimes be used as a

low-cost alternative to the frame syn-
chronizer. Almost all sync generators
can lock to an outside signal. The foreign
signal drives the local oscillator or inter-
nal frequency -control component. All
station equipment is then under control
of the remote sync source.

Gen -locking can cause problems,
however, if something goes awry with
the foreign video signal. Most ENG proj-
ects are of short duration, so a gen-lock
problem with the ENG camera is unlike-
ly. But, during long -duration remote pro-
ductions, a power failure may occur at
the remote location. Or Telco lines carry-
ing the video may be interrupted. Or a
sun outage may occur with the satellite
link during a network feed. The
possibilities of signal interruption are
numerous. If any of these situations
arise, the loss of lock will appear momen-
tarily throughout the plant.

Glitches in gen-lock
Many sync generators are designed to

revert to the internal crystal with a
minimum of disturbance if the gen-lock
source fails. Because the local oscillator
is operating in step with the remote
source, loss of the foreign signal should
not cause any major breakup of an on -air
local camera. At most, the viewer may
see a slight blink.

If the remote signal returns, however,
a major disruption in the sync signal is
likely. The disturbance may last only
milliseconds, but it can cause obvious
tearing and rolling, even from a local
studio camera. Gen -locking requires syn-
chronous operation of H -sync and V -
sync, as well as in -phase color subcarrier,
and a finite amount of time is
needed to reset all three.

VTRs will be most affected by a
momentary loss of lock because of the
number of servo systems that depend
upon the consistency of proper sync. The
VTR, like a camera, might not react ob-
viously to the loss of lock, but the return
of the gen-lock source will result in a ma-
jor disturbance. The VTR will sense the
instability as the gen-lock generator is
reorganizing its operation to the foreign
source. The VTR then must reorient its
own servo systems to the return of lock.
The effect could last for several seconds,
depending upon the machine and the
conditions.

Recordings in progress at the time of
gen-lock failure will lose lock when the
tape is played later. The effect will be
similar to any other momentary loss of
signal on the tape. An editing project in
progress at the time of loss of lock will
also show obvious effects and may need
to go back to the edit suite.

Gen -lock is a quick and inexpensive
way to tie two facilities together.

However, its cost benefits must be
weighed against its potential dangers.

Time out for timing
Signal timing should be checked before

and during each production or edit ses-
sion. A timing check also should be part
of a well -planned maintenance program
at the facility. The check requires a
waveform monitor and vector display
unit to compare each signal with a stan-
dard house signal, such as color bars.

Signals that are out of time, or non-

coincident, may be adjusted using phase
controls on TBCs, frame synchronizers,
camera -control units or, perhaps, a slave
sync generator. Once a system has been
timed, the only thing that may require
routine adjustment will be the subcarrier
or system phase.

Adjustment of system timing is a proj-
ect that should be undertaken only after
carefully reading the equipment
operating manuals. Study the proper
setup procedures and follow the instruc-
tions closely.

The sync distribution system is a
critical part of any TV facility. Proper
measurement and adjustment of system
timing should be learned by every
member of the engineering staff. By pay-
ing careful attention to synchronization
within your TV station or facility, you
can do away with a major source of
potential problems.

This new portable UHF Field Strength Meter gives
you accurate readings across the entire band.

Someone once said that "Certainty is Security." That is
the main idea behind field strength measurements. They
verify the signal level and rf environment at the point of
reception. You know for certain what's out there.

It is now easy for UHF stations to achieve this certainty.
With the new FIM-72 from Potomac Instruments.
Tune the entire UHF band

From 470 to 960 MHz. The received signal strength is
shown in volts and dB, with a 140 dB measurement range.
Select peak or averaging detection; wide or narrow IF
bandwidth. Seven 20dB logarithmic ranges assures precise
readings. Internal demodulators (AM and FM) provide
audio monitoring of the selected signal.
It is easy to use

Find the desired signal on the spiral dial. Calibrate the
meter using the internal generator, then read the signal
strength from the mirrored meter. The field strength is
easily determined from the supplied calibration data.

OTOMAC INSTRUMENTS
932 PHILADELPHIA AVE. SILVER SPRING, MD 20910
(301)589.2662

Laboratory applications
The FIM-72 includes a precision rf generator that tracks

the tuned frequency. Typical measurements include inser-
tion loss, VSWR, and filter
response.

Call Potomac Today
Place your order for this

new UHF field intensity meter.
Put it to work. And then you
will know for certain.
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IN
SEARCH OF
EXCELLENCE.
Long before it was a popular management theory,
broadcasters were searching for excellence.
Excellence of Sound.
The search is still on, but the goal is now within the
reach of every FM broadcaster.

The 695 is an exciter without equal ... in quality
sound ... in versatility ... and in value. Any type
of distortion you can name (THD, TIM, IMD) is less
than .025 percent. This isn't an environmentally
controlled lab figure, but rather one that is
measurable over the operating temperature range
of the equipment Moreover, noise is so low that
it's virtually impossible to measure.

0E1's 695 offers features that the competition has
never even dreamed of. A peak counter with LED
display, modulation measurements on the front
panel, and a measurements grade linear demod
built in. It is synthesized, has wideband circuitry, a
3 -color LED bar graph for modulation display, a
10 -position meter, and many other features that are
best described in our new brochure.

For more information on 0E1 and the 695 Exciter
just write or call us. You'll see why our search for
excellence has produced the best value on the
market today.

QEI Corporation
One Airport Drive a P.O. Box D
Williamstown, NJ 08094 1609) 728-2020
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Glossary of terms
Asynchronous

The property of being without syn-
chronization. A foreign signal is asyn-
chronous before it is treated by a local
frame or field synchronizer. This term
is normally used to denote foreign or
non-standard sync, rather than dis-
torted or incomplete sync.

Back porch
That area of the synchronizing

signal immediately following the
negafive-going sync pulse and before
the color burst. A video signal without
a back porch will have color and lock-
ing problems. Loss of the back porch
can result from careless edit phasing
and improper sync timing.

Black burst
The universal color -timing signal in

NTSC TV facilities. It consists of a
signal that contains sync and color
burst. Most modern broadcast equip-
ment can derive its own sync pulses
from it Black burst is also used on the
heads of videotapes and as the number
one input on most switchers.

Blanking
Blanking pulses are part of the com-

plete synchronizing signal, used by TV
monitors and cameras to cut the beam
as it retraces the camera tube or screen
while traveling to the next line or field.

Burst flag
A pulse, generated by most sync

generators, that tells system encoders
where to insert the color burst on the
back porch of each horizontal sync
pulse. Under normal operating condi-
tions, an operator will not have to deal
with burst flag pulses.

Coherent
A condition that exists when the sub -

carrier (color) components are tightly
locked to the sync components. Nor-
mally, all signals generated by a com-
mon master sync generator are
coherent. However, signals that pass
through non-NTSC standard videotape
payers or non-standard encoders will
be non -coherent.

Color bars
A universal encoder test signal found

in every TV plant. This test signal may
be used to check the fidelity of system
equipment, but should not be used for
setting up color picture monitors. The
color bar test signal contains all of the
saturated primary and secondary col-
ors, as well as gray, white, and en-
coder I and Q signals. Color bar
signals that do not contain the I, Q and

white signals at the bottom are called
full field signals. Those that do contain

Q and white signals at the bottom are
called split field color bars.

Color burst
A small sample (eight to 11 cycles) of

the subcarrier, located on the back
porch of every horizontal sync pulse,
that tells equipment in the video system
where to set the hue or phase of the
color portion of the video. Without col-
or burst, there is no color.

Crystal black
An early term for the black burst

signal.

DA
The common abbreviation for

distribution amplifier.

Delay line
A device that simulates a long piece

of coaxial cable for the purpose of
delaying sync or video signals.

Frame/geld synchronizer
A device that accepts a foreign video

signal and processes it, field by field or
frame by frame, by clocking the video
portion of the signal into memory us-
ing the video's own sync, and then
clocking the video out of the syn-
chronizer using the local house sync.
This assures a signal will be in time
with the house sync generator.
Frame/field synchronizers are used on
network and remote feeds, as well as
in -plant feeds, which are difficult to
time.

Front porch
That portion of the video signal that

follows video, but precedes the
negative -going sync pulse. A front
porch that is too narrow or too wide
due to improper system timing can
cause switching and editing problems.

Glitch
A general term used for a wide varie-

ty of signal discontinuities, such as
tears, rolls, momentary loss of picture,
tracking pulls, etc.

Jitter
A time base distortion of a video

signal or sync pulse that appears as
rapid back -and -forth horizontal mo-
tion when viewed on a waveform
monitor or vector display unit. Jitter is
normally caused by an unstable
videotape recorder/player or by a
noisy transmission line. Jitter in sync
will manifest itself as line -by-line tear-
ing on a picture monitor or very noisy
(granular) color pictures.

Lock
A term used to describe c video

signal that is fully synchronous with a
system. The more familiar term,
unlocked, is used to describe a picture
that is unstable as a result of improper
timing or system discontinuities.

Master sync generator
The main, plant sync generator or

a generator that produces an encoded
signal to drive any number of slave
generators. A plant should have only
one active master sync generator to
feed timed and phase -coherent syn-
chronizing signals around the facility.

NTSC
An abbreviation for the National

Television Standards Committee
which, in the 1950s, developed the com-
patible color standards we use today.

Retrace
A part of the video signal that occurs

while the beam sweeps from one edge
of the picture to the other, or from top
to bottom. All of the sync information
is placed in this "invisible" portion of
the video signal.

Slave sync generator
A sync generator that receives an en-

coded signal from the master sync
generator and produces all appro-
priate sync pulses. Slave generators
are normally used to feed major areas
of the plant, such as videotape ma-
chines, cameras, switchers, etc.

Subcarrier
A continuous wave signal that con-

stitutes the color part of every picture.
A pure subcarrier has a frequency of
3.58 MHz. The phase of this subcarrier,
as determined by the encoder, deter-
mines the color of the picture at any
given point. A small piece of subcarrier
is added to every video line on the back
porch as color burst.

Vectorscope
A trademark name that has become

the generic description for a vector
display unit, or VDU. This test device
allows checking of all the color aspects
of a video signal. It is normally found
in master control rooms and edit
suites. Without a vector display unit, it
is impossible to determine the quality
of a video signal.

Waveform monitor
A device used to examine the video

signal and synchronizing pulses. These
devices are normally found in master
control rooms, edit suites, camera posi-
tions and maintenance areas. 1:-;:))))1
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MODULAR DESK CONSOLES VTRJVCR RACKSCABINET CONSOLESDUBBING RACKS
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VIDEO
 PRODUCTION 

 POST PRODUCT ON 
 DUBBING 
 EDITING 

The STANTRC N VIDEO CENTER se-ies has been designed primarily
for production and post -production facilities  The modular "add-
on" features allow for maximum flexibility in desigr ing console
arrangements for professional, Educational, industrial and com-
munication VIDEO CENTERS "Designed -in" s-tructu-al strength
and aesthetic features, requirec by users, is "stardard equip-
ment" for ey?ry STANTRON VIDEO CENTER unit.

For a FREE copy of the STANTF ON VIDEO CENTER CATALOG

200, please write or call.

MAILING ADDRESS: P.O. Box 9158VC  No. Hollywood, CA 91609 U.S.A.

TANTRON

Toll Free: 1-300-821-0019
Northern Calif. - Toll Free 1.300-821-0020

Southern Calif. - Please call 1-213-875-0800
Factory: TWX: 910-499-2177

Snit of Zero Corporation 6900-6918 Beck Ave. No. Hollywood, CA 91605
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Monitoring
directional antennas

By Elton B. Chick

A stable, reliable directional antenna monitoring system begins with
careful planning and installation of the individual components.

The initial tuning and subsequent
operation of an AM directional antenna
may, under certain circumstances, be a
rather disconcerting experience-
especially when the antenna monitoring
system is not providing reliable informa-
tion. Conversely, with reliable monitor-
ing, it is often possible to predict ac-
curately what will happen in the field for
a given set of operating parameters.

Monitoring the operation of an AM
directional antenna basically involves
checking the power level into the
system, the relative values of currents in-
to the towers, their phase relationships
and the levels of radiated signal at cer-
tain monitoring points some distance
from the antenna. The equipment re-
quired consists of a field -strength meter,

Chick is a retired radio engineer/manager from Harris,
Ouincy, IL, and Rounsaville Radio, a group station
operator, Atlanta.

TRANSMITTER BUILDING

PHASER

ANTENNA
MONITOR

phase/current sample pickup elements,
an antenna monitor and interconnecting
coaxial cables. Figure 1 shows a block
diagram of a typical monitoring system
for a 3 -tower array. For systems with ad-
ditional towers, the basic layout is ex-
tended by adding more pickup elements,
sample lines and a monitor with addi-
tional inputs.

Phase/current sample loop
FCC rules allow the use of two types of

phase/current sample pickup elements.
The most common has been the sample
loop. This device is a single -turn, un-
shielded loop of rigid construction, with
a fixed gap at the open end for connec-
tion of the sample line. The device must
be mounted on the tower near the point
of maximum tower current, and may be
used on towers of both uniform and non-
uniform cross section. It must operate at
tower potential, except for towers of less
than 130° electrical height, in which

TOWER 1 ,

ACU

SAMPLE
PICKUP

ELEMENT #1

case the loop may be operated at ground
potential. In no case shall the loop be
mounted less than 10 feet above ground.
A typical sample loop with insulators for
mounting at ground potential, where
permitted, is shown on page 52.

When the sample loop is operated at
tower potential, the coax from the loop
to the base of the tower is also at tower
potential. In fact, the outer conductor
should be electrically connected to the
tower at the loop and at the low end of
the tower. This line must be well -
supported and protected to avoid any
movement. In order to bring the sample
line across the base of the tower, a sam-
ple line isolation coil must be used. Such
coils are usually constructed of a piece of
sample line coax, perhaps 70 feet or
more in length, wound on a large form of
proper dimensions and turns to produce
an inductor of about 50µ1-1 or more. The
coax used for this isolation coil must
meet the same specifications as the sam-

TOWER 2
ACU

COAXIAL TRANSMISSION LINES TO PHASER

ELEMENT
#2

TOWER 3
ACU

COAXIAL SAMPLE LINES TO ANTENNA MONITOR

ELEMENT
#3

Figure 1. A typical 3 -tower threou,n(11 antenna monitoring system.
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Above, a fixed, non -shielded RF sampling
loop.

At right, a typical torroidal current
transformer for AM applications.

6
6

TORROIDAL
CURRENT

TRANSFORMER

TO ACU

TO ANTENNA MONITOR

130- 0

Figure 2. Three possible circuit configura-
tions for phase sample pickup.

pie lines and should be phase -stabilized.
The isolation coil inductance across the

base of the tower will affect the base im-
pedance. In cases in which such an ef-
fect is considerable (and undesirable), a
parallel -resonating capacitor (either
fixed or variable) is used. If fixed, a
capacitance value is selected so that
resonance can be accomplished by plac-
ing one terminal of the capacitor at
ground potential-at the lower end of the
isolation coil-and connecting the other
terminal of the capacitor (by a flexible

SAMPLE
LOOP

(AT GROUND POTENTAL)
10' MINIMUM HEIGHT

OUTER CONDUCTOR
GROUNDED

TO ACU

TO ANTENNA MONITOR

lead) to some tap point below the top of
the isolation coil. Such tap adjustments
are best made with an RF bridge. At
resonance, the coil and capacitor
become a high impedance, having little
effect on the tower's base impedance.

A more convenient and easier -to -
adjust arrangement involves the use of a
vacuum -variable capacitor across the
isolation coil. The electrical effect of this
method is the same and the accuracy of
the adjustment is likely to be better.

Torroidal current transformers
A shielded torroidal current trans-

former (TCT) may also be used as the
phase/current pickup element. Such
devices offer several advantages over
the sample loop, including greater stabili-
ty and reliability. Because they are
located inside the tuning unit cabinet or
house, TCTs are protected from wind,
rain, ice and vandalism.

Unlike the rigid, fixed sample loop, tor-
roidal current transformers are available
in several sensitivities, ranging from 0.25
to 1 V/A of tower current. Tower cur-
rents of up to 40A may be handled, pro-
viding a more usable range of voltages
for the antenna monitor. The photo at
left shows a typical TCT. Note that the
arrow atop the housing should point
toward the antenna; otherwise, a re-
versed phase reading will result.

Figure 2 shows the various ar-

90° (1/4 -WAVE)

LOOP AT
TOWER POTENTIAL

COAX ELECTRICALLY
BONDED TO TOWER

TO ACU 1

SAMPLE LINE
ISOLATION COIL

OUTER CONDUCTOR
OF COAX GROUNDED

0
TA

0
0
0
0
51
FI

F. 4

VA

0
0
0
0
0
:
0
1
'A
VA

VA

0
VA

FA

FA

AI
F.1r,,

MI

GREATER
THAN 130

OPTIONAL RESONATING
CAPACITOR

TO ANTENNA
MONITOR
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BALANCE
The symmetry gained
from the equalization

of zomplemtary
'orces.. Symmetry as in
the precise blending

of sensational
chrominance with

outstanding signal-to-
noise. Symmetry

resulting in a video
tape of breathtaking
balance. Ampex 196.

AM PEX
Amp,. ( 1111101A110 1>n. 1 The Smal Compw...

Ampex Corporation, Magnetic Tape Division, 401 Broadway, Redwood City, CA 94063, (415) 367-3809
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rangements that may be used for
phase/current sample pickup elements.
To determine tower height in electrical
degrees, the following equation may be
used:

H ° = Ht (Fo)

2733

Where: H° = tower height in
electrical degrees

Ht = tower height in feet*
Fo = frequency of operation

in kilohertz
'Where the tower height is in meters:

Ht (Fo)
H° =

833.23

Example: Find the electrical height of a
tower 200 feet tall at 1230kHz.

200 (1230)H° = = 90°
2733

Where top loading is used, or com-
munications antennas are mounted on
the tower, the effective electrical height
will be altered somewhat.

DELTA's
Impedance Measuring
Products

INDUSTRY -STANDARD

RG-4

The RG-4 combines high level output (10
VRMS) capacity with a sensitive receiver
(5 micro V) and more than 120 dB
receiver/generator isolation.

Frequency increment and decrement
keys sweep the operating frequency in 1,
10, 100 or 1000 kHz steps.

Frequency range: 100 kHz to 30 MHz
Receiver/generator isolation: >120 dB
Generator output: to 10 VRMS into 500
Modulation: 400 Hz, 90% AM, 50 Hz
square wave
Receiver sensitivity: 5 micro V nominal

01B-3

The 01B-3 Operating Impedance Bridge
provides extended resistance and reactance
ranges, measuring up to 1000 ± j900 ohms.
The bridge has a built-in carrying case and
RF amplifier for improved nulling.

Frequency Range: 500 kHz to 5 MHz
Through Power Rating: 5 kW Modulated
10 kW Carrier only
Direct Reading in R: -1000 to + 1000
ohms
Direct Reading in X: -900 to + 900 ohms
Accuracy: R and X, 2%, ± 1 ohm

01B-1
The Operating
Impedance Bridge
measures the imped-
ance of networks,
radiators, and the like
while they operate under
full power. VSWR as
well as complex impedance
of up to 400 ohms ± j300
ohms can be measured.

Frequency Range: 500 kHz to 5 MHz
Through Power Rating: 5 kW Modulated
10 kW Carrier only
Accuracy: R and X, 2%, ± 1 ohm
Direct Reading in R:
-400 to + 400 ohms, standard
-1000 to + 1000 ohms, optional
Direct Reading in X:
- 300 to +300 ohms, standard
-900 to +900 ohms, optional
Measures VSWR: Z0 = 0 to 400 ohms

CPB-1 (5 kW), CPB-1A (50 kW)

The Common
Point Impedance
Bridge is designed
for permanent
installation. It
allows continuous
monitoring of
the common point,
thus facilitating network adjustment.
This model can be provided with one
of Delta's TCA ammeters mounted in the
front panel.

Frequency Range: 500 to 1640 kHz
Power Rating: CPB-1, 5 kW
CPB-1A, 50 kW
Resistance Measurements:
30 to 100 ohms Range
± 2%, ± 1 ohm accuracy
Reactance Measurements:
± 50 ohms (1000 kHz) range
± 2%, ± 1 ohm accuracy

DELTA ELECTRONICS
5730 GENERAL WASHINGTON DRIVE
P.O. BOX 11268  ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA 22312
TELEPHONE: 703-354-3350 TELEX 90-1963

Celebrating over 20 years as the leader in RF Instrumentation.

Sample lines
Probably the most critical steps in plan-

ning the installation of an accurate,
reliable monitoring system are selecting
the type and lengths of coaxial cable to
be used, and deciding how they should
be installed. The cable must have a solid
outer conductor and uniform physical
and electrical characteristics. The dielec-
tric must be either predominantly pres-
surized air (or other inert gas, such as dry
nitrogen) or foamed polyethylene. Con-
nectors to be used outdoors must be
weatherproof, and designed for use with
the specific cable you select.

Although not required by FCC rules,
another highly desirable feature that is
well worth the modest increase in cost is
phase -stabilization of the line. This is a
process performed by the manufacturer
whereby the cable is heated and cooled
through a number of cycles to minimize
phase changes resulting from temper-
ature extremes in the field. Phase -
stabilization occurs normally over a
number of years with common coax, as a
result of annual temperature changes. In
the meantime, however, phase changes
resulting from temperature variations
make it difficult to accurately monitor
the antenna system.

Sample lines may be ordered cut to
equal electrical lengths, with a minimum
physical length specified. Typical sample
line sizes are 1/4-, 3/8- and 1/2 -inch,
available from a number of manufac-
turers.

With critical arrays (antennas requir-
ing operation within limits specified in
the station license), all sample lines must
be of equal electrical length and must be
installed in such a manner that corre-
sponding lengths of all lines are exposed
to equal environmental conditions. For
non -critical arrays, lines of unequal

DA computer
program

The author has developed a PC -
based computer program that may be
used in making minor maintenance
adjustments on a directional antenna
system. Simplicity of the program for
ground plane patterns has been
achieved by reducing the design equa-
tions to plane geometry and trig-
onometry. The maintenance engineer,
of course, is primarily concerned with
the ground plane pattern, leaving the
higher angles to consultants and
allocations specialists.

Because of the length of the com-
puter program and supporting data, it
will not be presented here. You may
obtain a copy of the program and
data, however, by circling number 300
on the Reader Service card at the back
of this issue.
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IMAGINE MAKING A MILLION
DOLLAR DECISION RIGHT NOW

How do you decide on a brand
new, h-gh power television
transmitter !hat costs nearly
S1 million?

It isn't easy. Especolly when
you have to live with that deci-
sion far the next decade. And
maybe longer.

At NEC, we've been manufac-
turing and installing television
transmitters for nearly 30 years.
So we've signed on more than
1,400 systems in eve. -y corner of
the world.

Now we'd like to introduce you
ro two more...

NEC

The first, PCN-1400 Series
VHF Transmitters, includes a
powerful new one tube 35 kw
system, available in the U.S. for
the first time.

All our new V's give you 50%
improvement in MTBF (now
30,000 hours). With 30% fewer
exciter parts to repair and
replace. And stereo without mod-
ification. They're 100% solid-state
up to 10 kw, and only one tube
to 35 kw.

Up the dial, you'll find our 4th
and most futuristic generation of
IF modulated UHF transmitters.

IMAGINE WHAT WE'LL DO FOR YOU
NEC AMcRICA, INC.. Broad:4st Equipment Division
r30 Mart n Lane Elk Grove IT/aige, IL 60007
in Illinois 312/640-3792.
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The PCU-900 Series.
These new U's range from

10 kw tc 120 kw, with maximum
output power to 240 kw ,`parallel
running). And feature new, high
efficiency Amperex or EEV
Klystrons. To cut your power con-
sumption, maintenance, and
replacement costs.

So, wny fret and fuss? Just call
NEC for expert advice on some
of the world's most advanced,
most retiatle UHF and VHF
transmitters.

For more information, call Joe
Engle tcll free at 1-800-323-6656.



For GLOBAL/SPACE
COMMUNICATIONS
C -Band, Ku -Band
HIGH POWER TWT
AMPLIFIERS
This TWTA equipment series, truly
the finest, of the state-of-the-art in
engineering concepts is ideal for earth
satellite communications. Units oper-
ate in C -Band (5.925-6.425 GHz) at
50-3000 watt power levels and Ku -
Band (14.0-14.5 GHz) at 200-600
watt power levels, with many options
for customized applications.

Units or system, meet or exceed
varying ON-SITE/ON-AIR demands
for maximum signal purity, efficiency
and continuous reliability in transmit-
ting diversified program material and/
or complex communications data.
Have self-sustaining performance
capability under virtually all
conditions - including those encoun-
tered in remote. unattended locations.

Resolve the most extreme conditions:
interference (EMI-radiation/RFI-
susceptibility), electrical (power
source), mechanical stress; environ-
mental-temperature/humidity, general
maintenance and transportation.

Similarity in design simplifies man-
ufacturing, maintenance and installa-
tion resulting in:
 Shorter manufacturing cycles.
 Efficient module inventory avail-

ability.
 Extensive, field-tested evaluation

of major module performance life.

WRITE for your complimentary copy
of Reference booklet #6006 TODAY.

M
INC

MCL, INC. Ten North Beach
La Grange, Illinois 60525
(312) 354-4350 TWX 910-683-1899
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length may be installed, providing the
temperature -phase error is less than 0.5°
as a result of the unequal lengths. When
such an installation is planned, be
prepared to demonstrate that the errors
resulting from temperature variations
will not exceed 0.5°. Providing this proof
requires some special considerations
regarding the line and the manner of in-
stallation.

In many cases, the use of equal -length
lines results in only a modest increase in
system cost. Such installations offer a
considerable convenience, in that direct
relative -phase readings can be obtained.
However, if the transmitter building
must be located in an inconvenient place
for sample line considerations (such as at
the end of a large, in -line array), it may
be desirable, for economic reasons, to
consider unequal -length lines.

To many engineers and owners, using
equal -length lines, if not required, seems
a waste. Why have all that line coiled up
and going nowhere? Let's explore the
question.

Consider the antenna/transmitter
building layout (Figure 3, page 59). The
shortest line length is only 350 feet, but
the longest is 1990 feet. To make all of
the lines 1990 feet long would require
that about 4000 feet of extra line be
coiled up someplace-and probably
buried-at considerable cost. To avoid
such a situation, phase temperature coef-
ficient specifications are available
(depending on the manufacturer and
cable type) that provide a means of
calculating the expected phase errors
resulting from temperature changes.
Armed with this information, you can
determine if the expected phase change
would exceed the 0.5° limit.

Assume that 3/8 -inch phase -stabilized
line is chosen and that the station is
located where the average annual
temperature variations range from a low
of - 12°F to a high of 97° (a range of
109°). From Figure 3, we find that the
difference between the longest and the
shortest line is 1640 feet. The question is,
with this wide temperature range and
the long line, will the phase shift
resulting from temperature changes ex-
ceed 0.5°?

To answer this question, use the fol-
lowing formula:

Phase change (degrees) =
3.66 x 10-1 PLFT

Where: P = Phase temperature
coefficient (PPM/°F)

L = Length of cable in feet
T = Temperature range in

degrees Fahrenheit
F = Frequency in megahertz

The 3/8 -inch line chosen for this
example has a phase coefficient of ±5
PPM/°F over the range -22°F to
+ 104°F. The frequency is given as
600kHz (0.6MHz) and the line in question
is 1640 feet in length. The solution:
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We Believe in Mu

Almost
half the United
States broadcast
industry has dis-
covered the perfor-
mance, operational and
cost advantages of recording
their critical audio . . . music . . .

onto cartridges. Whethe- dubbing
from vinyl records or compact discs,
these broadcasters prod ice reel-to-
reel sound quality over -the -air and, at
the same time, experience all the
advantages of cartridges.. Here's why
they, and we believe in music . . .

you can too!

Quality Makes Carting
Music a Reality

International Tapetronics
Corporation/3M cartridge
machines and today's pre-
mium cartridges, such as
the ScotchCart® broadcast
cartridge, allow sound
reproduction with virtually
no audio degradation.

ih

Easier to Use
Unlike vinyl records, compact discs

or reel-to-reel tapes, cartridges auto-
matically recue after each play.
Cartridges can also be easily preloaded
into multiple machines providing valu-
able extra time for announcers. Plus,
labeled cartridges are easier to read,
file and locate.

Flexible Programm-ng with Less Errors
An all -cart format reduces operator and

format errors, such as playing the wrong
cut off an album, compact disc or reel-to-
reel tape. It also allows prerecording and
editing of prcgram segments facilitating
precise program control.

Sound Better and Save Money
A vinyl record played 40 times loses

its sound quality, especially when made

of recycled
materials. Car-

tridges eliminate "cue
burn" and provide hun-

dreds of plays with
consistent audio quality.

You'll save money just by pre-
serving the vinyl as a library

master. Cartridge machines are also
mo-e durable, less subject to damage
anc utilize less space than turntables.

Call today to take advantage of
carting music on ITC's complete line
of cartridge machines.

 99B Cartridge Machines, "The Best"
 DELTA Cartridge Machines,
"Today's Most Popular Cartridge Machines"

 OMEGA Cartridge Machines,
"Affordable Performance
You Can Trust"

When newer technology
emerges, it will come from
International Tapetronics
Corporation/3M, "The Leader
in Reliability and Service."

In the U.S. call Toll Free 800-447-0414,
or collect from Alaska and Illinois
309-828-1381. In Canada, call Maruno
Electronics, Ltd. 416-255-9108. In most
countries outside the United States and
Canada, information on ITC equipment
can be obtained through local
distributors.

International Tapetronics Corporation/3M
2425 South Main Street
P.O. Box 241
Bloomington, Illinois 61702-0241

3M hears you...
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TO CHECK

C R AC A
la

JUST PU11 r-1
NEXT T A Si, TARE

The only colors you'll see on these Sharp monitors are
true colors.

Because they both have a shadow mask CRT with U.S.
controlled phosphors.
Plus a comb filter that cuts
cross -color interference.

They also have 600
lines of resolution, so the
picture is as sharp as the
color is accurate.

Plus multiple inputs,
including RGB, that let
you change sources at the
flick of a switch.

And two time con-
stants, so you can analyze
VTR reproduction.

All for under $3,000 for our 13 -inch model and $3,500 for our 19 -inch.
Or for $700, there's our 9 -inch utility color monitor for remotes and

editing. With many of the features our larger models have.
So contact your local Sharp dealer, call Sharp at (201) 265-5548, or

write Sharp Electronics Corporation, Professional Products Division,
10 Sharp Plaza, Paramus, N.J. 07652.

And the next time you're checking out
monitors, remember:

Next to Sharp, any other monitor is the
for remotes and editing. next best thing.

A/V Equipment, Audio, Banking Systems, Broadcast Cameras, Calculators, Cash
Registers, Computers, Copiers, Electronic Components, Electronic Typewriters, Facsimile,
Medical Products, Microwave Ovens, Televisions, Vacuum Cleaners, Video Recorders.

Our 9" color monitor SHARP
FROM SHARP MINDS

COME SHARP PRODUCTS

Prices quoted are suggested list prices. 01985 Sharp Electronics Corp
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TRANSMITTER BUILDING

ANTENNA
MONITOR

REFERENCE
TOWER

350'
760'

TRANSMITTING TOWERS

7_s__F4 __s_ s71

1170'
1580'

TOWER #

1

2

3

4

5

ANTENNA MONITOR SAMPLE LINES

LINE LENGTH

350'

760'

1170'

1580'

1990'

5850' TOTAL (FOR UNEQUAL SAMPLE LINE LENGTHS)

Figure 3. A 5 -tower array configured so that
sample lines of unequal lengths are necessary.

Phase change (degrees) =
3.66 x 10-' (±5) (1640) (109) (0.6)

Phase change = ±0.196° (worst case)

This phase change, below the 0.5°
maximum, is permissible. Computations
of this nature should be made as a part of
the antenna system planning process.

The FCC rules were recently amended
to permit the use of a sampling line
switching box located within the anten-
na field so that only two lines to the
monitor are required. This arrangement
can provide a considerable cost savings
over using equal -length lines, particular-
ly if the transmitter building is located a
considerable distance from the center of
the antenna array. Alternatively, the
monitor itself can be located in a protec-
tive enclosure near the antenna center
with the indications remoted to the
transmitter building for use in adjusting
the phaser.

Although sample lines may be run
above ground on supports (if protected
and properly grounded), the most
desirable arrangement is direct burial
using jacketed cable. Burial of sample
line cable is almost a standard practice
because proper burial offers protection
against physical damage and provides a
more stable temperature. Buried line
should be placed well below the local
frost line. Below this level, the
temperature may vary no more than 15°
to 20° all year, depending on the
geographic location and the nature of
the soil.

For an underground installation,
trenching machines, used by building
contractors for installing buried wires
and pipes, can provide a straight,
uniform -depth trench, provided the
antenna -site soil does not contain rocks
or other debris.

When planning the installation of
sample lines, it is necessary to have
accurate scale drawings of the site. In
determining the lengths of cable to be
used, allowances must be made for
routing inside the transmitter building,

FREQUENCY 600KHZ

SPACING S IS 90' (410')

1990'

IF ALL LINES TO THE ANTENNA
MONITOR ARE MADE EQUAL,
THE TOTAL LINE REQUIRED IS
9950'. THE EXTRA LINE IS,
THEREFORE, 4100'.

equipment racks and antenna -coupling
unit enclosures. Careful measurement of
each cable run (with a few additional feet
allowed) is a good protection measure.
Cables that are slightly long are much
easier to install than cables that are a few
inches short.

You'll save time and avoid frustration
during installation if you've ordered the
sample lines shipped on separate reels,
properly labeled, with end connectors
installed. Correct end connectors should
be specified to the cable manufacturer;
this, in itself, requires careful planning.

Antenna monitors
The choice of an antenna monitor

should take into account the basic re-
quirements of the directional system and
the overall operating specifications of
the unit. When ordering an antenna
monitor, consider the following points:
 Number of towers (day and night)
 Number of patterns (DA -1, DA -2, etc.)
 Reference towers (by number for both

day and night)
 Critical array requirements
 Readouts, digital or analog
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REMOTE METER

0 AM
Ip

TRANSMITTER

Figure 4. Power output metering for a simple
2 -tower directional antenna system. RF am-
meters are placed at the base of each antenna
and at the common point.

L 0 MATCHING
NETWORK

COMMON
POINT METER

DIRECTIONAL
PHASER

Remote control provisions
Remote control interface
Sample line impedance (500 or 750)
Input connectors (UHF, type -N, etc.)
Other special requirements or condi-
tions

SPECIAL FACTORY

INTRODUCTORY PRICE

Elecon's battery packs are
known for their consistent
dependability, durable construc-
tion, long life and outstanding
electrical characteristics. We're
the fastest growing manufacturer
in Japan and now becoming the
professional's first choice in the
U.S. Once you've experienced
our packs, you'll understand why.
In fact, we are so sure that we're
willing to offer them to you at this
incredible, one -time -only
introductory price.

SPECIAL OFFER
ELEPAK 90-Heavy

duty, rechargeable bat-
tery pack for ENG
equipment. Perfect
replacement for Sony
BP -90. Includes heavy
duty carrying case.
ONLY $199

ELEPAK NP-1-Com-
pact, high performance
rechargeable battery
pack for video cameras/
recorders, especially Sony
Betacam". Includes soft
carrying case.
ONLY $43

This incredible offer expires
August 31, 1985.

Maximum of 20 of each size
per customer.

Call for dealer nearest you.
(818) 846-6220.

Betacam is a registered trademark of
Sony Corporation.

Replacement
Battery Packs

ELEPACK 90 Battery pack
with carrying case

ELEPACK NP -1
Battery pack
(case not shown)

NIVERSAL

lecon INC.
Manufacturer of
Professional Broadcasting Equipment

903 S. Lake St., No. 102  Burbank, CA 91502  (818) 846-6220

ACU

ACU

Normally, the antenna monitor is rack -
mounted near the phaser control panel
so that readings may be easily observed
when adjustments are made to the
system. Keep in mind that coaxial cables
have a limited bending radius. It may,
therefore, be desirable to use coaxial
elbows at the monitor inputs or short
flexible pigtail leads for connecting lines
to the monitor.

The common point
The power input to the directional

antenna should be measured at the
phaser common point (see Figure 4).
Power is determined by the direct
method:

W=PR
Where: W = power in watts

I = the common point cur-
rent in amperes

R = the common point
resistance in ohms

To allow for losses in the phaser and
antenna -coupling units, the rules allow
some additional power (more than the
nominal power) to be fed to the common
point. For stations of 5kW or less
nominal power, the allowance is an ex-
tra 8%. For nominal powers greater than
5kW, the allowance is 5.3%.

For example, consider a 5kW station.
The nominal power is 5000W and the
allowable input to the common point is
5000 x 1.08 = 5400. This power must be
maintained within -10% to +5%. The
common point resistance is often ad-
justed to 50 + j00. The common point
current (Icp) is found by the formula:

Icp
=\I W 15400

= 10.39A
R 50

This current, however, is a difficult
value to read on most common point am-
meters. By adjusting the common point
resistance to 54 - j011, the current re-
quired becomes:

5400
Icp = = 10A

54

The same approach may be used for
other powers and common point im-
pedances, taking into account the
percentage allowance for loss, as men-
tioned earlier.

The common point power should be
measured without modulation. The corn -
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"When KTLA-TV went stereo, IRA GOLDSTONE,
yy of Engineering for Golden West

went Modulation Sciences. Television, Los Angeles.

"While everyone else is thinking about or tinker-
ing with Multichannel Television Sound, here we are-
broadcasting not only in stereo, but making full use of
the SAP and Pro Channels as well.

We installed the Modulation Science's stereo
generator last October. A couple of months later, and
after 'A-3' testing against another manufacturer's
proposed stereo system, we commit-
ted to the Modulation Science's
TSGTM package-complete with
their SAP and Pro options. We're
using the SAP for Spanish language
and the Pro for controlling two ENG
satellite stations.

I'm pleased with the perfor-
mance and feel so confident in
Modulation Science's capabilities
that I've ordered a second system
from them. I'm also the first in -line
to evaluate their new precision
multichannel stereo decoder.

For KTLA-TV's implementa-
tion of MTS, performance, reliability
and ease of installation were equal
priorities; money wasn't a major fac-
tor as the other system we evaluated

©1985, Modulation Sciences, Inc.

was comparably priced. The real bottom line came
down to this: making a jump as big and as new as T.V.
Stereo, you don't fool around':

Modulation Sciences can get your station up &
running in stereo too. We're the leader in Multichannel
TV Sound for two good reasons; one, we can deliver the
only fully -integrated stereo generator that truly meets

all the technical requirements of the
137SC s OST #60; and two, we've got
the answers. Working closely with
scores of T.V. broadcasters, we've
developed the necessary expertise
to solve your unique T.V. stereo
implementation problems.

Contact us now for full infor-
mation. We'll be pleased to help
you-just like we helped Ira
Goldstone at KTLAIFV.

modulation
sciences, inc.

On October 15, 1984 at MIA's Mt. Wilson
transmitter site, Ira Goldstone performed the final
acceptance checks on the Modulation Sciences T.V.
Stereo Generator.
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115 Myrtle Avenue
Brooklyn, New York 11201
(718) 625-7333

The Multichannel Television
Sound Experts.



STOP
POWER SURGE
WHAT YOU DON'T SEE CAN HURT YOU!

Installed between the power source and
equipment to be protected, the LEA line of
Surge Eliminators will prevent equipment loss
and downtime due to High Current Surges,
Overvoltage Transients and EMP.

They're available in powerline current ratings
from 10 to 4,000 amperes for computer,
Radio/TV Broadcast, industrial and other loads.

LEA Dynafech Inc.

TWX: 910-586-1381

LEA Surge Eliminators:

 Handle up to 50,000 joules of energy
 Dissipate 99% of lightning surges
 Handle surge currents up to 200,000

amperes
 Respond in 5 nanoseconds
 Are available in 1 through 3300 KVA ratings
 Automatically reset
 Use a Multistage SERIES hybrid design

12516 Lakeland Road
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
(213) 944-0916
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TRULY TRANSPARENT

SMG-40 FM
Stereo Generator

The perfect Complement to the
Power -Pak SMX-40 Exciter. This
high tech member of the Power
Pak team assures Transparency
and Transmission quality consis-
tent with the performance
characteristics and stringent
demands of today's finest com-
ponent stereo FM receivers and
sound systems. Crystal-clear
highs . Deep vibrant lows!

t...";'

SMX-40 FM Stereo Exciter
The SMX-4 0 is a fully fre-
quency synthesized, FM
Stereo Multiplex Exciter
with over 30 watts of ab-
solute RF drive power
and extensive status in-
dication and protection,
rivaling all competitive ex-
citers presently available
at any price.

AprSYSTEMS

SMT-500
Amplifier
The SMT-500 Power
Amplifier uses four con-
servatively rated power
transistors to produce a
500 watt RF carrier. A
driver stage preceeds the
final amplifier, allowing a
10 watt FM exciter or 10
watt FM Translator to
drive the amplifier.
Note. The SMT-300 with 300 watts
of RF carrier power is also
available.

Arivezr At' INTERNAATIHOAAILTOMPANY

1200 Everman Parkway Fort Worth, TX 76140
(817) 293-1761 Telex: Haltom FTWH 230 758620
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mon point ammeter reading will increase
by 22.5% with 100%, single -tone sine
wave modulation. Because of this, the
ammeter must be selected with sufficient
range so that normal program modula-
tion will not cause an offscale reading.

Although not required by FCC rules,
another monitoring element of con-
siderable convenience and value is the
operating impedance bridge. This instru-
ment will allow rapid measurement of
the common point impedance during in-
itial adjustment, and later, will serve as a
valuable maintenance aid. The common
point bridge is often mounted in the
phaser control panel. Alternatives in-
clude the use of an unmounted instru-
ment with a plug-in jack arrangement or
an RF bridge, signal generator and null
detector setup. The latter combination of
instruments will allow impedance
measurements at sideband frequencies,
as well as the carrier.

The bridge would also be available to
measure other lines and components of
the antenna system, including the sam-
pling lines. When a new antenna system
is installed, it is a good idea to measure
the impedance of all transmission lines
and sample lines and record them in the
maintenance log. With this background
data, future problems can be diagnosed
more easily.

Monitor points
The final step in routine monitoring of

the directional antenna is measurement
of field intensity at certain locations
away from the antenna, called monitor
points. These points are selected and
established during the initial tune-up of
the antenna system. Measurements at
the monitor points should confirm that
radiation in prescribed directions does
not exceed a value that would cause in-
terference to other stations operating on
the same or adjacent frequencies. The
field -strength limits at these points are
normally specified in the station license.
Measurements at the monitor points may
be required on a weekly or a monthly
basis, depending on several factors and
conditions relating to the station.

Careful measurements and the logging
of field -intensity readings will not only
satisfy FCC rules for routine mainte-
nance, but can be of special value in
dealing with antenna problems arising
from component failures. Such data also
can aid in examining long-term stability
or unexplained or seasonal drift in the
monitor -point readings.

The level of maintenance required for
a given directional antenna system is
closely related to the care with which the
system is designed and assembled. You
might say that good maintenance begins
before the system is installed. If,
however, the system gets off to a
careless or poorly planned start, ac-
curacy and reliability may never really
find a place in the operation. I :7:4)))1
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VIDEO CART
ASACA ACL-6000B

Automatic Random Access Cart System

a

124240F0.0 7

C1

C1

C1

C1

C1

C1

C1

C1

C1

C2
C2
C2
C2

C2
C2

600 Video Cassette Capacity is the ideal system
for Commercial Broadcast Programming

With the one cassette/one program system,
ASACA's Video Cart enables concentrated manage-
ment and automatic/continuous transmission of
600 cassettes. It shows its power especially in

sending CMs, news and station breaks.

 Completely automatic/continuous random access opera-
tion.

 ACL-6000B utilizes a sophisticated bar code reader/
identification system to eliminate any possibility of
error.

 One cassette/one program format facilitates program
scheduling.

 The high speed cassette delivery system enables the
ACL-6000B to complete the program unload/load access
time in 15 seconds.

 Programs that have completed their daily schedule are
automatically ejected to provide space for additional
cassettes.

 A highly accurate clueing system utilizing SMPTE Time
Code has been designed for precise start and stop points
of the commercial program.

 The ACL-6000B utilizes either Betacom or M -format
1/2 inch cassettes.

AEI:AR ASAC.A9
Beatrice Street

RP
1Los

Angeles, CA 90066
(213) 827-7144 (800) 423-6347
ATTN: Alan Davis
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Designing AM
coupling networks

By Grant Bingeman

Matching the elements of an AM antenna system is easy, once the basic
principles involved are understood.

T. sign conventions for phase shift
are used in electrical engineering. In the
broadcast industry, most people use the
negative sign convention. That is, if a
network delays or retards a signal by 0
degree, we say that the phase shift across
the network is minus 0 degrees. For ex-
ample, a 1/4 -wavelength of transmission
line, if properly terminated, has a phase
shift of -90°. Thus, a lagging or lowpass
network has a negative phase shift, and a
leading or highpass network has a
positive phase shift. This convention is
consistent with the sign convention used
for tower current phases in a directional
array, as understood by the FCC and the
broadcast industry as a whole.

There are three basic network types
that can be used for impedance match-
ing: L, pi and tee. Beginning with the L
network (Figure 1), we can define the
loaded Q of that network from Equation
1. Equation 2 defines the shunt leg reac-
tance, which is negative (capacitive)
when 0 is negative, and positive (induc-
tive) when 0 is positive. The series leg
reactance is found using Equation 3, the
phase shift via Equation 4 and the cur-
rents and voltages via Ohm's law. Note
that R2 (the resistance on the shunt leg
side of the L network) must always be
greater than R,. An L network cannot be
used to match equal resistances, or to ad-
just phase independently of resistance.

A tee network, shown in Figure 2, can
be used to match unequal resistances. An
added feature of the tee network is that
its phase shift is independent of its resis-
tance transformation ratio. We can con-
sider a tee network simply as two back-
to-back L networks. Note that there are
two loaded Qs associated with a tee net-
work: an input Q and an output Q. In
order to gauge the bandwidth of the tee

Bingeman is a senior design engineer at Continental
Electronics, Dallas.

Figure 1. L NETWORK

Xi

R2>R, X2

Equation 1: Equation 2:
R2 -1 = X, R2 X2 = ± R2
R, R, X2

Equation 3:
X, =

X2

Where: R,

R2 =

=

X2 =

=

Equation 4:
0 = TAN -11 R2 )

X2

L network input resistance (ohms)

L network output resistance (ohms)

Series leg reactance (ohms)

Shunt leg reactance (ohms)

Loaded Q of the L network
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THERE JS A PRICE FOR EXCELLENCE
YOU JUST WON'T BELIEVE

HOW LOW IT IS!
nova 510

'Editor's Delight'
Direct cr Heterodyne Mode $7,450

ill nova 490

nova 490
Bottom Line TBC'

Heterodyne Mode $5,850

11111111111111111111\
AllIAIIVEN/1111111111111111111111

CHARACTERISTICS OF ALL

NOVA PRODUCTS
32 Line Video Storage

8 Bit 4x Subcarrier Sampling
Gie Rack Height

Time Base Correct 3/4" and 1/2"
Non -Segmented VTR's.

Still Frame Picture Can Be
Recorded In Pause

Color Lock Maintained In VTR
Shuttle and Pause

Digital Performance

Digital Time Base Correctors For Every Production Need!

nova systems inc.
20 tower lane avon, ct 06001 (203) 677-5252

/Mk nI1111 ANIL ITO IN MM MinINK /// la41111Ik A IMO ala Mir - =NI INA Ilan - Itu - WM. a Mar, r
OW SAI ; Tawr;  WI aZ ; ; 407

; MAAra r; ; ;;
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Figure 2.

Equation 5:
X, = JR,R2

SIN (0)

Equation 12:

3

TEE NETWORK

Where:

Equation 6:
X, =

TAN (0)

Equation 9:
Q2 =I ;

R2

I-0 R2

12

R, = Tee network input resistance (ohms)

R2 = Tee network output resistance (ohms)
Tee network input current (amps)

12 = Tee network output current (amps)

Shunt element current (amps)

X, = Network input element reactance (ohms)
X2 = Network output element reactance (ohms)

X, = Network shunt element reactance (ohms)
P = Input power (watts)
Q, = Input loaded Q
Q2 = Output loaded Q
R3 = Midpoint resistance of the network (ohms)

Equation 7:
-X, X, = F12 -X,

TAN (0)

Equation 10:

I, = I P

Equation 13:
13 = ill + I - 2(1,)(12)COS(0) R, (Qi + 1)R2

R,

Equation 11:

12 =

Equation 8:

01 =

P

R2

X,

R,

Equation 14:
e = TAN-, ( X, 1 TAN-1( X2

R, R2

ADVERTISEMENT

BROADCAST
ENGINEERING

SOFTWARE
Programs Currently Available:

FM3Tm

 ED X Tm -

finds ground conductivities from digitized conductivity maps for use in mediumwave
broadcast coverage and interference studies.
FCC M3 map version - $2000 Region 2 Western Hemisphere version -- $2500

computes distances to groundwave coverage and interference contours using
digitized FCC groundwave propagation curves - $750

 SCTTm - calculates and plots FM, VHF, and UHF antenna pattern distortion due to nearby
reradiating towers and antennas - $500

 RPATHTM - plots terrain profile, radio path. Fresnel zone, end computes diffraction loss, for
varying antenna heights, earth curvatures and frequencies - $125

 COVRGTM -given height and power, calculates distances to F(50,50) and F(50,10) field
strength contours for FM, TV, paging, RCC and cellular services - $95

 FFTXTM - calculates and plots FFT, IFFT, autocorrelation, cross -correlation, and convolution
- $95

All programs available for IBM-PC' and compatibles Most programs are also available for CP/M
Z-80 based machines.

For more information or to order, call or write

'4111r10,.
4r Ausuirte 4' -onto, *NO% *044/ 40*it**/* ll,3- 11/# ,ovii10011

II I I 1  si ft i . z:Ell11' II!al i i i 11h 1 I Ia
.,,,,,........

,,,,,,, -.00.....b. .........-

.0..v v...
tNiwoolaint **-

rt
ALktvawise. . Ad

*4.4vaimuotto-
ivesimmo-

/ILLMINTIIC ,,.a MC

NOM I ZONT A, PO, AM I .AT I ON
C 1 MCULAM ITT A IR 1. OSO OM

EDX ENGINEERING, INC.
PO Box 1547 O Eugene, Oregon 97440 Telephone (5031345 0019

Distorted Horizontal Plane Pattern
for TV Candelabra

[calculated by program SCT)

'IBM-PC   tredamark ot &Ammonia Sanaa
CP/M a e trademark of Neal Rtemercn, Inc
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Our World Of Audio DAs Is Growing...

SW 4
Dual Channel/Stereo Audio DA
In A Single Module!

Input, 6 Outputs Per Channel
 Desig led For 50 or 600 Ohm Systems
 +27 dBm Output Capability
 0.05% (or Less) Distortion
 Front Panel LED's Indicate Overloads
 DF-609 Rack Frame Accommodates 10 Modules,

A Total Of 120 Outputs

THE D-525 JOINS OUR FAMILY
OF COMPATIBLE MODULES:
 D-523 - Maxirr um Headroom D.A., Wide

Dynamic Range

 D-524 - Mic/Line Amplifier, Adjusts and
Standardizes Incoming Signal Levels

 D-526 - 8 Output Sirgle Channel D.A
 D-522 -D A , Designed For Wide Band SMPTE

Time Code Application

Write for
details on
the complete
line of DAs
from. . .

1121 Bristol Road. Moor tainEide, NJ 07092  1-800882-9100
 201-654-8100  TELEX 833 541 DATATEK MTSD 

DATATE K
CORP
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eCetec Antennas
EXCELLENCE
IN ANTENNAS

ALVANIZED BEFORE
ASSEMBLY

* ALL ELECTRICAL
CONNECTIONS
FIRMLY BOLTED

* ASSEMBLED .TESTED
AND MEASURED

BEFORE SHIPPING

* TWO YEAR WARRANTY

* BEAM TILT& NULL FILL

FOR A STANDARD
BATWING OR A CP SPIRAL
ANTENNA, YOU SHOULD

GET THE CETEC PICTURE.
EXCELLENCE IS ALL WE DO!

CHECK WITH FACTORY
SALES OR YOUR

FAVORITE DEALER

CCetec Antennas

USE CETEC ANTENNAS
THE EDGE

IN EXCELLENCE
6939 Power Inn Rd.

Sacramento, CA 95828
(916) 383-1177
TELEX 377321

Figure 3.

V

Equation 16:
yi TAN (0)

R, - Y,

Equation 19:

02 - R2Y2

Equation 22:

PI NE1WORK

Equation 15:
Y, =.

Y2

1.

-SIN (0) 1/-111-:12

Equation 17:
TAN (0)

Y 2
R2

Y3

Equation 20:
V, = 1RIP

V, = + V3 - 2(V1)(V2) COS (0)

Where: R, =

R2 =

=

V2 =

V3 =

P =

Y, =

V2 =

Y3 =

01 =

02 =

-L)

Equation 18:
Q, = I IR,Yd

Equation 21:

V2 =

Equation 23:
R, = Q3+1

A2

Pi network input resistance (ohms)

Output resistance (ohms)

Input voltage (volts)

Output voltage (volts)

Voltage across series element (volts)

Power input to pi network (watts)

Input shunt element susceptance (mhos)

Output shunt element susceptance (mhos)

Series element susceptance (mhos)

Input loaded

Output loaded Q

network, you must ignore the lower
value of Q. Note that the Q of a tee net-
work increases with increasing phase
shift.

Equations 5 through 14 describe the
tee network. It is a simple matter to find
the input and output currents via Ohm's
law, and the shunt leg current can be
found via the cosine law (Equation 12).
Note that this current increases with in-
creasing phase shift. Equation 13
describes the midpoint resistance of a tee

network, which is always higher than R,.
or R2.

Equation 14 is useful when designing a
phantom tee network; that is, where X2
is made up only of the antenna reac-
tance, and there is no physical compo-
nent in place of X2. Keep in mind that a
tee network is considered as having a
lagging or negative phase shift when the
shunt leg is capacitive (X3 negative), and
vice versa. The input and output arms
can go either negative or positive,
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STUDIO 1

STUDIO 2

MAINTENANCE

Plus
outputs of

SUBCARRIER

TRIGGERS

NTSC DIGITAL TEST GENERATOR
DTG-101014

the multitasking
machine...

Dual feeds of 40 test signals to FIVE
different locations with complete
remote control.

Two new test signals for chroma
\ noise measurements and

N. transmitter power calibration.
Three VITS packages.

Full range of trigger signals.

Variable H and V blanking.

Genlock.
RS170A ... of course.

 MIM

 MON MI4M

Prcgressive Concepts in Teleiisior Technology

Leitch Video of America, Inc.
825K Greenbrier Circle
Chesapeake, VA 23320
Tel.: (804) 424-7920
Telex II: 710 882 4342
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Leitch Video Limited
Dyas Road

Don Mills, Ontario M3B 1V5
Tel.: (416) 445-9640

Telex: 06 986 241
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Video Cable designed for

S 111
Inner conductor has 7 strands of copper wire for
maximum flexibility and durability.
High density, double -braided copper shield assures
excellent resistance to EMI (Electromagnetic Interference).
Extremely low attenuation at video frequencies.
Tough, flexible jacket can be unpacked from extreme
cold and used immediately.

Available in 8 colors for easy identification.

To insure against signal degradation, professionals specify
Canare video cable. These 75 ohm, coaxial cables are designed
for field broadcasting, video patching and general instrumentation
work. LV61 S is a thin profile cable, whereas LV77S is a heavier
cable for use where minimum attenuation is required (see chart).

FREQUENCY

ATTENUATION (PER 100 FEET)

LV61S LV77S

5 MHz.
10 MHz.
50 MHz.

0.9 dB
1.3 dB
2.8 dB

0.7 dB
1.0 dB
2.1 dB

equest Canare's catalog an

832 N. VICTORY BLVD.,  BURBANK, CA 91502  (818) 840-0993
CANADA: S.F. MARKETING  Tel. (514) 337-61 13

Distributor Inquiries Invited
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Nady VHF The best sounding wireless
is now also the most user friendly.

NADY 601
VHF RECEIVER

NADY 701
TRUE DIVERSITY
RECEIVER

501 LT TRANSMITTER WITH
LAVALIER MICROPHONE

DIMENSIONS:
28"x 26'x

10"
WEIGHT:

26 OZ

601/701 LT
TRANSMITTER BODYPACK
IS THE SMALLEST IN THE BLSINESS.
INCLUDES PHANTOM POWERING
rOfi AN, LAVALIER MIC

aim sommemosionatezum
NADY 501

NADY 501 VHF RECEIVER-
OUP NEW AFFORDABLE VHF SYSTEM

Virtually all of today's major touring entertainers choose Nady VHF wireless microphone
systems. Why? Because Nady consistently delivers the _highest quality audio and the most
reliable radio transmission in the high SPL environment of the performing stage. We
pioneered the use of compansion for increased dynamic range years ahead of everyone else.
And Nady technology continues to set the standard in wireless system performance.
From our affordable new 501 VHF to the 701 True Diversity system, the best sounding wireless
is now also in the best format for production-as well as stage-applications. Features
include a versatile audio output arrangement. full LED status indicators. and the smallest.
toughest transmitter bodypack in the business. Everything you need in a wireless micro-
phone system-plus the legendary Nady sound.
Contact your sound equipment supplier and arrange for a Nady VHF demonstration. You'll
see-and hear-what we mean.
NADY SYSTEMS, INC., 1145 65th STREET. OAKLAND, CA 94608  4151652-2411
CANADA: HEINL ELECTRONICS. INC. 14 MARY STREET  UNIT 1  AURORA. ONTARIO L4G31618  4161727 19'.1

O

Uw
O0.=g

g
<

sPH 2

d
HANDHELD

MICROPHONE/TRANSMITTERS

depending on the resistance transforma-
tion ratio and desired phase shift.

The pi network (Figure 3) can also be
considered as two L networks back to
back and, therefore, the same comments
about overall loaded Q apply. Note that
susceptances, rather than reactances,
have been used in Equations 15 through
19, in order to simplify calculations. The
same conventions regarding tee network
currents apply to pi network voltages
(Equations 20, 21 and 22). The midpoint
resistance of a pi network is always less
than R1 or R2. A pi network is considered
as having a negative or lagging phase
shift when Y3 is positive, and vice versa.

When we say impedance, we do not
simply mean resistance, but resistance
and reactance. An antenna, for example,
usually has a fair amount of reactance
that must be tuned out. This reactance is
normally series -resonated. If it is parallel -

resonated, the resistance is transformed,
and we have a phantom L network. Note
that the transformed resistance will be
higher than the original resistance.

Some people recommend 2 -stage
matching when the resistance transfor-
mation ratio is greater than about 10.
This approach, although requiring more
components, has lower total losses, bet-
ter bandwidth and is said to make adjust-
ment easier. These all may be valid
points in the case of a non -directional
system, but in the case of a low -power
tower in a directional array, the
arguments lose their validity. The reason
is that the common -point and antenna
monitor of a directional array are least
affected by the networks between the
power divider and the bases of the lower
power towers. If a tower's base operating
resistance is low compared to the other
towers, its power (12R) will be low.

Poor bandwidth in a low -power
coupler in a phased array will not
significantly degrade system bandwidth,
as seen at the common -point. Therefore,
2 -stage matching is not always war-
ranted when a high resistance trans-
formation is required. When 2 -stage
matching is warranted, however, use the
geometric mean of the two resistances as
the middle resistance (Figure 4 and Equa-
tion 24).

System bandwidth
It is often assumed that a high carrier

VSWR on a transmission line will
degrade the overall system bandwidth.
Many directional arrays have surprising-
ly high standing waves on their transmis-
sion lines, especially on the lower power
lines. But we know that the lower power
lines have the least effect on the
common -point; from this argument
alone, we can conclude that mismatch
on lower power lines may not be too
significant to overall performance.

In a non -directional system that has a
line stretcher (see Figure 5), a high car-
rier VSWR can exist on the transmission
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Varian and RCA bring super power
technology to UHF -TV broadcasters

The G -Line 100!

RCA

Varian Klystrons in RCA trans-
mitters now offer UHF -TV broad-
casters 100 kilowatts of picture
power using a single visual
power tube! Aural power is sup-
plied by the time -proven VA -890
Series klystrons. Powered by
the new, high efficiency Varian
VKP-7853 klystron, the RCA
G -Line 100 transmitter offers low
initial acquisition cost, signifi-
cantly reduced cost of owner-
ship, high reliability, and low
maintenance cost.
The Varian VKP-7853 Series
klystron, designed for the new
RCA G -Line 100 transmitter, uti-
lizes the most recent proven
technology in efficiency en-
hancement. Psuedo-harmonic
prebunching, coupled with a low
perveance electron gun, yields
peak -of -sync efficiencies ap-
proaching 70%. This translates
into low electric utility costs for

the UHF -TV broadcaster com-
peting in growth markets. The
G -Line 100 may be the key to fu-
ture profitability.
For more information on the
RCA G -Line 100 and
Varian VKP-7853 contact:
RCA
Broadcast Systems Division
P.O. Box 900
Gibbsboro, NJ 08026
Telephone: 609  435-2884

Varian Microwave Tube Division
611 Hansen Way
Palo AIR, CA 94303
Telephone: 415  424-5675

varian
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National Video Service is
confident you, too, will be
sold on our TCR-100 cart-
ridge. That's why we're
offering you a free sample,
one test and youooe
hooked! To receive your free
TCR-100 cartridge call (415)
846-1500.

Figure I.

FIRST
MATCHER

Equation 24:

R = iR,R2

2 -STAGE MATCHING

SECOND
MATCHER

Where: R, = Input resistance (ohms)

R2 = Output resistance (ohms)

R, = Resistance at midpoint (ohms)

- -0 R2

Figure 5. line stretcher concept.

INPUT 0 LINE
STRETCHER

COAX G

line. This author considered several
cases in which the carrier VSWR was
about 2, but found none in which the
bandwidth was affected. Mismatch, in
even the higher power lines of a phased
array, does not by itself degrade band-
width. Of course, the components must
be able to withstand the higher current
and voltage stresses that a mismatched
system creates. But unless there is ex-
cessive heating or component failure,
there is little incentive to readjust a phas-
ing and coupling system simply to reduce
the transmission line VSWRs.

A line stretcher makes the transmis-
sion line look longer or shorter in order
to produce sideband impedance sym-
metry at the transmitter PA. This is done

ANTENNA

COUPLER

"UNEQUIVOCALLY THE BEST TCR-100
CARTRIDGE AVAILABLE"

Expressed by engineers at over 100 TV stations across the U.S.

THE BEST PRODUCT
Reliability is one of the most important
features to look for in a TCR-100 cartridge.
You can always trust National Video
Service's TCR-100 cartridges. It is
manufactured to RCAs TCR-100
specifications, and has Lexan° door
latches to provide a lifetime guarantee
against the number one breakage
problem of the competition! To provide
the best quality, NVS uses only 3M
Scotch 400 video tape.

THE BEST PRICE
National Video Service will not knowingly
be undersold on any of our services. New
one -minute message cartridges are as low
as $2495,

Emergency? National Video Service offers same
day shipping via pre -paid Federal Express.

National Video Service
2150 Rheem Drive

Building G
Pleasanton, CA 94566

(415) 846-1500

TCR-100 New Cartridge Sales  Reloading  Trade -In -Exchange

Want More
information

on advertised
products?

Just refer to the reader ser-
vice # beneath each ad. Cir-
cle the appropriate number
on the Reader Service Card
in the back of this issue.
Complete the remaining in-
formation and mail!

BROaDCaST
enGineeftinG

P.O. Box 12901, Overland Park, KS 66212

U.S.A.
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SCHWEM
TECHNOLOGY

GET THE PICTURE

With the Schwem Gyrozoom 60/300TM image
Stabilizer Lens

Now, truly stabilized optics. The new Schwem
Gyrozoom 60/300 !mace Stabilizer Lens fits most
4/3" ENG cameras and eliminates virtually all rnacie
vibration. Smooth footage is obtained when
shooting from any moving vehicle-helicopter,
truck, boat, motorcycle-even on foot-whether

the camera is hand-held or on a tripod. The image is stabilized opti-
cally-not with braces or brackets.

Zoom from 60mm to 300mm. This lens enables
you to shoot close-up from 1000 feet with a per-
fectly steady image. It is ideal for newsgathering
and sports coverage.

Compact and lightweight. The Gyrozoom
weighs An at approximately 6 lbs. Power drain is

only I additional minute/hour.
Easy to operate. There's no special training required. It is as easy at.
1. Attach 2. Aim 3. Shoot.

American quality backed by a full warranty. Fully warranted for 6
months with an optional service contract after warranty period.

To get the picture, you have to see the picture. Call Schwem Technol-
ogy today to arrange a free demonstration
3305 Vincent Road, Pleasant Hill, CA 94523, Call Collect (4 ;i 51935-1226.
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SHIVELY LABORATORIES
FM and TV
ANTENNAS

FM MODEL 6814 25KW PER BAY

FM MODEL 6810 10KW PER BAY

SIRA TV MODEL UTV-01124
PATTERN STUDIES AND

OPTIMIZATIONS AVAILABLE

WRITE OR CALL FOR INFORMATION ON
ANTENNAS

TRANSMISSION LINE
FILTERS

PATCHING SYSTEM
COAXIAL SWITCHES

DIPLEXERS
POWER COMBINERS

SHIVELY LABORATORIES
A DIVISION OF HOWELL LABORATORIES

36 HARRISON ROAD
BRIDGTON, MAINE 04009

(207) 647-3327
TWX 710-223-8910

Shively BRGT

Figure 6.
LINE STRETCHER CONFIGURATION

R
INPUT 0 --AA,

INPUT 0

771

EQUIVALENT
PARALLEL
CIRCUIT

Equation 25:
FR-i- X?

R,

Equation 26:
X, = 132+ X?

X,

Where: Ft, = Series configuration resistance (ohms)

R, = Parallel configuration resistance (ohms)

X, = Series reactance (ohms)

X, = Parallel reactance (ohms)

OUTPUT

OUTPUT

in order to reduce audio distortion in an
envelope detector-the kind of detector
that most receivers employ. Symmetry is
defined as equal sideband resistances,
and equal (but opposite sign) sideband
reactances.

There are two possible points of sym-
metry, each 90° from the other. One pro-
duces sideband resistances greater than
the carrier resistance, and the other pro-
duces the opposite effect. One side will
create a pre -emphasis effect, and the
other a de -emphasis effect.

Depending on the Q of the
transmitter's output network, one point
of symmetry may yield lower sideband
VSWRs at the PA than the other. This
results from the Q of the output network
opposing the Q of the antenna in one
direction, but aiding the antenna Q in the
other direction. This author has
measured a 10kHz sideband VSWR of 2
one way, and 1.2 the other way. The dif-
ference was simply a 90° change in the
phase shift of the line stretcher. The air
signal was, not surprisingly, much better
with the 1.2 sideband VSWR.

Keep in mind that different transmit-
ters have different phase shifts across

their output networks. If this phase shift
is a multiple of 180°, then an RF voltage
sample at the output of the transmitter is
representative of the PA voltage
waveform (if the output network is wide -
band). If this phase shift is an odd multi-
ple of 90°, then an RF current sample at
the transmitter output is representative
of the PA voltage waveform. If the out-
put network is not wideband, or its phase
shift is not a multiple of 90°, the only
reasonable place for an RF sample is
right at the PA (but after any third -
harmonic waveshaping). If we consider
the PA as a voltage source, then we want
it to see a constant parallel resistance.
(See Figure 6 and Equation 25.)

Of course, if you can accomplish the
desired line stretching by adjusting the
phase shift of the coupler, a separate net-
work is not required. The same is true of
the common -point matching network.

Sometimes, audio performance can be
improved by placing a high -loaded -Q,
series -resonant circuit in front of a

coupler in order to cancel the antenna
sideband reactances, thereby reducing
sideband VSWR and improving band-
width. A typical improvement might be
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el

REMOTE

same color temperature and intensity.
Once the PM5539 matches all your

monitors, you'll see all the difference
in the world. The PM5539 is the quanti-
tative way to eliminate the qualitative
"calibrated eye -ball."

For nationwide sales and service
information call 800-631-7172, except
in Hawaii, Alaska and New Jersey. In
New Jersey call collect (201) 529-3800,
or write Philips Test & Measuring
Instruments, Inc., 85 McKee Drive,
Mahwah, NJ 07430.

At last, a practical solution to the
age-old problem of color balancing
your picture monitors-the PM5539
color analyzer.

Working directly off the screen with
three color -sensitive photodiodes, the
PM5539 gives you quick and easy
readings of the three primary colors-
separately or simultaneously-referred
to a previously -set white standard.

This means that in a matter of
minutes every color monitor you need
to watch can be set up to have the

CAPTION

Color temperature
should normally be adjusted at

both high and low light levels. Balance of the three

primary colors should track at the "grey" levels ir

between. To facilitate "grey scale tracking," :he

PM55a9 has a wide sensitivity
range (1 to 300

NIT's ull scale).

For Philips rental information

call 800-527-4334

I
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Figure 7. Transformer connections

5A0

5A

0 5A

20A

SHORTED TURNS

OPEN TURNS

0 5A

reduction of a 2 sideband VSWR to 1.5.
The voltage stresses and I2R losses in a
high -loaded -Q coil and capacitor can be
significant, so consider them carefully
when contemplating such a broadband-
ing network.

Another type of broadbanding con-
figuration works on the sideband resis-

tance as well as the reactance. This is
typically accomplished in four steps:

First, the antenna impedances are
transformed down by 3 or 4 to 1 and
rotated to equivalent series reso-
nance.

 A parallel -resonant circuit is placed in
shunt to transform the resistances

ALPHATIZED VO-5850
The features of the
machines are:
 Balanced Audio In/Out
 XLR Connectors
 + 4dB Audio Input/Out-

put
 Increased Shuttle Speed
 S.M.P.T.E. Address Track
 Switchable Audio Input Levels
 Switchable Input Impedance
 Head Switch in Vertical Blanking
 Auto External Sync Lock in Playback
 Adjustable Audio Playback Level With Preset

 Time Code Restripe*

a MC® ALPHA VIDEO &
ELECTRONICS CO.

28 East Mall Plaza; Carnegie, Pa. 15106; (412)923-2070
 Patent Pending

across the channel to a constant
value.

 A series -resonant circuit is placed in
series to cancel the sideband re-
actance.

 Finally, the pure resistance remain-
ing is stepped back up to the overall
system value (typically 500).
Such networks are quite large, costly

and lossy. They are warranted only in
special circumstances.

Inductor tuning
Most network adjustment is physically

accomplished by moving a tap or roller
on a coil. If the inactive turns of the coil
are shorted, high circulating currents can
develop (there is an auto -transformer ef-
fect). This author has measured 20A in a
shorted turn when only 5A were enter-
ing and leaving a coil (Figure 7). The use
of open turns is, therefore, recommend-
ed in almost all circumstances. There is a
voltage step-up effect at the open end of
a coil, but the amount is not usually
significant. An exception would be when
high-level harmonics are present, such as
in a class C amplifier.

Sometimes, the shunt stray capaci-
tance of a coil (Figure 8) can cause an ap-
preciable amount of resistance transfor-
mation. In the case of a high impedance
tower, it is a good idea to measure the
resistance at the input to the base tuning
coil and use this value to recalculate the

Simple Solutions.. .

. . . to your telephone
interfacing problems.
SPH-3A and SPH-4

from Gentner Engineering.

The GENTNER
Clear

Choice
ENGINEERING COMPANY, INC.

540 West 3560 South
Salt Lake City, Utah 84115

(801) 268-1117
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32Q
The ProCam" Video Camera

with Plumbicon tubes at Saticon price.

JVC's experience-and
success-in designing
the highest quality and
reliability into compact
video production cam-
eras is unmatched. Novi.
continuing this tradition
of high performance at
an affordable price, JVC
has brought a "high -
end" teleproduction
camera within the financial reach of pro-
duction people often victimized by mod-
est budgets. This time, t's ProCam 320.

What a package!
SENSITIVITY. ProCam 320 features

three, 2/3" Plumbicon pick-up tubes for
incomparable picture quality. A refined
f/1.4 prism optics system provides hori-
zontal resolution of better than 600 lines
at center. A 2H vertical contour correction
circuit further assures image clarity. And
minimum illumination measures only 38
lux (3.6 fc) at f/1.7, permitting shooting
even in limited or artificial light.

A video S/N ratio of 57 dB. Color fram-
ing output signal (RS -170A). A split field
color bar generator for consistent color
reference. A genlock circuit for maintain-
ing a stable picture while switching or
mixing with other signals locked
on the same source.

EASY OPERATION.
Several 8 -bit data mem-
ory chips offer operator
conveniences for quick
set-up and consistent
performance. These
include: Auto centering,
auto -black balance and
auto -white balance,
auto black level sta-
bilization and auto
beam control circuits.
Matrix masking for true
color reproduction and
automatic protection fcr
the pick-up tubes are a
few of the many features
standard on this new
camera.

VERSATILITY. Easy
portability. Outstanding
performance in low-level

lighting. High degree of
automation. Ar extensAri
selection of op -ions and
accessories cc mbine to
make the ProCam 320
suitable for boti studio
production, EFL, or ENC
or, indeed, to a ly applica-
tion, anywhere That calls.
for top quality video pro-
duction while staying
within a tight budget.

PROCAM TECHNICAL
SUPPORT. Your ProCam
sales representative will
be happy to explain the
availability and calibre o:
the ProCam technical
support program.

For a demonstration cf
the ProCam 320 Video
Camera, a 32C Spec
Sheet, or JVC's complete

catalog, call, toll -free:

1-800-JVC-5825

JVC Company of Arnerca
Professional Video Divisor
41 Slater Drive,
Elmwood Park, N.J. 07437
JVC CANADA
Scarborough, Ont.

©1984 JVC Companyof America
ProCam is a trademarx of US JVC C' P.

Plumbicon is a registered trademark of
North American Philips Corp.

 Saticon is a registerec trademark of
Hitachi Denshi, Ltd.

JVC
JVC COMPANY OF AMERICA

Professional Video Division
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'VIDEO DELAY WITH UNITY GAIN
DL 605 SERIES

 Rack mounted
 10 PC boards plus power supply in

3 1/2" high frame
 752 equalized to 5.5MHz
 one video channel per board
 delays from 1Ons to 1900ns
 precise timing adjustment via

gold jumpers and fine trim

AN ON -BOARD VIDEO AMPLIFIER WITH 10 dB ADJUSTABLE
GAIN ALLOWS UNITY OUTPUT LEVEL AT ANY DELAY SETTING

broadcast video systems
1050 McNicoll Avenue, Agincourt, Ontario M1W 2L8

Telephone (416) 497-1020 Telex 065-25329
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For AM, FM, SCA
and TV modulation monitors

WHEN ACCURACY COUNTS... COUNT ON...
Call (215) 687-5550 or write for more
information on Belar AM, FM, Stereo.
SCA and TV monitors. Ili]ELECTRONICS LABORATORY. INC.

LANCASTER AVE AT DORSET. DEVON. PA 19333

BELAR
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TRIPAKTM
Pat Pend

 Virtually indestructible.
 High density polyethylene.
 Octagonal shape with flat sides

to prevent roll -around.
 Twin handle for instant

balancing.
 5 sizes.

1937-C Friendship Dr.,
El Cajon, CA 92020
(619) 258-1200

Dealer inquiries invited.

; VIVA -JR/
X

PAK, A A L:
ALES, INC.
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Want more information on
advertised products? Use the

Reader Service Card.

network leg reactances, because R' may
differ substantially from R.

Figure 8.
- STRAY

CAPACITANCE EFFECT

0

ANTENNA

R'
co -

STRAY
TCAPACITANCE

R' = BASE RESISTANCE
DUE TO EFFECTS OF
STRAY CAPACITANCE

R = ANTENNA BASE
RESISTANCE

At times, an impedance bridge is not
available, but a network must be ad-
justed anyway. When this is the case, the
network can be set up by simply count-
ing the number of active turns in the
coils. You can find the desired number of
turns from Equation 27 if you know the
desired reactance or inductance. Any
necessary trimming can be accomplished
by adjusting for minimum reflected
power as measured by the transmitter
reflectometer.

Equation 27:
N 5 S L + /25 S2L2 + 9 1331_

R2

Where: L = Desired
inductance (AH)

S = Turn -to -turn
spacing (inches)

R = Mean radius of
coil (inches)

By understanding the mechanics of
matching network operation, you can
clear up the mystery that often sur-
rounds antenna- and phaser-tuning. The
process of transforming AM signals from
one impedance to another is simple, if
taken step by step.

Editor's note: The author has prepared some ex-
amples of impedance matching using the formulas
presented in this article. Because of space limita-
tions, they will not be presented here. However. a copy
may be obtained by circling number 301 on the Reader
Service card at the back of this issue.
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DOD MAGNA -TECH
THE SOUND

HEARD AROUND THE WORLD

Magnetic Film
Recorders and Reproducers

for Television and Film
Sound Post -Production

TYPE 9-F

MICRO PROCESSOR

BASED DIGITAL
COUNTER

AND

SMPTE/EBU EDIT TIME CODE
GENERATOR AND READER

MR MI6 I SEC FRAME

FOOTAIK/111111 I RUM

IDCAL TIME t4 33 Oft

MESS 55

FEET SO IS DROP
FRAME MM FRAME

Frame rates of 24, 25 and 30 frames are selectable
from the front panel with the 30 frame dropframe and
non-dropframe selectable.

Counter automatically converts from footage/frames
to meters to Hours/Minutes/Seconds/Frames.

Input either 2 -phase TTL level with 90 degree phase
shift or TTL level pulses and FWD/REV signal.

ENTER all MI
FCining lCLEARCLEAR ,Es

9 F COUNTER
MAGMA -TECH ELECTRONIC

Tach pulse generated serial time code in SMPTE/
EBU format.

Selectable frame rate 24, 25, 30 frames with drop -
frame selection for NTSC.

Time code input for jam preset or time code readings.

Output of counter is 32 bit BCD or BCD.

MAGNA -TECH ELECTRONIC CO., INC.
630 Ninth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10036

Telephone (212) 586-7240 Telex 126191 Cables "Magtech"
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Continued from page 16
component does. Because many of the
cavity components-inductors and
capacitors-are mechanical elements
more than electrical ones, troubleshoot-
ing a cavity stage generally centers
on checking the mechanical integrity of
the box.

Most failures resulting from problems
within a cavity are the result of poor
mechanical connections. As we have
stressed before, all screws and con-
nections must be kept tight at all times.
Every nut and bolt in a PA cavity was in-
cluded for a reason. There are no in-
significant screws that don't need to be
tightened. But, don't overtighten.
Stripped threads and broken component
connection lugs will only cause you addi-
tional grief.

When a problem occurs in a PA cavity,
it is usually difficult to determine which
individual element (neutralization induc-
tor, plate tuning capacitor, loading
capacitor, etc.) is defective from the
symptoms the failure will display. A fault
within the cavity is usually a catastrophic
event because it will take you off the air,
and leave you there until the problem is
corrected. It is often impossible to bring
the transmitter up for even a few seconds
to assess the fault situation. The only
way to get at the problem is to shut the
transmitter down and take a look inside.

Closely inspect every connection, us-
ing a trouble light and magnifying glass.

Look for signs of arcing or discoloration
of components or metal connections.
Check the mechanical integrity of each
element in the circuit. Be certain the tun-
ing and loading adjustments are solid,
without excessive mechanical play. Look
for signs of change in the cavity. Du any
parts look different now than the last
time you cleaned the transmitter?

Check areas of the cavity that may not
seem like vital parts of the output stage,
such as the maintenance access door
fingerstock and screws. Any failure in
the integrity of the cavity, whether at the
base of the PA tube or on part of the ac-
cess door, will cause high circulating cur-
rents to develop and will prevent proper
operation of the stage.

If a problem is found that involves
damaged fingerstock, replace the af-
fected sections. Failure to do so will like-
ly result in future problems because of
the circulating currents that are present
at any discontinuity in the cavity inner or
outer conductor.

Whatever you do, resist the temptation
to do a "quick fix" on a damaged ele-
ment in the cavity. Experience has
shown that the quick fix only results in
additional problems farther down, the
road. When working on high -power RF
equipment, take as much time as the job
requires. Ignore the desperate phone
calls from the studio. In the long run,
good maintenance is always good
business. I :.14)11

A SIGHT
FOR SORE EARS.

If ears could talk, they'd scream for SONEX.

The only patented acoustic foam with a
specially sculptured anechoic design can
replace traditional studio materials for a
fraction of the cost. SONEX absorbs sound,

controls reverb, eliminates stray reflections, and kills standing waves.
What's left is true sound. Your ears know. Listen to them. Simple to
apply and economical to buy, SONEX blends with almost any decor
and looks clean, sharp, professional. Call or write us for all the facts
and prices.

SONEX is manufactured by AlphaAudio,.
Illbruck and distributed 2049 West Broad Street
exclusively to the pro sound Richmond, Virginia 23220 (804) 358-3852
industry by Alpha Audio. Acoustic Products for the Audio Industry
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If you don't read
this, you'd better
hope someone
else does.

Suppose an employee sitting
across from you at lunch suddenly
started choking. Would you know
what to do?

If you, or someone else, didn't
act quickly, that person might die.
And how can you act quickly, if you
don't know what to do?

That's why the Red Cross
offers CPR and First Aid courses
that teach your employees what to
do in an emergency.

One day someone's life may
depend on the techniques the Red
Cross can teach you now.

So call them. You never know
when you'll be glad you did.

+American Red Cross
We'll help.Will you?

A Public Service of This
Magazine & The Advertising Council Wei

Video Distribution Amplifier
in a Chip

A low cost solution to video distribution. VBB-1
is a high performance hybrid video amplifier/
line driver with two outputs. Its specifications
are outstanding and it is easy to use. Two
of these and you have a 1 in, 4 out D.A.

$39.00 each singles - $28.00 each hundreds.

Call or write

(408) 225-1425 epediet g
APERT-IHERZOG CORPORATION
7007 Realm Dr. B3, San Jose, CA 95119
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When the FCC
changed the rules,
EIMAC was prepared
for continuing HAM operations.
The FCC changed the allowable
output power for linear amplifi-
ers in amateur radio service.
Hams can now run at 1500 watts
PEP into an antenna. EIMAC
was right there to meet require-
ments with its 3CX1200A7 tube.

Low -cos: repl 3cement
for small spaces.
RF cab nets of many linear
amplifiers c Jrrently use the
EIMAC :.;-500-Z tubes. The new
3CX1200A7 for design takes size
into consideration and, by de-
sign, is recommended as a sin-
gle, low -post replacement for a
pair of EIMAC: 3-500-Z tubes for

General Specifications
The EIMAC 3CX1200A7 is a high -
mu, compact, forced air cooled
triode -or zero -bias class AB2
amplifiers.

 2.9" dia. x 6.0" long
Plate dissipation: 1200 watts

 Glass chimney SK -436
available

 Standard EIMAC SK -410
socket available

More information is available on
the new EIMAC 3CX1200A7 tube
from Varian EIMAC, or any Elec-
tron Device Group worldwide

Varian EIMAC
1678 S. Pioneer Road
Salt Lake City, Utah 84104
Telephone: 801- 972-5001)

Varian AG
Ste inbauserstrasse
CH -63(10 Zug, Switzerlard
Teleph )ne: 042  23 25 75

Ovariannew amplifier designs. sales organization.
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CDfE RNELL
BILIER

Mica Capacitors

LARGE

waral

STOCK

VACUUM
CAPACITORS

JENNINGS
SURCOM ASSOCIATES, INC.

305 Wisconsin Avenue
Oceanside, California 92054

(619) 722-6162

Continued from page 4

Formic receives
communications grant

Formic Videotex Systems, Montreal,
has been awarded a grant from the
Quebec Ministry of Communications for
the development and marketing of an
advanced micro -videotex system. The
goal is to develop a videographic work
station with an integrated information
management system that will reduce the
overall costs of producing videotex/
NAPLPS information, as well as increase
the productivity related to the gathering,
creating and managing of this informa-
tion through a local area networking of
microcomputers.

Formic also has announced the sale of
a turnkey electronic information system
to the city of Quebec for its municipal
convention center. The system includes
a public access network with three in-
teractive terminals on -site, and the
capability of supporting several more
throughout Quebec.

Modulation Associates uplinks
Dodger Network

Modulation Associates, Mountain
View, CA, has been awarded a contract
to supply the SCPC satellite transmission
equipment for the new Dodger Satellite
Radio Network. The initial order calls for
24 MC -SAT receivers to be installed at
Dodger affiliate stations. Satellite uplink-
ing will be provided by IDB Communica-
tions, using Modulation Associates uplink
hardware.

USSB leases space from
RCA Americom

United States Satellite Broadcasting, a
division of Hubbard Broadcasting, has
agreed to lease four transponders on
RCA American Communications' Satcom
K-2 satellite. RCA Americom, Princeton,
NJ, has received authority from the FCC
to launch three Ku -band satellites, each
carrying 16 transponders with 45W of
power. Satcom K-1 is scheduled for
launch in November, Satcom K-2 in
December and Satcom K-3 sometime in
1987.

TBS purchases Scientific-
Atlanta uplink

Turner Broadcasting Systems has pur-
chased TV uplink equipment from
Scientific-Atlanta, Atlanta, that will allow
TBS to offer its Cable News Network to
European broadcasters on a 24 -hour
basis. The equipment includes an
11m antenna with 4 -port circularly
polarized feed, redundant exciters and
monitoring equipment, which will be in-
stalled this spring. The system will
transmit a signal from the United States
to the Intelsat V satellite at C -band,

where it will be cross -strapped to Ku -
band and retransmitted by the satellite at
Ku -band into Europe.

EN Group Canada
chooses Wegener

Wegener Communications, Norcross,
GA, has received an order for audio and
data satellite communications subcarrier
equipment from EN Group Canada. EN
Group, Canada's broadcast -industry -
owned satellite distribution company,
has ordered 100 downlinks for the first
phase of providing news gathering and
data distribution to its affiliates. Each
downlink consists of two 15kHz and two
7.5kHz audio demodulators, one
115.2kB QPSK data demodulator, a

microprocessor -controlled network con-
troller and two audio routing switches.

Canadians get Rank Cintel
telecine

The National Film Board of Canada
(NFB), in the first phase of a project to of-
fer Canadian filmmakers access to state-
of-the-art video post -production facilities,
has purchased a Rank Cintel telecine
suite. The system, located at the NFB's
headquarters in Montreal, consists of a
Mk 111C with Amigo computer and
Varispeed, plus a Rank Cintel FeRRIT for
high -quality separate magnetic sound in
Dolby stereo.

Camera Mart moves office
The Camera Mart, New York, has

relocated its Syracuse office to 305 Vine
St., Liverpool, NY 13088. The expanded
facility will allow for additions, as well as
a demo room and servicing center. The
new phone number is 315-457-3703.

California Microwave receives
USAID contract

The Satellite Transmissions Systems
subsidiary of California Microwave, Sun-
nyvale, CA, has been awarded a contract
funded by the U.S. Agency for Interna-
tional Development. The project calls for
upgrading of an Intelsat Standard A
satellite earth station in Khartom for
Sudan Telecommunications. STS will be
expanding the earth station, increasing
the number of countries with which
Sudan can communicate.

Bogner announces MDS
antenna sales

Recent foreign sales of multichannel
MDS transmitting antennas by Bogner
Broadcast Equipment, Westbury, NY, in-
clude Bermuda and Curacao. Similar
units have been supplied to San Luis
Obispo, CA, and the Chinese community
of New York City.

I
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ORBAN OPTIMOD-AM 9100A

The choice for voice.

From coast to coast, people are talking through OPTIMOD-
AM Model 9100A-and dominating the lucrative adult demo-
graphics with full -service news and talk formats in mono or AM
stereo. OPTIMOD-AM has literally no competition when it
comes to creating crisp, intelligible, authoritative voice quality
on the air.

Its six -band limiter with steep -slope crossovers pulls
poor -quality actualities or phone calls "out of the mud" auto-
matically in real time. And its adjustable, statistically -designed
receiver equalizer pre -emphasizes high frequencies to assure
comfortably intelligible sound from even the worst of the nar-
rowband radios.

Loud, clean, crisp, and consistent-OPTIMOD-AM's natural,
low -fatigue sound captures the adult audience like no other pro-
cessor. And the choice for voice sounds great on music, too!

Your Orban broadcast products dealer can tell you more
about the adult processor that brings out the best in all your
program material. Or call us direct in San Francisco.

Orban Associates Inc.
645 Bryant St., San Francisco, CA 94107

Toll Free: (800) 227-4498 In Calif. (415) 957-1067
Telex: 17-1480

cotton
ORBAN PROCESSING KEEPS YOU COMPETITIVE
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attEna
/500

"The" cost-effective
film -to -tape transport

 Phase -locks to
NTSC, PAL or
SECAM

 Constant T -V pull -
down time at all
frame rates.

 1-2-4-6-8-12-
24 FPS stop and
single frame

 Capable of
computer or
programmable
control

 One year warranty
 Modular design

For more information contact:

L -W INTERNATIONAL

50 W. Easy St.,
Simi Valley,
California 93065, U.S.A.
Telephone: (805) 522-3284
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New AIC*
Custom Loading

From Coarc
Automatic Insertion Cassettes
COARC custom loads any length
videocassette and special format
videocassettes for use in automatic
commercial insertion equipment.

.3/4" U-Matic Reloading
COARC completely rebuilds all
cassettes inside and out before
reloading with new, first quality 3M
Scotch Brand and Agfa videotapes.

1/2" VHS and Beta
COARC custom loads high precision
cassettes with Broadcast quality
videotapes.

KCS MINIS for ENG/EFP
Now available - completely rebuilt
and reloaded with 3M Plus or Agfa.

KCS - 10 $7.50
KCS - 18 $9.00

Guaranteed by COARC - the people who
gave reloading a good name.

AM. AM. MON -II If _TMZ Z
it it Vire' vi; i
CUSTOM LOADED VIDEOCASSETTES

PO BOX 2. ROUTE 217
MELLENVILLE, NEW YORK 12544

518/672-7202

/People
Barrie Hozier, John Child and

Claire Finch have received new ap-
pointments at Soundcraft Electronics,
London. Hozier has been named general
manager, but will retain his duties as
financial director, working out of Sound -
craft's new Borehamwood facility. Child
has joined Soundcraft as manufacturing
manager for the new factory, and will
handle all technical and administrative
aspects of the manufacturing process.
Finch has been promoted to marketing
coordinator, and will handle exhibitions,
PR and advertising.

Jonathan P. Winsor has been pro-
moted to field service manager for Micro
Communications, Manchester, NH. Win-
sor has worked for MCI since 1982, and
was responsible for antenna/transmis-
sion line installations in the Sears Tower,
the World Trade Center and the Empire
State Building, among others.

Jim Black, David Green and Tom
Williams have received new positions
with VideoStar Connections, Atlanta.
Black, executive vice president of
VideoStar, has been given the additional
title of director of sales following the
company's restructuring. Green is now
the director of marketing, and Williams
has been appointed vice president of
engineering.

Camille Perillat has joined the
magnetic tape division of Ampex, Red-
wood City, CA, as associate ad-
ministrator of marketing communica-
tions. Perillat will administer the divi-
sion's national trade show schedule, the
Ampex Golden Reel Award program,
direct mail and print production.

Joseph L. Scheuer, president of
Chyron, Melville, NY, has been named to
the board of directors of CMX, joining
Chyron's chairman Alfred O.P. Leubert
and vice chairman Leon Weissman on
the board. Chyron acquired a 39.5% in-
terest in CMX, formerly Orrox, at the
end of 1984.

BE names Spec Book
Contest winners

Richard W. Johnson, opera-
tions engineer at KAKE-TV,
Wichita, KS, and Randy Paul, pro-
duction director for WVNA AM &
FM, Tuscumbia, AL, were the win-
ners of BE's Spec Book Spec-
tacular Contest held in March.

The winners were each awarded
a Studer 8225 digital audiodisc
player valued at $1000.

G.E., Sylvania
and Wiko

long life lamps
Special Prices on many

numbers. Phone Toll Free.

Supplies.
Inc

Box 10 Washington, Iowa 52353
Ph: 800-426-3938  In Iowa 800-272-6459
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UNIVERSAL
SURGE PROTECTOR

FOR ALL LINE VOLTAGES!

Never obsolete! Unique re-
settable strapping protects
on all power systems-even
3-phase-if you should
change line voltage. "On" all
the time, to protect con-
stantly. Immediate shipment.
Quantity discounts. Money
back guarantee. Order today.

CALL BILL JOHNSON
(301) 778.3240

EAGLE HILL ELECTRONICS, INC.
Route 2, Box 354 Chestertown, MD 21620
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FREE 32pg Catalog & 50 Audio/Video Apollo.
PeR SUET. SO,
MOM, MK.

TRAMS, ACM,
TAPE, VIDEO.

Stro Mono Pwr AinOi LINE. OSC

4.11,6; 12-1n/ 10 -1n/4 -out
Video A Audio Dial Arno.. TV Audio a R.cd Prod Consul..

Mik OPAMP LABS INC (213) 934-3566
MidrI 1033 N Sycamore Av LOS ANGELES CA, 90038
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PRECISION MAGNETIC
TEST TAPES

Ti
Standard Tape Laboratory, Inc.

261 20 Eden Landing Road *5, Hayward, CA 94545
(415) 786-3546
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Have "TWO -SHOT" Will navel
 Switcher
 Mixer
 Identifier
 Color Monitors

LANG VIDEO SYSTEMS
547 N.E. 26th Court
Pompano Beach, FL 33064  (305) 946.0622
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SESCOM, INC.
1111 Las Vegas Blvd. North
Las Vegas, NV 89101 U.S.A.

-the audio source' FOR ALL OF YOUR AUDIO NEEDS

CALL OR SEND FOR A COPY OF OUR CATALOG

CATALOG REQUESTS & ORDERS: (800)634-3457

OTHER BUSINESS: (7021384-0993 TWX (910)397-6996
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For additional
advertiser

information, use
the Reader Service
Card in the back of

the magazine.
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MAXIMUM TRANSPARENCY, STABILITY,
AND RELIABILITY ASSURED

Make sure that the monitors in your studio show the signals from your valuable video sources exactly as they are.
The BARCO INDUSTRIES CTVM 4 series of master control monitors do just that, because they are stable, reliable and fully transparent.

Tne CVTM 4 series precision instruments have been developed and are manufactured by experts who:

- understand the monitor needs of your TV station;

- have been supplying you with state-of-the-art monitors for more than ten years;

- help you to cut costs for realignment and maintenance;

-allow your staff to concentrate on prodjction, by making nom -transparent
and unreliable screens a thing of the past

Ask for the detailed brochure telling you all about how the CTVM 4 series meets your highest standards
Or get in touch with the people who really care:

-your local BARCO INDUSTRIES distributor or directly from the world's vision electronics expert:

BARCO INDUSTRIES, INC. 2211-B Executive Street

Charlotte. North Carolina 28208 704/392-9371 Telex: 802-019

BARCO.
inDusnws

BARCO INDUS1RIES N.V. Sevenslaan 106, 8500 KORTRIJK Belgium
Phone 32/56 23 32 11 or telex 85842 barind b or FAX 56/20 04 18

BARCO INDUSTRIES is a member of the ACEC-group.
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IMAGINE
WHAT'S NEXT IN

UHF TRANSMITTERS
Imagine our 4th and most futuristic gener-

ation of IF modulated UHF transmitters. The
100% solid-state PCU-900 Series.

Featuring new, high efficiency Amperex or
EEV Klystrons ... to cut your power consump-
tion, maintenance, and replacement costs.

Ok ... imagine output power from 10 kw
to 120 kw. With maximum power to 240 kw
(parallel running).

All streamlined with an incredible 30%
reduction in exciter parts. Giving you 50%
improvement in MTBF (now 30,000 hours).

Imagine a full line of UHF transmitters at your
fingertips ... just by dialing 1-800-323-6656.

Imagine what we'll do for you!

PCU-900 SERIES TRANSMITTERS

NEC
IMAGINE WHAT WE'LL DO FOR YOU

NEC America, Inc., Broadcast Equipment Division
130 Martin Lane. Elk Grove Village, IL 60007

in Illinois 312-640-3792.

/New products!
Audio mixer

Grass Valley Group has introduced a companion audio mix-
er for the models 100 and 100CV production switchers. The
AMX-100 has a microprocessor -based line output derived
from a 12 -input, 3 -bus crosspoint matrix, an independent full-
function monitor output and LED metering for peak and
average levels at the line and monitor outputs. Program and
preset buses will select eight primary inputs, and the over bus
allows any one of the first four primaries, or four separate in-
puts, to be used as an audio over.

Editing interfaces for the AMX-100 include standard contact
closure (GPI) and full serial control of all panel functions. A
serial interface -equipped model 100 or 100CV can control the
audio mixer for true AFV/master control operation; program
and preset buses follow the switcher crosspoint selection and
lever arm movements; and voice-overs are mixed by pushing
one button.
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FM transmitter
Elcom Bauer has introduced another of its single -tube

C -series transmitters. The model 610C is a 10,000W FM
transmitter that uses the Eimac 4CX7500A compact ceramic
beam power tetrode, and the model 6020 fully synthesized
exciter. The 610C requires only 4.9 square feet of floor space,
and features soft start, VSWR protection, automatic power
control and optional patch -through backup capability.
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Low -frequency FM microwave system
International Microwave has developed a low -frequency

FM microwave system that provides interference -free line -of -

sight transmission of color video, program audio or data. The
heterodyne -type transmitter operates in the 1.7GHz to
2.66GHz range and employs two oscillators that are mixed to
produce desired channel frequency. The dual -conversion
receiver provides image rejection without requiring critically
tuned narrowband microwave filters. The low frequency
assures reliable transmission relatively unaffected by rain,
fog, snow or other atmospheric conditions.
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Medium-sized EFP/ENG van
A.F. Associates, designers and fabricators of custom mobile

video systems, has begun development of a series of
standard -design mobile units. The first in that series is the
AF/C-2, a medium-sized EFP/ENG van designed for local sta-
tions and field production. The C-2 is based on a 22 -foot
Gerstenslager vehicle, and includes two camera systems with
a choice of either Ikegami or Sharp cameras, a Grass Valley
100 video switcher, a Yamaha stereo audio console and a
choice of either Sony or Ampex VTRs in a removable VTR
commode. A full complement of terminal equipment is also
included, and the C-2 can be provided with a wide range of
component video equipment.
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Computer teleprompter
Autoprompter, a microcomputer -based teleprompter pro-

gram for the Apple II series, has been released by Beacon
Software. The package supports video -based portable or
camera -mounted prompters, and offers more than 1350 lines
of stored text, which can be loaded from a data disk in less
than 10 seconds. Autoprompter also features a built-in word
processor for easy script entry and editing, and an online help
screen lists keyboard commands.
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If there's
an OWLTM on
your mast,
it'll never
be hit*

With E G & G StrobeGuard®
Obstruction Warning Lights on your
broadcast tower, you never have to
worry about a hit, or even a near -miss.
And with our long -life, high -output
flash tubes you can virtually forget
about replacement woes.

The money you'll save from
not having to repaint your tower will
likely pay for the StrobeGuard OWL
system within the warranty period.
And the light -weight stainless steel
design of the new single -enclosure
SS -125 adds only 85 pounds per unit
to the tower, and greatly reduces
wind loading.

Add to this such advantages
as plug-in modular circuit construc-
tion, simple two -bolt adjustment,
self-contained levelling device and
you've bought convenience as well as
proven performance and reliability.
Like all E G & G StrobeGuard OWL
systems, the SS -125 handily meets or
exceeds applicable FCC and
FAA/DOD specifications.

Before you buy another
tower lamp or gallon of paint, check
out the new StrobeGuard OWL from
E G & G. For complete information,
call Tom Allain or circle reader
service number.

*Since E G & G introduced
high -intensity xenon arc obstruction
warning lighting in 1968, no
StrobeGuard-protected structure has
ever been hit. OWL is a trademark for
obstruction lighting systems
manufactured by E G & G.

ELECTRO-OPTICS
35 Congress Street
Salem, Massachusetts 01970
TEL: 617-745-3200 TLX: 681-7405

Circle (74) on Reply Card
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Don't wade
through1000 different

product brochures...
Use BE' Buyers' Guide =If instead!

Now you have two of your favorite issues in
one super issue. Broadcast Engineering's 1st
Annual Buyers' Guide/Spec Book Combination
Directory. Designed to save you valuable time.
Which makes this special issue an essential tool
for any broadcast equipment buyer.

Comprehensive Equipment Listings
Buyers' Guide/Spec Book provides reliable

specifications on nearly 1,000 different
broadcast and broadcast -related products,
making it the industry's only single -source
equipment comparison reference encyclopedia.

Manufacturer Address Directory
Manufacturers' addresses are listed

alphabetically by company name, so you can
easily locate and contact the equipment supplier
of your choice.

Buyers' Guide/Spec Book Is Unique
It's vastly different from any other industry

directory. Because it not only puts you in touch
with suppliers, it also lists performance specifi-
cations, model numbers and special product
features for each piece of listed equipment!

Easy To Read
Buyers' Guide/Spec Book's convenient format,

developed from your feedback on past BE
Buyers' Guides and Spec Books, allows you to
gather information quickly and efficiently. This
way, you spend less time searching through pro-
duct literature, and more time studying valuable

equipment comparison data. All to help you
make wise equipment purchasing decisions.

Easy To Use
Each product listed in Buyers' Guide/Spec

Book includes a reader service number. So you
can request additional manufacturer informa-
tion quickly and easily.

Third Annual
SPEC*TACULAR Reader Contest

Your chance to win one of several valuable
prizes-worth thousands of dollars! You'll find
complete contest rules and an entry blank inside
the directory.

Watch for the 1st Annual Buyers' Guide/Spec
Book Combination Directory coming to you in
September...exclusively from Broadcast
Engineering!

These two great
reference tools
are now combined,
to give you one
comprehensive
annual purchasing
directory!
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Photo -quality videotex
The photo videotex from British Telecom allows full -color

photographic quality images to be displayed along with text
and enhanced graphics. The photo capability can be
delivered over high-speed lines or more slowly over the or-
dinary public switched telephone network. The photo
videotex is suitable for cable delivery in videotex mode or as
a 1 -way cabletext, and specifically designed plug-in cards
enable IBM PCs to act as photo videotex display or editing ter-
minals.

Circle (269) on Reply Card

Paint system
Chyron has introduced Chameleon, a paint system that is

capable of creating lines, filled or outline circles and rec-
tangles and closed figures, and can also be operated by a free-
hand tablet. The new Chameleon system employs an icon -
oriented human interface, and includes features such as area
fill, multiple brushes, user definable brushes, cut -and -paste
with resizing, layout grids and flexible color selection and
modification. Specs include NTSC resolution of 768x482 lines
(582 for PAL), 256 displayable colors from a pallette of 4096
and optional 256 levels -of -gray camera capture.

Other new items introduced by Chyron's video products
division include an RGB option for both the VP -1 and VP -2,
16 -color on -screen display capacity for the VP -2, editing -in -
background capability and auto replication of background
patterns. Chyron has also increased the memory buffer for
rolls so that the VP -2 can now handle 96 lines of text.

Circle (270) on Reply Card

Digital audio mastering tape
Ampex has announced a digital audio mastering tape,

Ampex 467. It is designed to perform optimally on all
multitrack digital recording systems without requiring in-
dividual tape -to -machine realignments. Ampex 467 will be
available in 1/2- and I -inch formats, and 4600- to 9200 -foot
lengths. The new tape also features a durable oxide and
binder system processed in a super -clean manufacturing en-
vironment. Ampex's new total surface cleaning process wipes
and then vacuums all surface and free-floating debris,
eliminating transient and data errors.

Circle (266) on Reply Card

Rack-moutit monitor
Audisar has introduced a rack -mount monitor loudspeaker

designed to meet broadcast and industrial audio re-
quirements. The overall design of the model 14K100 is based
on Thiele parameters, referenced to vented enclosure
systems. Crossover network components are matched to
±5% to ensure symmetrical slope rates, and the network
itself exhibits an insertion loss of only 1 dB. Crossover fre-
quency is 4.5kHz at 12dB/octave. The low -frequency unit is a
cone piston type fabricated from specially formulated
polypropylene which exhibits low -density, high internal
damping, high impact and tensile strength, and shows less
distortion than paper or bextrene transducers.

Circle (267) on Reply Card

Hand-held multimeters
John Fluke Manufacturing has added two members to its 20

series line of high-performance, industrial -grade hand-held
multimeters. The Fluke 21 and 23 are high-energy protected
and specifically designed to survive in rugged environments.
Both feature extensive overload protection and have high-
energy fusing built in. The Fluke 21 clears short-circuit faults
to more than 10,000A, and uses a 1200V metal oxide varistor
(MOV) for volt/ohm protection; the Fluke 23 is 10A fused for
protection to 100,000A, and uses a 430V MOV in series with a
spark gap.

The Fluke 8060A DMM is a hand-held microcomputer -
controlled 41/2 -digit test instrument that measures frequency

Perfect Timing

Time Code
EQUIPMENT

THAT
YOU CAN AFFORD

Ammimmosiiik

ES261 is an eight digit SMPTE/Time Code
Generator, capable of drop frame or non -

$875drop frame operation.

ES253 Eight digit
reader, displays

Hours, Minutes,
Seconds and Frames.

Reads at play back speed, has "freeze"
control. $500

ES254 BI -Directional, Multispeed
(1/20 to 20 times), eight digit reader with
"freeze" control. On loss of code, displays
l'ast valid code read. $744

AND
FOR OFF-LINE EDITING

ES255
SMPTE IN/VIDEO OUT

ES255 is an eight digit, multi -speed, bi-
directional SMPTE reader which adds the
SMPTE input to your video. You can now
"burn" the time code into
the video portion of your
tape, or s'eed a monitor
directly. $1095

Write, Wire or Call: (213) 322-2136
142 Sierra Street, El Segundo, CA 90245
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IT FS MDS UHF

Broadcast Filters
 Channel & Group Combiners
 MDS/ITFS Band Combiners
 Video/Aural Combiners
 Custom Filter Networks

Filters for Broadcast Television
Bandpass Fillers, Traps, Dipleners and
Channel Combiners for:

 UHF
 ITFS
 MDS

Free
Catalog
BTV/85

Call toll free or write to get our FREE new
Broadcast catalog or to tell us about your
special problem.

1-800-448-1666
or 315-437-3953 collect

Microwave Filter Company, Inc. 6743 Kinne Street East Syracuse, N.Y.13057

Circle (77) on Reply Card

/Advertising sales officesI
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
Keith A. Willis
National Sales Mgr.
P.O. Box 12901, Overland Park, KS 66212
Phone: (913) 888-4664

NEW YORK, NEW YORK
Joe Concert
Phone: (212) 682-6630

(212) 682-6631
Josh Gordon
Phone: (212) 687-5076

(212) 687-5077
630 Third Ave., Eighth Floor
New York, NY 10017

SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA
Herbert A. Schiff
Phone (213) 393-9285
Jason Perlman
Phone (213) 458-9987
Schiff & Associates
1408 Santa Monica Mall, Suite 200
Santa Monica, CA 90401

OINTERVIEC
11.111./a111111 CORPOPIIIVON

NORWOOD, AUSTRALIA
Hastwell, Williamson, Rouse Pry. Ltd.
P.O. Box 419
Norwood 5067, Australia
Phone: 332-3322
Telex: AA87113

LONDON, ENGLAND
Nicholas McGeachin
Suite 460, Southbank House,
Black Prince Rd.
London SE1 7SJ
Telex: 295555LSPG
Telephones: 01-582-7522

01-587-1578

TOKYO, JAPAN
Haruki Hirayama
EMS, Inc.
Sagami Bldg., 4-2-21, Shinjulcu
Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 160, Japan
(03)350-5666
Cable: EMSINCPERIOD
Telex: 2322520 EMSINCJ

©1985. All rights reserved.

Broadcast Engineering's "Help
Wanted" ads are well-read. Call
today to place your low-cost ad.

to 200kHz and relative and decibel measurements with
almost any impedance. This DMM also features hertz, decibel
and relative measurement functions.

Also being introduced by Fluke is a low-cost, high-perform-
ance thermocouple converter, the 80TK. It operates on a 9V
battery, and converts microvolt output from a K -type ther-
mocouple into a 1MV per degree signal. The 80TK plugs into
any bench or hand-held DMM (standard banana plug input) to
allow instant temperature measurement capability.

Circle (273) on Reply Card

Universal video/audio tape degausser
The new MaxERASE-16B introduced by Christie Electric is a

universal video/audio tape degausser with a phase change
switch that can select the precise horizontal or vertical phase
to match the recording. It degausses tapes from 1/4 inch to 2.6
inches, up to 16 inches in diameter, and erases high-
coercivity bulk tape up to 1500 oersted in a 30 -second,
automatic 1 -pass operation. The MaxEFtASE-16B generates
higher than previously available levels of magnetic flux, and
rotates tapes through the magnetic field, at varying speed, to
prevent spoking and to ensure equal erasure throughout.

Circle (271) on Reply Card

AM/FM stereo tuner
The FM Three AM/FM stereo tuner by Crown Interna-

tional incorporates the new Schotz noise reduction circuit
(SNR) to clarify previously unlistenable channels. It also
features a scan level to set a minimum strength for signals
that are locked in, six AM and six FM presets, a multipath in-
dicator and a calibrated signal -strength indicator. The FM
Three is a true digital tuner, using a dual -quartz system to im-
prove S/N ratio, a torroidal transformer to reduce hum and
noise and an extra RF section for increased AM sensitivity.

Circle (272) on Reply Card

Portable logic analyzer
The LogicScope from Jensen Tools combines many of the

features and capabilities of sophisticated logic analyzers and
oscilloscopes into a lightweight, compact and powerful unit.
Designed for servicing digital and electronic circuits and
equipment in the field, the LogicScope replaces conventional
CRT display with an array of 400 LEDs, permitting simul-
taneous display of two waveforms. It is operable in either real
time or memory modes, with the memory mode permitting
acquisition and storage of up to 24 128 -bit waveforms.
Waveforms can be recalled and logically compared to other
stored or input waveforms.

Circle (253) on Reply Card

1:1 output transformer
Jensen Transformers has developed a high-performance 1:1

output transformer with neutral sonic characteristics that still
offers ground -loop isolation not possible with direct -coupled
circuits. The model JE-11-BM uses a special 80% nickel alloy
core that lowers hysteresis distortion and allows use with
source impedances from 00 to 10000. It has distortion of
0.002% at 20Hz, a bandwidth of -3dB at 10MHz and a phase
shift of 0° at 20kHz. Frequency response is - 0.02dB at
20Hz/ + 0.00dB at 20kHz, referenced to 1kHz.

Circle (254) on Reply Card

Real time digital video recorder
Oktel has developed a real time digital video recorder that

provides 60 seconds of real time digital imaging, 522x512x10
bits deep, with variable record and playback and random ac-
cess. The DR 6000 features extensive use of LSI components,
a sealed drive with recirculating air flow systems and a pro-
prietary overcoat on the disc media. The recorder also pro-
vides for optional expansion of real time storage or increased
recording rate.
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YOU DEMAND THE BEST
IN 1" RECORDERS...

DEMAND THE BEST TBCs
If you demand tte best 1" VTR on the
market demand the time base corrector
that allows your rR to reach its maximum
performance level. The TBC32 Time Base
Corrector"' delivers performance tha-. meets
or exceeds that of all other 1" Type C"
di-ect TBCs, anc offers low price, con-
venient packaging, and low power
ccnsumption. Tte TBC32 is also compatible
wkh 3/4" and 1;2" heterodyne recorders.

The industry's most technologically
advanced TBC features:

-Optional 8 or 9 bit digitizing at 14.:; MHz
sampling rate for unsurpassed SNR, K
Factor, and d fferential phase and gain
performance.

-A superwide 30 line correction window
easily correct even the most severe time
base errors.

-Exclusive DYNA-TRACT"" dynamic
tracking capabil ty for up to 2X reverse
through 4X forward play speed, including

slow motion and stop action. Color -in -
shuttle to +25 ard -16X normal speed;
Mono to ± 50X normal speed.

-Phase Comp 11TM velocity compensation
ard superior DOC based on line
averaging.

-Super compact size 113/4" rack height),
light weight (15 lbs.), and low power
ccnsumption.

-One year warranty on parts and labor.

For under 813.000.00, the TBC32 is
thousands of dollars less than the latest
models from Ampex, Sony, and Hitachi
Models that offer less performance and
fewer features.

When you demand the best 1" VTR,
demand the best TBC to complete the job.
The TBC32 sets new pe-formance standards
fo- 1:' type "C" TBCs while reducing size,
power consumption, ard best of all, price.
Call or write FORTEL today for more
intrmation or a demonstration of the T3C2

.TEIC32 Tame Base Corrector. DYNA TRAC. and 'nese Comp II are trademarks of FORTEL
Incorprated

FORTEL Incorporated
2935 Gateway Drive
Norcross, Georgia 30071
404-447-4422



Professional services

VIR JAMES P.C.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS

Applications and Field Engineering
Computerized Frequency Surveys

3137 W. Kentucky Ave. -80219
(303) 937-1900

DENVER, COLORADO
Member AFCCE & NAB

R. L. HOOVER
Consulting Telecommunications

Engineer
11704 Seven Locks Road
Potomac, Maryland 20854

301.983-0054
Member AFCCE

41, HORIZON INTERNATIONAL
.4 Broadcast Implementation Engineering

Bcst. & Video Facility Design a Installation
Systems Evaluations & Critiques

Emergency Service & Support
3837 E. Wier Ave., Suite 1, Phx.. AZ 85040

602-437-3800

STARLIGHT COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
Satellite DownLinking

Satellite Systems
Satellite System Maintenance & Repair

BRUCE BLUMENTHAL
(312) 459-4122

P.O. Box 523
Northbrook. IL 80085

John Aalto, P.E.
Consulting Engineer

TELEVISION PRODUCTION AND POST PRODUCTION SYSTEMS

DESIGN AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT

(814) 7,44 22119

4534 Van Noord Avenue

Studio City. CA 91604

TERRY REAVES ENGINEERING
FCC Filings - Turnkey Systems Coverage Predictions

FM AM - STL - RPU - 2 Way FM - Satellite
Computerized AM Broadbanding

MAINTENANCE - EMERGENCY OR CONTRACT
(904) 351-0469

5004 N E 18th Court. Ocala, FL 32670

STEIGER, HURRAY &
ASSOCIATES INC.

CONSULTING ENGINEER SERVICES

6816 Westview Drive
Cleveland, OH 44141

(216) 526-7187

D. L. MARKLEY
& Associates, Inc.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS

206 North Bergan
Peoria, Illinois 61604

(309) 673-7511
Member AFCCE

SMITH and POWSTENKO
Broadcasting and Telecommunications

Consultants

2033 M Street N.W., Suite 600
Washington, D. C. 20036

(202) 293-7742

T & G OPTICS, INC.
71-01 INGRAM STREET

FOREST HILLS, NY 11375
COMPLETE REPAIR SERVICE FOR COLOR TELEVISION
CAMERA BEAMSPLITTER OPTICS, LENSES, COATINGS,
MULTIPLEXER MIRRORS. FILTERS AND PROJECTORS:
WRITE OR CALL GERALD PINCUS (718) 544-8156 twen-
ty four hour service with pleasure.

SELLMEYER & KRAMER, INC.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS

J.S. Sellmeyer, P.E.. S.M. Kramer, P.E.
AM FM TV MDS ITFS LPTV CATV

APPLICATIONS  FIELD ENGINEERING

P.O. Box 841 Mckinney, TX 75069
(214) 542.2056

Why not run your business
card here?

Only $60 per insertion.
Frequency discounts available.

Call 913/888-4664

EVANS ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING TELECOMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERS

AM-FM-TV-CATV-ITFS-LPTV SATELLITE
216 N. Green Bay Road

Thiensville, Wisconsin 53092
Phone: (414) 242-6000 Member AFCCE

nEg IcyR@©hulgm@@
RADIO CONSULTING ENGINEERS

STATION DESIGN AND SERVICE
ELECTRONIC PRODUCT DESIGN

Edward A. Schober. P.E.
402 Tenth Avenue. Haddon Heights. NJ 08035

(609) 546-1841

BLAIR BENSON
Engineering Consultant

TV Systems Design and Operation

23 Park Lane
Norwalk, CT 06854

203-838-9049

Consultants
Television
Motion Picture
Theatrical
Lighting  Rigging
Facility Design  Programming

72 County Road  Tenafly, New Jersey 07670
201-567-6664

0. L. Angevine, P.E. Eric Neil Angevine, P.E.

sN ANGEVINE ACOUSTICAL
CONSULTANTS, Inc.

7349 DAVIS ROAD
WEST FALLS, N.Y. 14170

(716) 652-0282

MEMBER: National Council of Acoustical Consultants

Why not run your business
card here?

Only $60 per insertion.
Frequency discounts available.

Call 913/888-4664

MOVING?
If you're planning a move in the near future, don't risk missing a single
issue of Broadcast Engineering. Please give us 6-8 weeks notice if
you're planning on changing your address. Just mail in the ADDRESS
CHANGE CARD from the front of this issue ALONG WITH YOUR
SUBSCRIPTION MAILING LABEL from the cover. BROaDCaST
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IAd indexI
Page

Number

Reader
Service
Number

Page
Number

Reader
Service
Number

ADM Technology I FC 1 313/524-2100 Midwest Communications
Alpha Audio 80 65 804/358-3852 Corp. 34-35 19 800/543-1584
Alpha Video Electronics 76 58 412/923-2070 Modulation Sciences 61 41 718/625-7333
Ampex Corp. (AVSD) 23 818/240-5000 Moseley Associates Inc. 7 6 805/968-9621
Ampex Corp. (MTD) 53 34 415/367-3809 Nady Systems Inc. 70 52 415/652-2411

Apert Herzog 80 66 408/225-1425 Nalpak Video Sales, Inc 78 63 213/391-0491
Arrakis Systems 21 20 303/224-2248 National Video Service 72 54 415/846-1500
Asaca/Shibasoku Corp. NEC America Inc. 86 75 800/323-6656

America 63 43 800/423-6347 NEC America Inc. 43 25 800/323-6656
Barco Industries, Inc. 85 85 704/392-9371 NEC America Inc. 55 36 800/323-6656
Belar Electronic Labs 78 62 215/687-5550 Nova Systems, Inc. 65 73 203/677-5252
Broadcast Video Systems Opamp Labs Inc 84 81 213/934-3566

Ltd. 78 61 416/497-1020 Orban Associates Inc. 83 70 800/227-4498
C.O.A.R.C. 84 72 518/672-7202 Orban Associates Inc. 32 17 800/227-4498
Calvert Electronics Inc. 22 13 800/526-6362 Otari Corp. 15 10 415/592-8311

Camera Mart, Inc. 39 64 212/757-6977 Philips Test and Measuring
Canare Cable, Inc 70 45 818/840-0993 Instruments 75 57 202/529-3800
Cetec Antennas 68 49 916/383-1177 Polyline Corp. 82 68 312/297-0955
Circuit Research Labs, Inc. 13 9 800/535-7648 Potomac Instruments 46 29 301/589-2662
CMC Technology 17 11 408/980-9800 Power Pak Systems 62 51 817/293-1761

Continental Electronics Mfg. 0E1 47 22 609/728-2020
Co 26 86 214/381-7161 Recortec, Inc . 42 24 408/737-8441

Crosspoint Latch Corp. 96 78 201/688-1510 Rhode & Schwarz Sales
Datatek, Inc 67 48 201/654-8100 Co. (USA) Inc 38 21 516/488-7300
Delta Electronics 54 35 703/354-3350 Schwem Technologies 73 55 415/935-1226
Eagle Hill Electronics, Inc 84 84' 301/778-1667 Sescom, Inc. 84 86 800/634-3457
EDX Engineering, Inc 66 47 503/545-0019 Sharp Electronics Corp. 58 39 201/265-5548
EG & G Electro-Optics 87 74 617/745-3200 Shintron Electronics 44 33 212/581-1556
ESE 89 76 213/322-2136 Shively Labs 74 56 207/647-3327
Fortel Inc 91 46 404/449-4343 Shure Brothers Inc 27 14 312/866-2553
Gentner Engineering Co., Inc. ...76 59 801/268-1177 Sitler's Inc 84 80 800/426-3938
Grass Valley Group, Inc 9 7 916/273-8421 Sony Corp. of America
Hitachi Denshi America Ltd. 3 3 800/645-7510 (Broadcast) 24-25
Hitachi Denshi America

Ltd 40-41 23 800/645-7510
Standard Tape Laboratory, Inc...84
Stantron/Unit of Zero Corp. 49

82
30

415/786-3546
800/821-0019

International Tapetronics Studer Revox America Inc. IBC 2 615/254-5651

Corp 57 38 800/447-0414 Surcom Associates Irc. 82 69 619/722-6162

JBL Inc 37 12 818/893-8411 Tascam div. TEAC Corp. of
JVC Company of America 77 60 800/582-5825 America 45 26 213/726-0303

L.W. International 84 71 818/522-3284 TEC Pro, Inc. 36 42 800/562-5872
Lang Video Systems Corp 84 83 415/364-1287 Tektronix Inc 29 15 800/452-1877
LEA Dynatech Inc 62 44 213/944-0916 Universal Elecon Inc. 60 40 818/846-6220
Leader Instruments Corp. 5 4,5 800/645-5104 Utah Scientific Inc. 51 31 800/453-8782
Leitch Video Ltd 69 50 804/424-7290 Varian 81 18 415/592-1221

Lenco Electronics 11 8 314/243-3147 Varian 71 53 415/592-1221
Lerro Electrical Corp. 1 215/223-8200 Varian 81 67 415/592-1221

Magna Tech Electronics Inc. .... 79 28 212/586-7240 Videotek, Inc 31 16 215/327-2292
MCL, Inc. 56 27 312/354-4350 Ward -Beck Systems Ltd BC 416/438-6550
Microwave Filter Co., Inc 90 77 315/437-3953 Winsted Corp. 44 32 800/328-2962

Advertising rates in Classified Section are $1.25 per
word, each insertion, and must be accompanied by
payment to insure publication.

Each initial or abbreviation counts a full word.
Minimum classified charge, $30.00.

For ads on which replies are sent to us for forward-
ing (blind ads), there is an additional charge of $35.00
per insertion, to cover department number, processing
of replies, and mailing costs.

Classified columns are not open to advertising of
any products regularly produced by manufacturers
unless used and no longer owned by the manufacturer
or distributor.

TRAINING
ELECTRONICS DEGREE by correspondence. Earn
Associate, then Bachelor's. NHSC accredited. Free
catalog. Write Grantham College of Engineering,
Dept. EE -5, 10570 Humbolt St., Los Alamitos, CA
90720. 7-85-tfn

Classified
FCC GENERAL RADIOTELEPHONE operators license
through cassette recorded lessons at home plus one
week seminar in Boston, Washington, Detroit or

riiladelphia. Oui twentieth year teaching FCC license
courses. Bob Johnson Radio License Preparation,
1201 Ninth, Manhattan Beach, Calif. 90266, Telephone
(213) 379-4461. 8-81-tfn

SERVICES
ONE STOP FOR ALL YOUR PROFESSIONAL AUDIO
REQUIREMENTS. Bottom line oriented. F.T.C. Brewer
Company, P.O. Box 8057, Pensacola, Florida 32506.

7-71-tf

HELIAXSTYROFLEX. Large stock - bargain prices-
tested and certified. Write for price and stock lists.
Sierra Western Electric, Box 23872, Oakiand, Calif.
94623. Telephone (415) 832-3527. 1.73-tf

TRANSMITTER TUBES REPROCESSED-Save 40 to
500/0. 3CX2500, 4CX5000, 4CX15000 and many others.
Write for details. FREELAND PRODUCTS CO., Rt. 7,
Box 628, Covington, LA 70433. (504) 893-1243 or (800)
624-7626. 6-79-tfn

FOR SALE
COPPER! For all your broadcast needs. #10 Ground
radials, 2, 4, 6, 8" strap, counterpoise mesh.
317-962-8596. Ask for Copper sales. 3-85-7t

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT-VHF low, NTSC, 20 KW
OR MORE TRANSMITTER, TOWER, ANTENNA,
STUDIO EQUIPMENT, TEST EQUIPMENT, (203)
625-0393 DAVE 5-85-3t

TELEVISION TRANSLATORS! ACRODYNE T-230V/U
VHF in, UHF out. Solid state except final amplifier.
Removed from service, tested. One available now,
Channel 3, 6, or 12 in Channel 57 out. Another
available soon, a third good for rebuilding or parts.
Cost $24,000 new. Make offer. Jerry Lewine, (408)
422-1299. 6-85-1t



BROADCAST CRYSTALS for AM, FM and TV transmit-
ters. Oven or vacuum types for Gates/Harris, RCA, Col-
lins, CCA, G.E., ITA, etc. Good prices and service, with
trade-ins taken. Over 40 years in business. EIDSON
ELECTRONIC CO., Box 3751, Temple, Tx. 76501. (817)
773-3901. 8-84-eom

VPR-80's WITH TBC-80's - deluxe color monitor
bridge, low hours, mint condition. Three available.
WTIC-TV, (203) 527-6161. 6-85-2t

Ampex ACT -25 cartloader, headwheel test Jb WTIC-TV
(203)527-8181. 8-85-21

1-AMPEX AVR-2 in excellent condition! Includes: Spin
Physics Mark XV headwheel, waveform, vectorscope,
and color monitor, auto chrome, auto tracking, digital
TBC, Gen. locking sync gen., and Editor. Call Bay Area
Interconnect, ask for Jack Goldie...408-998-7344.

6-85-2t

CONVERGENCE ECS-90 edit controller with Sony or
JVC cables. Perfect condition, 1 year old. $3000. (818)
708-2005. 7-85-1 t

ACRODYNE MODEL T 230NH CHANNEL 7 100 watt
transmitter; w/power supply, translator, and amplifier;
enclosed in metal stack cabinet w/built in McClean
Laboratories exhaust fan; RCA color modulator;
SCALA antenna system (ch. 7) HDCA-5 type Yagi, in-
cluding eight (8) HDCA five element dipole reflector
assemblies w/75 ohm two-way power divider (50-50);
Approximately 50 ft. ANDREW HJ-50 (FCC -78-50J)
transmission line wlconnectors; Three (3) sections (10
ft. each) ROHN type 45G tower; Three (3) sections (10
ft. each) antenna pole; TEXTRONIC type 528 waveform
monitor; TEXTRONIC NTSC Vectorscope 1420; RCA
distribution amplifier V210 DA. For information con-
tact Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, P.O. Box
15154, Knoxville, Tennessee 37901.615/544-4686. Writ-
ten bids will be accepted until July 19, 1985. 7-85-1t

1985 DODGE MAXIVAN, with vehicle and "shore
power" A/C, 1kW AC inverter, 12V DC battery bank, in-
terior insulated and carpeted, reserve whisper quiet
650W generator, cellular phone, security alarms, CB,
FM, cassette...just add your production equipment.
Only 1300 miles, 5 year vehicle warranty. Ideal for EFP,
ENG, and corporate production. $17,500. 212/490-2110.

7-85-1t

EQUIPMENT LEASE
SATCOM IR AUDIO SUBCARRIERS FOR LEASE.
SATCOM 3-R audio subcarriers for lease, Los Angeles
area uplink. Can provide up to eight 15 KHz subcar-
riers on Transponder 4, 24 -hour service. Call: John
Roberts, United Video, 918/885-8890. 8-85-21

WANTED TO BUY
WANTED: Pre -1923 radio equipment and tubes.
August J. Link, Surcom Associates, 305 Wisconsin
Ave., Oceanside, CA 92054, (619) 722-6162. 3-76-tf

WANTED: TUBES, PARTS, MANUAL for Westing-
house FM -3 transmitter. Also need manual for
Western Electric 506 10kW FM transmitter. Bruce Gen-
try, 624 Plymouth Ave., Mattydale, N.Y. 13211,
315-455-7257. 7-85-1t

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

10,000 RADIO AND TV JOBS a year for men and
women are listed in the American Radio job market
weekly paper. Up to 300 every week. Engineers, DJs,
Newspeople, Program Directors, Production, Sales.
All markets, all formats. One week computer list,
$6.00. Special bonus 6 weeks, $14.95. You save $21.00.
American Radio Job Market, Dept. 3, 1553 North
Eastern, Las Vegas. Nevada 89101 7-84-tfn

WE PLACE

TV and Video Engineers
COAST TO COAST

(All Levels, But Not Operators]
ALL FEES PAID BY EMPLOYERS

Phone/Resume

KEY SYSTEMS
Westminster Road

Wilkes-Barre, PA 18702

Phone Alan Kornish at
1717) 655-1458

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER for N.Y.C. post -
production company. Must have 3-5 years experience
in maintaining Sony 1", GVG switcher, Quantel, CMX,
Sony 3/4", RCA 2" quads and other related equipment.
Experience in systems design helpful. Salary com-
mensurate with experience. Video 44, 219 East 44th
St., New York, N.Y. 10017 212/661-2727. 2-85-tfn

FIELD ELECTRONIC ENGINEER OPENING. Company
seeks an electronic or electrical engineer to work in
the field who will be primarily responsible for field
operation and maintenance activities involving broad-
cast antenna. In depth knowledge of electricity, ability
to inspect, diagnose and supervise the repair of all
kinds of antenna problems required. Ability to main-
tain the exact records of electrical system measure-
ments using the RF pulse technique. Must be willing
to work in both cold and hot weather conditions, and
travel extensively. Applicant must be able to supervise
the field crew of technicians and ensure high stan-
dards of accuracy and efficiency for the company.
B.S. in Electronics or Elec. Engineering required. Must
be able to demonstrate ability to work at heights from
towers or steel structures 200 to 2000 ft. Excellent
physical condition. At least six months engineering
experience req. involving working on towers or anten-
nas required. Excellent references req. Will supervise
5-6 employees. Forty hour work week, 8 am. to 5 p.m.
with no overtime pay. $2,393.00 per month. Qualified
applicants send resume or application letter to: AZ
DES Job Service, Attn. 732-A, Re: 0801722, P.O. Box
6123, Phoenix, Az. 85005 (Job Location: Tucson &
other areas in U.S.) Emp. Pd ad; Proof of authorization
to work in U.S. required; list in resume or app. letter.

7-85-1t

ASSISTANT CHIEF-#1 FM/AM combo, D.A., 3-5 years
experience, self starter, people oriented, resume and
references to Technical Director, Box 6000, Fort
Wayne, IN 46896. 785-1t

SUPERVISORY TELEVISION PRODUCTION SPECIAL-
IST-GM-1071.13 Salary range of $37,599-$48,876 per
year. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is seek-
ing a Television Production Specialist to manage all
phases of video production. This involves supervising
a staff of 8-10 producers, directors and technicians
who are responsible for developing educational
media, training courses for the scientific community
as well as the general public, and community policy
on all aspects of medical devices and radiological
health safety and effectiveness. Qualifications Re-
quired: Minimum of six (6) years experience in tele-
vision, or video production with at least one year of
the total experience directly connected with studio
maintenance of broadcast quality equipment in-
cluding RCA and Ikegami cameras, 1" and ,/4" video
tape machines; or Completion of all requirements for
a master's or an equivalent degree, or two (2) full
academic years of graduate education in fields direct-
ly related to the production of motion pictures, televi-
sion, or radio which is equivalent to five (5) years of
the required experience. All applicants MUST possess
a current ability to: Design, conceive Improvements,
and specify equipment purchases for videotape facili-
ties; Instruct staff in the use of a wide variety of
specialized videotape equipment; Develop, design,
construct, and test a wide variety of electronic
systems used for television production; Direct broad-
cast quality T.V. programs. A resume or U.S. Govern-
ment Personal Qualifications Statement Form
(SF -171), which can be found at any U.S. Government
Personnel Office, should be sent by October 1, 1985 to
Mr. Jeffrey Dowell, Division of Human Resources
Management (HFA-425), Food and Drug Administra-
tion, Parklawn Building, Room 4B-21, 5600 Fishers
Lane, Rockville, Maryland 20857. For further informa-
tion Mr. Dowell can be reached on (301) 443-5490. FDA
is an equal opportunity employment employer. This
position is covered by the Performance Management
and Recognition System. Therefore, the incumbent
may be eligible for Merit Increases and Performance
Awards. Fringe benefits are considerable. 7-85-1t

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER FOR A FLORIDA produc-
tion company. Must have 3-5 years experience with
state-of-the-art teleproduction equipment and an in-
timate knowledge of digital theory. Send Resume to:
Chief Engineer, 150 Riverside Avenue, Jacksonville,
Florida 32202. 6-85-2t

TELEVISION/HELP WANTED: CHIEF ENGINEER -7
years experience In technical and operations area of
broadcast TV stations including a minimum 3 years
supervisory experience. Must be capable of "hands
on" repair and instruction of engineering staff. Salary
range depending on expertise and qualifications. Ex-
cellent benefits. Resume/salary history to Vince
O'Connell, WHSV-TV, Box TV3, Harrisonburg, VA
22801, 703-433-9191. 6-85-2t

ASSISTANT CHIEF AND BENCH TECHNICIAN
needed for installation and operation of new UHF Sta-
tion -1 hour from Los Angeles on the coast in Oxnard,
contact Bill Welty, (805)983-0044. EOE/AA. 7-85-2t

CHIEF ENGINEER. Must be experience') with opera-
tion and maintenance of studio equipment, UHF
transmitter, and satellite facilities. Proven manage-
ment skills required. EOE M/F. Dept. 649, Broadcast
Engineering, P.O. Box 12901, Overland Park, KS 66212.

7-85-1t

RF TV ENGINEER FOR EASTERN NEW MEXICO
public high powered television and FM station. Exten-
sive low band TV transmitter maintenance experience
essential. Applicants must be skilled in maintenance
of 2 & 7 GHz STL-IC microwave and translator sys-
tems. Five years practical experience necessary, lots
of local travel involved, must be able to work unsuper-
vised. Send resume to Larry Ahlstrom, Director of
Broadcast Engineering, KENW-TV/FM, Eastern New
Mexico University, Portales, NM 88130. Call
505-562-2112. EOE. 7-85-1t

VIDEO SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT FIELD SERVICE,
San Francisco. 5 years experience. Broadcast and in-
dustrial - proven ability, repair. Competitive salary
and equity position to qualified applicant. Send de-
tailed resume with references and equipment experi-
ence to: Northern California Engineering Cooperative,
350 Townsend St., San Francisco, CA 94107. 7-85-1t

STUDIO MAINTENANCE ENGINEER. Unique oppor-
tunity you've always dreamed of...to help design a
"state of the art" production facility in beautiful Santa
Barbara, where the mountains meet the sea. 30K plus,
DOE. Quantum Video, Cox Communications. Contact
Marty Good, (805) 569-0059. 7-85-1t

CHIEF ENGINEER, KBCO-AM 8 FM, BOULDER. We're
looking for an experienced top-notch engineer with
formal training to take over the responsibility of all
engineering aspects of the studios and transmitters
and associated equipment. Minimum 5 years radio
broadcast experience and FCC General License re-
quired. Send resume to Dennis Constantine, KBCO,
4801 Riverbend Road, Boulder, CO 80301. EOE. 7-85-1t

MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN. Immediate opening for
experienced TV maintenance technician. Minimum 2
years experience in component level repair of TV
broadcast equipment, UHF transmitter experience
helpful. Contact Ken Preston, Director of Engineering,
KSEE, P.O. Box 24000, Fresno, Ca., 93779. (209)
237-2424. EOE M/F. 7-85-2t

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER. Large Philadelphia TV
production facility. Excellent pay/benefits. Back-
ground In Sony 1100, 2000, HL -79E, and Digital
desired. Also ADO, Paint Box, Dubner, Chyron IV &
CMX helpful. Call Clint, 215-568-4134. 785 -tin

IMMEDIATE OPENING FOR TV MAINTENANCE EN-
GINEER WITH AT LEAST 1 YEAR EXPERIENCE IN
MAINTAINING TV STUDIO EQUIPMENT. PLEASE
SEND RESUME AND SALARY REQUIREMENTS TO:
MARK CLOUTIER, NEW ENGLAND SPORTS NET-
WORK, 70 BROOKLINE AVE., FENWAY PARK,
BOSTON, MA 02215, (617) 536-9233. 7-85-1 t

A MAJOR MARKET, state-of-the-art production/post-
production one -inch videotape facility is looking for
Engineering Supervisor. Immediate opening for
qualified person. Five years minimum experience
necessary. Salary commensurate with experience.
Good benefits. Become part of our fast-growing team
of professionals. Call: (313) 849-0927. 7-85-1 t

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER. UHF -TV and promotion
facility. Experience in all tape formats, camera,
switchers and other related equipment. Send resume
to Christian Communications of Chicagoland, WCFC-
TV, One North Wacker Drive, Chicago, IL 60606 E.O.E.

7-85-1t

INSTRUCTIONAL TV VIDEOGRAPHERIPRODUCTION
MANAGER. Identify, research, develop techniques,
and produce quality educational video programs that
assist faculty in solving instructional problems.
Manage television studio production equipment,
facility and personnel. Qualifications: Bachelor's
degree or equivalent in commercial or educational
television production, communications, and/or in-
structional technology. Experience in video design
and production. Salary: Approximately $20,000. Start-
ing September 1st. Closing Date: not earlier than July
30th. AA/EOE. Submit letter of application, resume,
and three letters of recommendation to Harvey
Hughett, Media Center, University of Idaho, Moscow,
Idaho 83843, (208) 885-6411. AA/EOE. 7-85-11
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SENIOR VIDEO/AUDIO
SYSTEMS ENGINEERS
If you have at least 5 years
experience in video / audio systems
engineering and are a creative
person, WE WANT YOU!
We are offering a challenging
opportunity, in sunny San Diego, to
join our unique team of system
designers. These immediate
openings come with a compensation
package that includes excellent
benefits.

Centro
Setting new standards in the design
and integration of teleproduction
facilities and remote production
vehicles.

WRITE TO:

Chris Genereaux
Centro Corporation
9516 Chesapeake Drive
San Diego, CA 92123 -1352
No phone inquiries accepted.

WESTERN REGIONAL
MANAGER

MICROTIME has an immediate
opportunity for an aggressive sales
person in the WESTERN REGION.
Knowledge of TBC's, Synchronizers,
Digital Effects, and general TV systems
is required. Candidate must be able to
interface with established distributor
network in 12 western states.
Generous base salary, commissions,
company car, and travel expenses.
Please send resume in confidence to:

Microtime, Inc.
Attention: Daniel J. Sofie
National Sales Manager
1280 Blue Hills Avenue
Bloomfield. CT 06002

 MICROTIME

STUDIO MAINTENANCE
CREW CHIEF

Major market New England
VHF affiliate.

Responsible for overseeing the in-
stallation and maintenance of state-
of-the-art television equipment. Top
pay and benefits. Please submit
resume with salary requirements to
Dept. 650
Broadcast Engineering
P.O. Box 12901
Overland Park, KS 66212

An Equal Opportunity Employer
Minorities and females are encouraged to apply.

What Separates a World Leader
Fran All Others?

INNOVATION

CMX received an Emmy Award for its first
contribution to video tape editing technology,
anc' has pioneered every notable advance
since.

VERSATILITY

CMX editing equipment is used in every
possible post -production application - from a
ten second spot to a three hour network
special.

COMMITMENT TO THE FUTURE

CMX has the strongest engineering and
customer service organization in the industry,
both to support our current products, and to
produce new features and products that will
link our present systems with the future.
Agencies and producers have come to expect
the best from CMX products, and expect their
programming to be edited on CMX equipment.

FIELD SERVICE ENGINEER

We are looking for an experienced engineer to
handle the technical activities in our New
York City Office. Ensure that adequate
records and systems are maintained. Maintain
liaison with field management and specialists
in resolving technical problems and train
customer personnel in the operation and
maintenance of CMX equipment. Qualified
candidates should have a BSEE or equivalent
and 4 years experience.

If you are qualified to join a winning team in
the fast paced television editing equipment in-
dustry, we have a job for you.

To apply, please send resume to:

Professional Staffing, Attn: G. Brockett
3303 Scott Blvi., Santa Clara, CA 95050

(438) 988-2000
(800) 538-8092

Affirmative Action Employer
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MAINTENANCE ENGINEER for progressive VHF in
South Eastern North Carolina. FCC General license
and 10 years broadcast maintenance experience re-
quired. Individual should have supervisory abilities
and the desire to move up to Assistant Chief and Chief
Engineer. Send resume or contact Chief Engineer,
WECT-TV, P.O. Box 4029, Wilmington, N.C. 28406,
919-791-8070. An Equal Opportunity Employer. 7-85-1t

DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING: KGW/KINK, a division
of King Broadcasting Company, has immediate open-
ing for newly created position in Pacific Northwest.
Responsible for strategic planning, FCC compliance,
budgeting and managing department and personnel.
Ideal candidate will possess at least five years major
market radio broadcast engineering experience, FCC
General License and Electronic Engineering degree or
equivalent education/experience. Management ex-
perience a definite plus. Resume/salary history to
Nancy Carnes, 1501 S.W. Jefferson, Portland, OR
97201. EOE M/F. 7-85-1t

ASSISTANT CHIEF ENGINEER needed for Chicago
PBS station. Applicant should be experienced with
UHF high powered TV transmitters and Harris line ex-
perience as transmitter engineer or 3 years broadcast
experience as transmitter engineer required. FCC
general or 1st phone license required. Chicago
residency required. Send resume to: CHANNEL 20,
Chicago City -Wide College, 30 East Lake Street,
Chicago, Illinois 60601. Equal opportunity employer
M/F. 7-85.1t

INSTRUCTION
CASSETTE RECORDED PREPARATION for FCC
General Class license plus one week seminar in
Washington, Boston, Philadelphia or Detroit. Bob
Johnson Telecommunications, 1201 Ninth, Manhattan
Beach, Calif. 90266, Phone 213-379-4461. 6-85-tfn.

Reconfirm your involvement in
the broadcast industry!
Renew your subscription

today.

VIDEO ENGINEER
CBS/FOX VIDEO's visionary development of video cassettes for
home entertainment has earned us a dominant position within this
fast-growing industry. To help maintain our standards of high quality
products, we're seeking an experienced Video Technician.
Reporting to the Director of Engineering, you'll be responsible for
supervising the installation of state-of-the-art duplication systems in
our new video duplication facility, performing project work on
specialized audio, video, and computer systems for the Duplication,
Tape Loading, and Quality Assurance Departments, and supervising
technicians as necessary for project work.
An Electrical Engineering degree or equivalent plus approximately
four to six years' experience working on video processing equipment,
VTR's (broadcast) RANK film transfer, video editing systems are
required. The capability to design analog and digital circuitry using
the best present day technology and the ability to conceptualize
audio/video systems are also required.
If you're seeking a growth career with a progressive world -respected
industry leader, start the connection by submitting your resume in
confidence to: Mark Purcell, Human Resources Department,
CBS/FOX VIDEO, 23290 Commerce Drive, Farmington Hills, MI
48024.

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H/V

TWO INDEPENDENT MIX -EFFECTS SYSTEMS, 12 INPUTS

INTERFACES WITH MOST EDITORS AUDIO FOLLOW

.t.:1111114141L-9
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 DOWNSTREAM KEYER
 BLANKING PROCESSOR
 WIPE OVER CHROMA KEY
 INDEPENDENT POSITIONERS
 VARIABLE INTENSITY SPOTLITE
 6124 INCANDESCENT LAMP BUTTONS

 6124A 19" PANEL LED BUTTONS
 CHROMA KEYER (RGB OR ENCODED)
 PATTERN MODULATOR
 WIPE BEHIND CHROMA KEY
 MASTER FADE TO BLACK/COLOR
 AUTOMATIC OR MANUAL FADER

With the 6403 Programmable Editor Switcher Interface, the 6142 communicates (either serial or parallel) with
most current editors. The 6800 Programmable Audio mixer can be controlled either directly from the Editor
Keyboard or by means of the controls on the switcher. Price $13,700.

CROSSPOINT LATCH IS THE LEADER IN EDITOR INTERFACES

CROSSPOINT LATCH CORP. 95 PROGRESS STREET  UNION, N.J. 07083
(201) 688-1510  TELEX 9104901990

Circle (78) on Reply Card
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Studer Audio: Digital Playback Systems

A Sensible Solution to Your CD Dilemma.
Should you try getting by with a CD player
made for home hi-fi use? Or should you
invest heavily in a multi -thousand -dollar
pro CD system? Fortunatey, there is an-
other alternative.

A Practical Profession. The new A725
CD player from Studer makes sense, for
the present as well as the future. It gives
you a modestly priced yet fully profes-
sional CD player for the present -a time
when you'll be using CD's alongside other
sources. And it also serves as the first
building block in a larger, multi -unit, com-
puter -controlled system for the future.

Right On Cue. The Studer A725 has
special control software for precise, ac-
curate, and consistently repeatable cueing.
Start accuracy is ± 1 frame (13.3 milli-
seconds), and start from pause takes less
than 0.6 seconds. The cueing controls
(upper right) are large, so you can't miss
them even in a dimly lit studio. No more
false starts or dead air. And no more op-
erator errors from hitting the wrong mini -
button. Multiple cueing modes and a fader
start option provide extra versatility.

More Pro Features. The A725 has three
pairs of outputs: balanced XLR (" + 4"),
fixed level unbalanced, and unbalanced
with front panel level control. The A725's
disc transport is built on a die-cast chassis
for long-term stability, and the rack mount
flange is standard.

A Display of Intelligence. The A725's
four mode liquid crystal display shows
elapsed time of track, elapsed time of disc,

remaining time on track, or remaining time
on disc. A bar graph gives additional in-
formation on tracks remaining or approx-
imate elapsed time, depending on display
mode. When indexes are accessed, index
numbers are also displayed.

The Programming Department. Pro-
gramming controls (lower left) may be used
to pre -select up to 19 separate steps, in-
cluding nearly every conceivable combi-
nation of repeat, skip, loop, and autostop
functions. A protective cover is provided
to prevent unauthorized use of these con-
trols. A serial data port allows linkage to
external computer control systems.

Critics Choice. The A725 utilizes
oversampling (176.4 kHz) and digital fil-
tering as well as proprietary analog filter-
ing circuits. This same combination in our

OS - 3:16

Track Time Remaining

Track Time Elapsed

Circle (2) on Reply Card

Revox B225 consumer version has earned
unanimous praise from audio critics. Be-
cause it simply sounds better.

Price Surprise. The A725's profes-
sional features and superior performance
come with a price you might not expect:
$1550.* This is the sensible professional
CD player broadcasters have been asking
for, and it's available now from your Studer
dealer. For more information or dealer re-
ferral, please contact: Studer Revox Amer-
ica, 1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, TN 37210;
(615) 254-5651.

*Manufacturers suggested retail price.

STUDER LPL
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Made to Measure!
Ward -Beck extended range meters are tailor-made

specifically for the broadcast industry. These instruments measure
audio levels over a sensitivity range of 80 dB with one continuous
detented control.

The self -powered, 31/2- rack mounting units include LED
status readouts and offer the choice of VU only (M405F), or dual
VU/PPM (M405D) scales. The unique portable M405, with
rechargeable ni-cad batteries, gives additional convenience and
flexibility for measuring systems levels on a totally floating basis in
those hard -to -get -at places.

X The M405 Series ... traditional Ward -Beck quality,
carefully made -to -measure!

First by Design.

Ward -Beck Systems Ltd.
841 Progress Avenue, Scarborough,

Ontario, Canada M1 H 2X4.
Tel: (416)438-6550.

Tlx: 065-25399.
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